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4 this life be not areal fight, 'in Which
d

- something is eternally gained for thefini--7.-,,
verse bry success, it is no better than a game
of private theatricals from which one racy
withdraw at will. But it feelg like a real

f.

fight.

-t

William James
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and the Center for Research and Development. in Higher .

Education; Berkeley, present here the iiapers ?f ihe Tenth, ,
Anntial College Self-Study institute: Since 1900, the CoMmii-, .

, ,sion has joined-with the Cenlertfo co-sponsot institutes, in*.a
number of areas bf interest to adixtinistratori in higher educa-

-. \tion. , v4. . .t. i .

. .' -4. **.

the purpose of the institute is to present significant research
findipgs an4 informed opinion to' college administrators and
public, officials concerned with the 'broad aria ,fundamental
issues .in higher educatione The institute, alr aff6rds 'oppor-
tunity foi dialogue among_ admihistrators act researchers
which stimulates further study in.criticalareas_of higher educa-,
ton.- .. 4 0 : A
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PREFACE :
Z.

t

41

,

The title theme or this book was st selected to, be the .3

1. *.thenie of die institute at which th4pape were presented... The
seiectiOnof the' theme involved members of the staffs or bbth . .
WICHE anti the Center for Research, and Desielopment in _ ....

Higher Eclucqtiorl at 'Berkiley. Two members of the center ''''.
, , .staff were thn"among 'the faculty of the institute, and their

.

'containedpapers are contained herein. ". .
-' \''' . , .

It is always the object of liteSe two higher edication organ-
izations tct select d topic which will be relevant in the immedi-, ate future *but, also about which, enough will be sknown.,and . -

have been experienced that the resulting papers ate, more than
mere speculation. It is always, hiped that the papers Will con =' .,..

higher education and that they Will help administrator§ _deal
tain blear sigi-ial suggesting and guidnis future research in,
wisely with iiiecbanges which -are so rairlidly transforming The
Contemporary environment!' ,

. ,. . .:, .....
There are always many mole fterspns who 'take signifigantr

contributions to this serf es of books than are tventioned. To
'. 'simply list those many names here would not show adeqtiate

appreciation for the efforts which they contributed.
_ , Though one unique and difficult con,tribution does call for

_recognition ---4-ii. that of Mrs:Dorothy Buck of the YOCHE-
- staff. It is Mrs. BUck who takes the works of a tilunber of

.'diverse and independent thinkers and AMA*. weld ,them
together in sucji -a way that tlie end product might truthfully ".,.

be called a boat. : i , . - ..
,...,.s .

I . -,
/'

-a

ed

-

W: JOHN MINTER
IAN M.-THOMPSON
Editois.
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, t - e i . ,, .

0 The relationship betwien (the university and its eniirorimeht) is now so
intimate that the-university may be in danger of losing its-kssential character
and of becoming the pawn in a bitter spuggle for- flower arixinesociaf, econom- .
lc, and political forces which would capture and list,. it to their own ends.

. . . t .,. , %. I ,
. :

This,does not mean that the university should look mwaro, that iteteaching-
and research should be irrelevant.to the 'social ,pcoblems, dislocations, con=4
flicts, and confusions of the world around it. But it does not necessarily htillovi
that the university qua univeriity'should ntonnt a rilrect 'campaign to change
the social orderthaf it should,merch into the market place,'into the ghetto,
or into the governmentat arena at the head ofthe 'political and:slciallbeces
dedicated to social reform. -2 .. , ' . ,,.,, -,. ,,. ., wt'

t!....
- ,

The institution, works indirectly, by making the results of scholarship and '
research freely available to individuals and organizations engaged *Oa wge %

-variety of Social, cultural, economic, and political .activ,ities. The university .

will change society through individuals rather than,througivcoiPorate action.
.

Is tbers a touchstone by which the university! essential chiracter and the
conditions and limits of its implication, in social reform-can be tested? It is
the maintenance of intellectual freedom. If the intelleCtually free university !
disappears, the free sociqty will likewise wrist'. j,, `

,. t r , . k'
i

-

1.

G.

.1
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AS AGENTS s, .

. OF SOCIAL CHANGE: AN INTRODUCTION. .3
,.

, . ..,

T.R. Ne)CCONNEI..L

.PROFESSOR OF HIGliER EDUCATION .

CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN HIGHER

;EDUCATION, UNIVERF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

3,

he "ivory towee_isn outmoded figure. In fact, neither
the college nor the university ha§ ever been completely

. isolated ;socially. The. -membrane separating the institution
from its/environment has always been a mote or less berme-

. di able One.' But the boundary between, te university and
su rroundings has become increasingly 511 -defined, and there
is constant interchange between tem,The relationship is now
so intimate That the university may be in danger of losing its
essential character. and of becoming the pawn in a bitter strug-
gle for _power' aiming .social, :economic,. and political forces
which w_ capture and use it to their own ends..

'That the University has anObligatiOn for pudic service is no
longer in-question. Ile points at issue are theways in Which
it is appropriate for the university to serve society. The most
contrdversial issue .tor discussion at this'conference is, whether
the. college or university should serves as "an instrument of
'direct social action.

"-".
J

Akcademi cloister or `sociat,activist?
.. e

In the report of a discustion by the trustees of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching on "The Uni-
versity at the Service of Socipty,",twb dianietrically oppOSed

*- 4

1 't

.

-

a
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posttions With respect to the university as an _agent of'social
change were' identified. One extreme was stated afollow's:

. . . . . the univers . . should abjure any conception of itself
as an activist sh per of thelarger society. I(should not "bite off
propositions," evelo.p "positions," or be a "protagonist" for
causes. It should stick to the pursuits of the academic cloister
with which it has traditionally been concerned and carry them
out to the best oI its ability. All-else in the end is illusory.

The opposite position wakleicribed in this wise:

: . . among all institutions in the nation, the university bus the
greatest responsibility to be a shaper of the soxiety. As such it
has an obligation to identify social wrongs and take an aggres-
sive lead in rectifying them. It must be engaged, activist, re-
formist... . .

In this view, the university -can best protect its position not by
an attitude of aloofness from the great social issues of the day,
but by actively engaging in them. And this kind of activist role,
far from detracting from the traditional functions of teaching
and resewh; will actually strengthen them.'

At st.
and

chancellor Roger
pose of the university is
and' intellectual discourse are, above all ()fliers,. . . the'values
of a university," He went on to sIty,,that the function of .the
university is to develop new truth, nat-new'ideologies, and
that ". . . intellectual discoutsE is preferred over-action gener-
ated in moments of passion."' .

This does not mean, presumably, that the university should,
'alw-ayS look inward, that DI teaching and research should be
irrelevant to the social problems; dislocations, conflicts, and t
confusion of the world around it. President SamUe1.13. Gould

...,

in 'the resolution of these two positions,is the con- 4
tenance of the university's essential purpose.

ns has declared. that the primary pur-
ellectuall ". . . intellectual pursuits.

-

.
of the State University of ale* York lias asserted , on the.

* contrary, q its very nature. the university mus e II/ I d and
question the status quo, comment.,geely on its short smings,
and explore' alternatives- for .social action.;.13ut it not
necessarily follow that Ihe university qua university mild -

mount .a' direct campaign to change .the social order that
.Y., .,- 0

-
c

2 -
.

14 '
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it should, march into the market place, into the ghetto,. or into
the governmental arena at the had of the'politicaLand social
forces dedicated-to social reform. The conservative position
is that institutionally the university should make its impact
on social condjtions indirectly.

The institution works indirectly, first Of all, by making the
results'of scholarship and research freely available to individ-
uals and organizations engaged in a wide variety of social,
cultural, economic, and political activities. SeCond, the univer-
sity will change .society through individuals rather than
through corporate action. "Out from its citadel will go edudat-

. ed ,men and women with passion to -remake the world," said
the Carnegie Foundation trustees. "From. it will emanate ideas
and knowledge that will be revolutionary in their impact.,This
Will be public service in its truest:form."' vk

The university: pertjaamor nonpartisan?
,, N.' 0&°

Associated with thesposition that, the university' sh ored serve
society indirectly is the attitude-that the institution itself should
be nonpartisan on public issues. President Nathan M. Pusey of

, Harvard has -declared that that university does not .take politi-
cal stands except on matters that affect. its own well being.'

.Perhaps. no college or uniVersitY in the United States has a

.

More activist group of students and faculty than Antioch
College: But this institution, tbo, recently asserted its

-, :

aneutrality On social issues and -socialtactioi. A cbminittee
...,,, ,

- composed of, five students and five factifq members recently
P , :, ' 1.

,:. propostd 'ithat Antioch College shall not take an institutional
,-- stand on the war in Vietnam and that we remind ourselves

that the only proper institutiopaistan4P*1,11ollege are on
.

issues scrupulously defined as educatital.'°- e committee
reasons,said that it took this position, among other rdans, because

t,

t.1, it wished "to comply with the Antioch Civil' Liberties Code in
-.1 I its clear intent: to free individual advocacy from any shadow

ofof' institutional orthodoxy and to'prevent as-skillfully-as poi-
'sible any identification of a partisan action with =Institution-

licisition."1 :' .al
1

... .1! 1 . ..,('''',f-',1-:
i The Antioch committee also argued, that the public`-will

Profit raore from divided academic counsel than froma single
. .,

. , ..

,,
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J I
corporate voice. The committee declared that .corporate nori-
partisanship should contribute to the achievement and main-
tenance of "a genuine coinRunity of free individuals'' in which
"dissent is fosteed,'not re0ously tolerated, and where con-
troversy is creatively managed.'

,,
The partisan university

r

,, . . . .1

4
In sharp contrast to the nonpartisan position taken at Anti-

och, the School of Social Welfare at Berkeley recently to9k A
public stand ag4inst .the Vietnam War, the first' faculty at

i Berkeley to take such a position. The faculty added its voice
to that of the National Asocjation of Social'Workers; Which'

;,
,,had urged a halt inbombing, a cease7fire, and peace talks. the
ifaculty resolution stated,that: . ''' . IA" i ,-;

. . . ,
Our country's Vietnam policies give lie 0' the 'commitment to
people implicit inour roles er social work educat2rs. Q ut prO- .

' fessional efforts are rendered futile and pitifully absurd by the
tragedy of American ,and "Vietnamese military casualties, die

- enormity and horror of the Vietnamese civilian casualties, and ,
the dernoraliiatkon..of the American people.9

. a.
', .

. I

For aprofessional society.tvake a public stand on stich an
issue as the Vietnam War would seem to many to be a aefen-

' sible k9.4: Is it equally defensible for a university profession-
, al school tp take an official position on what has becope a .':

;..i .i
4.44 polqicarass well as a moral, issue? Perhaps the ,Fruciayst of

...

the appropriateness of such action is whether "or not its effect
will be to discobrage or engender student and faculty dissent, f..

. to stimulate or to inhibit unprejudiced investigation of public
t , issue's and welfaie problems, in a word, to enhance rather than

to erode intellectual freedom in the univers!Dr. f

A.. ,, ,,.

If faculty members are to remain tree to investigate any
subject, and to express freely the results of their research and
reflection, said Capen, one of the _most uncompromising ad-

- vocates of academic freedom in American higher education,
. theInstitution itself must remain neutral. He wrote: Y.

AI .

We ask immunity from in terference in order that we 'may ;
eingle-mindecily perform `these tasks which are yital tot the

i
- A

. ,

4 41
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;7Jifre are and progress of society. If society is to hav e faith. in
our loyilty, to t cause of truth, it must never have occasion
to suspect that `at loyalty is divAled.!°

The' university: assionate and involyed

In any event, student -activiOtt are skeptical that an institu-
don whicirlii`' aloof and intellectual 'rather than "'committed
,a4passionate will have a very serious impact on the country's
festering sores that cry out for human compassion, righteous
indignation, retribution, repudiation, Or destruction of the
status quo, and-forthright-social reconstruction. Poverty, dis-
crimination, injustice, denial of freedota and human dignity,
and immoral warfare, they say, demand action, hot scholarly
det-grUnctit. They assert that to change these conditions
.dentande a crusade, ficMt t4 to the Wary. The; Want .Co 'find
the icholai the city, n t in his. study._,: . .

.
Many students are suspicious of the aloof and nonpartisan.

. intellect, which; they say, easily becomes the juiceless Mind, a
mind 'without esthetic awareness and emotional drive." But,
one mighttaslc, does anyone'really bplieye *that it is necessary.
for Intelleitu:al Processes to crowd otit esthetic or humane'

N sensibilities; .or, on the bther.hand, foi,emotion to displace
Would it not be more appropriate to say that if educa-

tion isAto enable:young people to cope With the problems which'
'- beset society, it should neither -be devOid of passion nor: spar=

ing of intellect? Is.;not the problem we face that of submittin
ethOtia 'reason inircircoupling intellectual solutions w4
feeling and cojnitment?'

. Surely all institutions today are Committed ts:),,protect the
rights, o tudents And faculty members as individuals, or the
right of voluntary associations of students or faculty members
freely tp engage in legal social action. But if univefsitres qua.

Pi

universities become partisah and contentious, they may lose
theirintellectual freedom and their very great degree of self-
government, together'with the ability to protect the rights and
freedoms of their individual members. 'Dr.. Buell 0. Gallagher
;liaS beeNtjuoted as having said' that:

. 4 I A k

'Wherever men of conscience And good will are confronted by,
the orkaniZed efforts of-contentious and angry partisanship

,



. ..
:. , . . ...

the search or truth is in graye danger. And within the grove's
of Acadenie this means that no man is safe or secure. It means
the end of academic freedom and the beginning of the reign of

.,unreason,12 , ,

. .

Possible consequepces of politicizing the university N

1--
',,

-*,,,, . , , ,

t; , ftki, If. colleges and universities identify themselves with partfc-
.-plar .political causes, no matter how just they may be,. may
they'noi find themselves also.,politicized in wholly unexpected
atil ktellextually disastrous ways? Lepawsky asked:

; is

If' their political role is 'allowed to escalate, how -can .their
members dissuade the body politic within the greater-society
gropi,14ppniniT.ing ,their,suposdly ,intellectual conduct mid
from Ihrowing into the balance the political CounteriVeight ot
other groups or interests who claim to be threatened by the
academician.07

Conservative o> .,right -wig political groups, though now
relatively quiet, may come to 'power in the university and,
observed Le,pawsky,-"talse active steps tovrard-changing the
political complexion of the .academic establishment. If they
did not, it would be one of Mt most remarkable .cases of
political abstinence in history.sl' Universities may be especial-
.ly vulnerable.to'external political' forces2Enrousethcitizens or
an, angry legislature may inflict serious damag' on a public
institution by determined efforts to curb intellectual inquiry,

4 free`apression, and 'open advocacy:
"Ai -

Universities alrefitiy engaged: for whom?',

The perceptive observer' might declare; that, it is ptirely
academic to ask whether the universities should be engaged
in-social action; .they are -in fact, already-heavily.involved in
coun s ways. Two examples inay suffice to make-the pOint.

Through their experiment station's and extension, divisions,
the land-grant colleges" and. universities over-:the years haye
assumed direct responsibility_foi *proving agricultural pro%
duction and for reshaping the agricUltural economy. They are
nova immersed in the process of revolutionizing agricultural

.
I,.

S J. b
6

k1

.
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tecinology.,The University of c,-lifornia has developed. a 'new-
strain of tough- skinned tomatoes and- invented the machinery
'to harvest

many
doing so, the .univerSity. contributed to the

loss of many jobs for the already disadvantaged farm laborers
in the great.central valley of California. Should the university
accept any re9onsibility for retraining,woikers for other, jobs
or helping the transfer to other industrieS1 '

Two Writers in the New Republic recently reported that 'the
University of California has applied for a patentona machine
that may make it possible within five years to bar-Vest mechan-
ically most of the wine grapes grown. in th&state. Farm opera--
tots may profit enormously since it was said that labor costs,,
which ..now run about $20 an ache, might -drop to as little as
$5. The article declared that the machine.inodel recently

licensed by.the university for commercial production will har-
vest both sides of a row of vines simultaneouily; at the rate of.

. two acres- an hour, using two men to. replace 70; Thousands
or, laborers will be displaced.!'' Does the university . have an ,
oblikation to concern itself with the human beings who are
'displaced by -the harvester it invented?-

- -
,

One might alio ask whether it is any more inappropriate for
student or faculty organizations, or the university itself, to act
in the cause of peace. than for the Livermore laboratory, under,
the joint auspices of the University of talifomia and the
Atomic Energy Commission,- to engage in research and devel-
orient in nuclear warfate? Or to ask whether it's any longer
inapproprlite for the corporate university to assist the victims
of social'or economic injustice to organize,social, economic,
or political efforts t&redress the deprivation and discrimina-

. tion under which they suffer?

Thiurinm-grant university

The Otter question' is bound lo arise if thee urban-grant
university espoused by Dr. Clark Kerr materializes. Kerr has
'proposed that the nation and the states should establish 67
urban-grant universitiei to, stand ,beside its 67,, land-grant uni-
versities. This, institution, as he -conceiVes it; would _help
build' and run the eities.:1would send out faculty members

f



land students to shoW the people how to operate better urban."
schools, welfare and social agencies; police departments, and , °

hOspitals. The medical school would be at.least as much in-
volved in the health of the city as /the land-grant university
was with the health of the fanners' livestock. Members of the-, .
university community would become the chief planners of the, . .
structural, cultural, and human architecture of the city.

The urban-grant university, said Kerr, would almpst certain-
ly face a great4eal of external opposition.

There Will be those, for example, Oho will view with appreilen-
sign the plpteritial political affiance of the students and the
ghetto Avellers. Others will fear the potential involvement of
thp,:umversity in partisan urban politics. . . And so, .for this
university to wo4c effectively, there will have to be a consider-
able amount'of public understanding especially underttand-..r s
mg of the distinction-beWen service based on applicationssof
knowledge ,and positions taken because of partisan polities.
Beyond that; the institution will need an excellent system of
buffers, and this it particularly,a challepge to the trustees. . . .

We must bridge the gulf betWeen the rntelVtual community
and the surrounding socieby. . . The urban-grant -university
can provide such a bridge and if the-greater participation will
result in greater, controversy, we must be prepared-to% accept it
and to deal with it." '

But how to deal 'with:it:he did not say.'(
The quasi-university Service agency

Kerr has suggested the urban-grant university might organ-
- ize for community service by establishing agencies correspond-

ing .to agricbltiiral experiment stations and agriCultural ex-
. ;tension divisions. But because an institution serving the urban

'community will touch many more sensitive individual and
$ social nerve endings than the land-grant university did', it may

be desirable for the fOrrner to devise a new agency less directly
and intimately a part of the institution than the agricultural
agencies:..Perhaps the prototype may. be found in the quasi-
nongovernmeinal organization, .the disadvantages and ad.:
vantages of which were recently dismissed by the president of-
the Carnegie Corporation of New York."

A new 4uasi-imiversity Orgardiation Should'be fancied from
many sources, including federal and state governments, found-,

.

a".



:
yations,r individuals,' voluntary associations, city governments,
colleges and universities; and corporations. It should be pos-
siOe'for faculty members to move back and forth between the
agency and-the educational institutions which*7surround it.
Participation in the activities of the organization should not

e only, enable scholars and researchers to bring their special
knowledge and competence to bear on urban affairs, but also
to identify problems for study and investigation. "The avail-
ability of a real laboratory rather than an abstract one, of an
actual problem rather than a theoretical one, makes the uni-
versity a More vigorous institution," said the Carnegie Found-.
ation trustees."

Tht quasi-uniVersity organization would not only provide
the saholat with an opportunity for applied and baslciinvestigt
tion, as well as;sbeial action; it would .*IsO leave m freitO
retire intci the' 4iriner" university for 13eriods of reflection,
teaching, and intensive research. This kind of sanctuary eyen
the urban-grant university cannot afford to lose. - .

.

But if the university should; at times, and ,for some of its
members, offer a haven, it Should be a cloister with windows
on the world. And most of the time. its faculty .and studeigs
will be trying to devise ways of making a better Society:

In this regard Gardner' finds, the university seriously deli-
* 'dent. HiS criticism amounts to an indictnient: . a

. . Generally,4ipeakingOitireti-one,morsAfrom Aelailena,iof
.Cientid and technical' problems EO'those problems 'involving
change in human institutions, one cannot say that the uni-

, versities are a significant intellectual base for the main attack.
In fact, a good many university people whose field should give
them, a legitimate interest in these matters barely understand.
what the relevant problems `are. Many are debating policy al-

, ternatives left behind five years ago. Few are planning the kind
of research that would sharpen polidy alternatives."

The test for involvement
.

If Gardner is right, the university is in constant danger of
being,bOth irrelevant and obSolete.' But how TleePfy can, if. be
engaged without compromising its primary intellectual put-

11 ,5 4 4
pose,, Without lbsing its intellectual.treenomp without becom-

--.

A A ,
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ing'the pa
,.

y tpeciil interest group - .except the interest--)

. . of a free --gicie ? The *prcibleins of commitment arid, involve-
went whiCh arise when the °university. becomes-directly em-
obroiledlni.he'ineVitably- sensitiVe. ansl, controversial processes
of social, change ..may not onl$r shake its conscience b lso

,..
.* challenge";its. integrity.. Is,, there a touchstone by w ch the

wiversity's essential tharacter, its ainuirenderable v ue,-and :
- , . 'the conditions anthlimits .of its implication in soci reform

i .
.

,canbe testedTI think there is. I suggesethat it is the mainten-
auce of intellectuaffreedoin. If.individual freedom of students

\ _:.Aqa.. facultty, is Jog,,,the, university is de,stfoyed. If the intellec-
-- tually frpe university disappeari, the free ociety will likewise

..perish. -'
. .: . - ...

it, ----'
t ..

1"The' University 'at the Sertiee of Society," ,1946 -67 Annual Report of the ,
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PRECIS

The university should, in deep and direct wayl, recodize itself asand act
asaW agentf the most profound politics.- What' is wrong with the university
denying modestly that it ismot politicat,and then continuing in a quiet way,its
role as an agent of the proYounct politics' of;modernization,..teform, and free-' llom# ,

The thing wrong withtuniversitiet pretending not to be 'agents ofocial
, 'Change is that it is a cover-up; it camouflages the fact that universities are

such:agents; .and in their disavowal they may fool themselves as well as others.
-

. The federal government knows, the State Department knows, the Pentagoli
knows,the CIA knows, our adversaries in the world know that pniver-

. sities. are and !lave besn agents for research' and recruitment in support of
America's present world policies and, military efforts. Why shouldn't then

'American people and the members of. the university communityknow the facts"
on lititii,is'Uletfffficial 'doctrine of political neutrality is wrong beciuse ,.
corrupting and cowardly.

"." Fallowing :the truth as a question pay not lead 161k-ter appropriations ford,
I "I

state universities. But the urgent' is to often the enemy of the impoitant, andy"..
' endue prudencp will not leail to good- prophecy. Theimportant thing is that
we act in file faith that it Is tiro Truth as a question liat makes men free. - "

CO
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AGENT di WHOM?

44,.
HARRIS L. WOFFORD, JR:

1
_ PRESIDENT

STATE UNIVERSITYCt

OLD WESTBURYJNIEW YORK, t

J

4,1 I .4

o

e,

When the council of our college first. talked with me, one, 4`
When member asked in effect what Chancellor Heyrts , 1'

and Ire now asked to debate, ex,ceptte put it in-rnore *son-
al terms:* "Will you spendall your time sounding iff On poni. A
froversial issues?" He gave civil rights as hiS examfole, but hi
question.was: really the larger one: Is it necessary. and proper
for a college president, or anyone, representing the college,
or in some cases even the college itself, to take, public Rands , °

on public issues? Should the college try to change society-or .
, tstick to the .birsitiess of education?
{

I ieplierthat I would not spend all Of my. time on such ,

issues be6use of the dem'anding job they were giving me but ,

added that; if I were-in their shoes, I would worry more about
someone Who wouldn't spend any of hiS time that way, either e

because he didn't have anything to say or because he was .4 egir.

afraid to say anything.,A Peace, Corps volunteer had goaded
me: "If you become. a college piesident,..you will never say ...,:i..,,* -(..

anithing, sign anything, or do anything political or controver- V,,
.0 sial." It seemed to me th t thg council of a college Should, , ',...- ,

want.a president Who wo d diSprove that charge. , O' *S.
g

(

Isn"t it the busines of education to 1 d ildren up to man-
hood--;--to lead. ad cent subjectstinto fu I citizenship?, Si-

:
, . *. , , .

t f3
),
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_knee, cowardice emptiness, or nihilism at the core of the
academy-would b a source of "corruption of the young and of
'society at largethe opposite, of what education in citizenship
`should be. 1 .

This personal preface is not to suggest that what is good for
a college president is necessarily good for the college. It is ,a
short answer to the general question: Should a college or a
university see itself as and act as -2-- an agent of social
change?

Yevtushenko telli us it is man's fate to shuttle back and
forth between the City of Yes and the City of No. I am glatl
that,Chancellor Heyns and I have ,each.been assigned one side

- of the Proposition that colleges and Universities should be
agents of social change, and that thine is the City of yes:
Though there are many, ,comPlicated things xo say, it is good
to find us standing on these strong two- and thre'e-letter, words,.

- Veil short and slintle words that you do not hear often:enough,
' .in the academic world:

The need for involvement

.

_Mine is an easier side of the argument because we Will .prob-
ably all agree that there are some pecasions, involving great,
pc itical and, social issues, when We would all expect institu-
tions of higher education to take sides as deeply and_ directly
engaged agents for or against particular social changes. t-

least we regulatly expeCt this of colleges ltd universities er ..
than our tkw9,As to Naii Germany, would we:not agree that -
the acadetfiPthere had a duty, to resist, with all,of its:individ-
ual and collective power, Hitler's laws and acts ,agrnst Jews
from the fiat formS of civil' discrimination to the "final- solu-, .
tion?" Do we not agree that universities as universities, even
at the risk of their extermination, had This duty to seek to
change the course- of Nazi terror ---2 that universities in Mus-
solini's Italy had a duty, as universities to resist the Fascist

.'oath? ..,
4. ,

i .
'Do'we not beliel;re that the, academy in Greece today as__,

. , , 1

in ancient Athens -should be an agent see ;king to restore
the conditions of public freedom? Do we not.tloPe .tliat _ugh,

I . .
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lilies in geastern 'Europe' will, with courage and political skill,
continue .to pressIor the liberalization of 'their" Communist
states? Do we not, hope that this is happening in the Soviet i
Union and lie,hindilieseenes even in, China? '

,..

0 Do we not telkuniVersities inAsia, Akica, and Latin Amer..
ica to be tetponsible and active agenti of the social revolutions
necessary" inmost pooriand newly developing nations? Do we
not. through our government programs and 'foundation aid.
in fact almOst bribe 'some foreign universities to undertake
major-programs concerned with sensitive domestic 'social.and
Political isittei,Such as land reformit..

.i.--;: ,. - , . ,
' Nov tlien -.Can we take the position ill-at universities should
engage

v

in, centroyersial matters and avowed agents,of social
change evrywhere in file world bUt=in America? ,: ---

c.:,,,, -,

:),c Iteven gets closer ,home than this. thoie who advise against
'.-- utaersities as universities getting involved in such issues usual-

''''' ' ly_'sta 'neon, even narrower ,ground. A, university preSident in..=.,
q-1P 2 the, orth may noVbelievethat lus..uniVerstty should risk, its

public or' Political -support by involving Welt .directly in mat.
ters of injustice or. violence 'nearby, a police department run

camuck, or migrant workers on strike, but begs. likely to believe
that his -counterpart in -the South should risk his job and. his
institution by giving leadership on racial integration and
vice versa.- , 4 to)

. . ....-

in fact, I snspect'that most of us would agree.that there are
some political and social issues Of such Vital importance to
the university that the university even An American univer-
sity would have to act as a university, whatever the con-
sequences. If so, then the real questions are what those issues

. are, how they are determined, and how thle university should
act. .What kind' of agent of change should it be?

-

Involvement is inevitable

.. ,
Let me return to these ,crucial questions by another route.

Mine should also be an easier side of the_argument se it -,

7s, can beshown, I think, that any university at all worthy o that(

name is inevitably, whether it wants to-..be or not,, whet er it
admits to being or not, ag -agent of social change. And,,if it is,..

\
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a powerful university, it is probably' a powerful agent of social
-change.

, , .
This is true becausg of the -very nature of change in the

modern world ----: this new world iiihered in by the Industrial,
-Reyolutiqn, if not by the &enaissahce, or_indeed by the origin-

al Westeffi dialectic of ancient Jews and Greeks. The world
revolution of science and technology has education as its cen- --
1111 generating source. Along witlfother corporations, such as
business flans and states, colleges and universities -are the .-:
-carriers of this now nearly universal revolution of moderniza-. -,
don. -a . --_,,, , .

It takes about 16 years to make.a moderi man 16 years of ' .. .
`'fsit .1 formal education to turri,,an Ethiopian villager into a jet pilo,t,!4 Nigerianfor a Nigerian bushman into a modern poefr16 years of educa;

-ition for an outcaste Hindu to become a nuclear physicist, for ',

,: ,
a. whoWieneratiOn of Rtissiti pasints to become skilled',.in-c..s

''' 'ilittrial workefs, for 200 million young Chinese.,to learn the . 7
' literacy, mathematics, and new laws of a modernizing military' , '.,
'state. Through education, the secret has been let ontthaY man! . -' s

eed not be forever Pooi,, that science 'and technology, iez,,
no ics.and politics make it possible for the first tithe in human -

history for the benefits of civilizdtion,,such as they are, to.rbe,- .: .
made available to the whole human race to_ all men., That-- ,,,L.,
is the giant revolutionary fact of our, t ati.time which eduCOn is,

. .. .making manifest. ,,.

--,.. .....-./.

If vide loolchack 'over:the history of mourn avilizatiOn; v.',".4,---,'.
.7

, ?
cansee that 'universities have always been agents-of change.,"

=Justice Brandeis called corporations the` master instruments_
- t of civilization and put educational eorpOrations at the heart, .,i

our corporate life, as'the great shakers and movers}, the, most .corporate
' fundamental agents of change. From the 'days of the ,educit- -i---

ing monastic corporations of the Middle Ages, white we're. ,,, ,,,,
change Agents that began to Modernize agricultUre . they
'Were the first "land-grant college' through the early metlie-- -'-'77-z--- .-

' val universities where "nation" was the name for a 'college-0i
people from the same locality, through the great universities

_

of the world t6day, our academic' reitiblics of,leamine,h(ye
been- inodels for -=-- if -.not sonietinies the.inotliers of74::flie

. larger republics of learning known as nation-states.
. .

5
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In this perspective, with
<

the-plot so clear, with colleges add
universities cast as central charabters in our politics, now as
ever, kir better and for worse ;how can we hope to escape
resporisibility by saying, "There's nobody here but us chickens,
boss! "? Some chickens!. .

'Yet that is what so many voices in higher Aucation seem to .

be saying. President Johnson's chief White House advisor on
education and -science, not ;conk ago said that education is

. too important for us to let it get involved in political con-
troversMbis-was-in-explanation of his action in droppihg
from a White House committee a distinguished scholar, who
now ig-ori our faculty, who had taken an active stand against
the War in Vielnam-Isn't the opposite closer to the truth?
;Politics is too,important for # not to be, at the center.of educa-
libh l-EdficatiVn is too political lfor it not to be involved in

*. 'matters of great controversy.
.

.

, The' founder of the Hebrew university and' ater the first .

president of Israel, Dr. Chaim Weizmann; .tells in his book,
Trial 420 Err6r,,how he cqn.vinced General Allenby during
World War I that,the foutding of 4lebrew university was not
a politiCal at and therefore should not be subject to the war-
time ban, Qh. politics. It was just an educate no institution, he .

assured the British- commander. Years later,. as. he looked
back on thepowsr generated by. he university and by the other
edtmatidnalliistitutions created: in Palestine, Weizmann com-
mented' that ',occoursei it had b'een a political act. 'Arid
'wOtili4',add that what is true of the birth of a university should
be true off its life and, when necessary, itS death. It should, in
deep and direct ways, recognize itself as and act as 7- an
?gent of the most profound politics.

r
What is our problem?

If this- is true, then what is our problem? What wro
Nithrthe university denying modestly, as .Weizmann did, that Ni

continuing in a quiet way its role as
an agent of the protound politics of modernization, reform,

free'cloml:. Why- .ask -for' trouble? Why not stick to' the
business of edtibation and get involved only in "public con -



2 -

troversies that ,clearly and directly affect education? Why
'encourage universities to get more openly in ,the middle of
controversial public problems? .

The firit thing wrong_with this our present official doctrine
is that it is not -true and untruth should be the last thing a
university accepts. It,is so untrue that even private profit-
making corporations now !eel it necessary to affirm that they
do .carry corporate -responsibility for the common good. Few
private corporations any longer dare to say that their concern
is for themselves alone, that doing what is good for themselves
is itself enough of a contribution to the 'common good. But
universities still say this, and in doing, so' they demonstrate a
,Self-cehtered closure that is the opposite of a truly open
dialectic. 9

The second thing wrong with this approach is that it is-
narrow and selfish, and therefore ultimately ridiculOus..Isn't
it ridiculous for a great university to consider questions of the e
justice of 'a war or national conscription to be beyond the a

pale of academia except insofar as"%or until its graduate . .
students, are in danger of being drafted? Yet that is what the
conventional doCtrine seems to say: a university is %be con-
cerned 'about political issues only when they directly impinge°
on the efficient functioning of the university or the individual
liberty of students and faculty: This is a long way from eon-2
cm for the common good.

A third thing wrong with univeriitie,s pretending notX be
agents of social change-is. that'll is a:cover-tip; it camouflages
the fact that universities are such agents; and in their disa-
vowal they may fool themselves as well as others. Thefgjgral
government kndws, the State. Department knows, thel'enta-
gon knows, the CIA knows, our adversaries in the world knout
that American ,universities are and .have been agents for re-
search and 'recruitment in support of America's present world
policies and military efforts. Wby shouldn't The American
people and the membed of the university community blow

facts do this? What, is 'wrong- is that those policies and
efforts may themselves be wrong; they may be! just what ought

'.to be changed. At least the question of whet r these policies-.

27
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and efforts should be supported, as they are npw by most
large universities, or opposed, should be a-live one on every
campus. And that debate should, norbe. an .extracurricular or
underground one, bdt one that engages the university as a
whole.

,

It is no tribdte td universities that the students have been
the most active. agents in raising these questions, that they
have been like a giant Socrates in our midst come to asklus
the hard questions 'we should have been asking them and
asking ourselves. The Teach-Ins and many; of the explosive
student protests would not have had to come as they did if the .
academy as a whole was teaching, and learning criticizing,

,questionhig, and acting as it should..
.

So the official doctrine of political neutrality is Wrong be--

cause it is corrupting and cowardly.: It is the antithesis of the
ancient .original Socratic rule, to follow the questiOrk where
it leads.'Itis parlof.the reason Why the word "aeadetnic" has
become synonymous with anemic, irrelevant, and hypocritic-
al; A doctrine that institutionalizes timidity, at' just the point

. where we need to be encouraged to have the courage of our
convictions, is wrong.

Lastly, the doctrine is wrong because it leaves a vacuum
for others to fill. It is an1abdication of leadership. The passive
university becomes subject to thekinvasiOns of others, to the
demands that others thrust upon it. Knowing that the univer.:
sity is a povierful agent of change, many outside forces will
try to capture-it and make it their agent for:their change:-

Recently I heard the good governor of a big industrial §tate
call upon universities .to turn their full power to the crisis of
our cities. Ha said he- was 'tired of hearing John Hannah tell
how, when the fanners of Michigan discovered that their:
'frozeOtrawberries were not red enough fOr the housewives,
.Michigan State University solved the problem- anegave theme
farmers redaraviberries. With matters of life and death facing
the people of this Autry and the world racial rebellion,

-'urbaii poverty, international wars 4=' the governor in effect
asked:"How can universities fiddle while Newark and Wash-

19
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mgton and Saigon and Hanoi burn? If our universities have
been willing to take on so many relatively lo echnical prob-
lems, from red strivlberries to better balming, why are
they not ready and able to turn their full owers to'the great
questions of war and peace and justice?"' -

I agree with the governor, but I do not want to sac this
pressure on the universities coming largely from the o de,
and I am afraid that, uhless our basic doctrine o0 anges,
we will respond to 'these pressures as we have with other forms
pl'public. service that our universities render. We will give
public service in the service-station sense. We give governors
and farmers and embalming associations the service they ask
for which :is not necessarily the service, which they and our
society need. And we do it as something= above and beyond
what we see as our true academic;diity. We do it as an extra
favor or for.good profit. We do it in performance of that third
competing obligation of a university.

I am Skeptical of competing purposes and especially third
putposes. Instead, I follow, a contrary doctrine that holds to
the one original purpose of the university, which you still find
in most catalogs but not.in many other operations of tf.' uni-
versity. "To pursue .the, truth in unlimited directions in the
traditions of all universities" so reads the great purpose of
the State University of New York in its official publications.
"Truth is the hardest, most troublesome word you Use," said
one of our student planners at Old Westbury 'who complains
that I have a tendency toward a medieval vocabulary. Let me
add that he always' alsb. reinforces my instinct to stick with
the hard-troublesome words. The search for truth seems to
me to inclu and serve all our many separate purposes. I
use the wo d "truth," by the way, as a young Russian used it
in 1957, w n'we were in a MoScow art gallery looking at a
picture of hrist and, Pontius Pilate entitled "What is the
truth?" The young Russian said: "Five years ago I did not like
Mat picture. I warif,\a young Communist, and I knew the
truth. Now I like it because I-know the truth is a question."

What is the truth about the university as an agent of-
change? Let us look at, the three key words in. the proposition:

20
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"agent,"agent, 99 44 caange, 99 "university."university.99 An agent has a principle
responsible to, and change mushave some criterion.

Who or what is a university an agent of? What is our criterion
foi.deterniining Whether a ,particular *Change is good or bad?

A university is not the agent of the ptiblic, for it is often.
the public's opinion that most needs changing by criticism,
by iicrati.c goading, by education.. Nor- is_ it the ageht of,
trustees representing that public, let alone of presidents or
administratorg nll of whom depend for their legitimacy on the
consent of several other constituencies, especially the faculty
and students:And it cannot be the agent of 'faculties, for their
Special domains need especially to be stretched into universals.
'Nor is it the agent of students, The university, of course, 3 -.- as
to pay attention to where studenti are at, as theytwo d says
but it also needs to challenge each gener. ;on e o w ere it
hai not been, to go where it ought to go. s s s eration
partiOlarly needs to be encouraged to take the deep and
disciplined intellectual -tripr their present travels seem to bit

My alma mater's Socratic oracle, Robert; j-lutchins,. says
the University's purpose "i's to fashion the mind of the

age and not ,be fashioned by it." And his predecessor at
Chicago; William Rainey Harper, said in 1905 thatimivosities
should not be "deaf to the cry of suffering humanity" or "ex-
clusive and shut up withip, themselves," but "the true univer-
sity, of the ,future," should instead be :`the kophetic inter-
pMer of demObra4, the prophet of her past, in all itswicis-.
shades; the prophet of her present, in -all its complexiti,; the
prophet of her future, in all its

If a university to be a true universityyersity must above all' be a
prophet and; through this prophetieinission, fashion.the mind
of the age, then a university really has to see itself and be, to
the best Of its ;ability, an agent of the truth. In. the beginning'
of our universities, when God and truth were synonymous,
this was Clear enough.' We are told that dead, and I
certainly have not found Rim iliVe in any of the universities I
have:visited recently. Nor have I been to the mountaintop, at
least not since leaving Ethiopia a fevi years ago; but yesterday
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I rode a horse on the foothills of Mount Diablo up behind
Berkeley = the Devil always has sontIthing to do with Truth
end the beauty and.euphoria of that perspective emboldens
me to paraphrase Santayana: there is no God but His word

. is being 'incarnated all the time, and especially in the corpora- -

-dons that call themselves communities of learning. A more
academic word for all this is the 'one my Russian friend used:
question. God and Truth are indeed the great qUestion. Uni-
versitiths-nre:agents of this great question and niusf there-.
fore do their best 'to be great questioners. .

"4.
Let pie come dOwn from the heights to a more American

version of this proposition. Let us settle for the Declaration of
Independence definitionof the truths that are America's great
questions; Our revolutionary 1-6Wers declared that the need
and right of, all men to govern theni§elves was self-evident. But
for this prophecy to come to tog ss, the higher education of
citizens must become truly universal and good. That in its
calls for Our colleges and universities to be massive and much
better agents Of change than they have ever been. And one of
4th'e changes most clearly required is that they change them-
selves and become much better models of a republic of learn-
ing than they are now. This new constitution-making within
the academy, that will enable students as well as faculty to be
citizen's and not subjects, is one of great social changes uni-
versities will need to give leadership in achieving.

;Beyond the reforms needed in our own house, there are more
than enough great public questions on which universities as
universities need to throw light. These ,include the war' in
Vietnam, the racial crisis; urban development, the war on
poverty, the matter of drugs, relations with China and the
other places we can't get passports you name them.

.

rfI have claimed that this side of the argument, in favor
of open acceptance of a role as agents of change, is easier than
the negative, let me concecle tfiat,the consequences.are not al
all easy. Following the question where it leads inevitably leads
on some occasions into trouble. A university .that as a univer-
sily resisted Hitler would.have lost its life as a university' =--
or would it? High authority says We may need to lose our life
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find it, and 'history tells us that ancieit Athens was never\
more alive than-wfien its buildings were captured and burned,
and'its people took: to the sea; saying that their city was on
ships. 'The great days of the early universities,, Trevelyin
us, ivereNwhenuniveL.Fities were built of men alone.

-rs

If we accept, responsibility for the university to, speak and
- neon some' issues affecting the whole body pblitic, we will

of course have peat difficulty deciding which issues and how
to do it. tut that is the kind of difffielty our minds and sods
need to face: That is the kind of question; about the-common
good, .that truth requires us to ask. _

This spring many campus administrators were 'alarmed
because students 'threatened to boycott classes, dose down'
colleges, and assemble the-c,banuilitifor debate on thetyiet-

nam War. The position tiken\on most t ainpuses was that the
university hid to sticic,to its business,- those classes. Burl havo
also heard a the different reSik,onse by President Howard"
Johnson of who said that <the Vietnam War was an
issue, that warranted the full attention of the university,-that

fpir one was ready to listen to anyone 'who had light to throw
on the qUestion and that he would spoUsor-such a major con--
frontation. The students, asked him' to open the meeting and
'he agreed. Thousands came and the argument went on for
hours. The dispute had been raised to its older title, a disputa-
tion.' For days afterwardS;Ilia told, Howard JolinsoeWas
greeted by students who 'told him that they never felt so proud,
to be a thembei of M.I.T. than on that day when the commu-
.nity as a, whole, led by, its official spokesman, engaged 'itself
in seeking the truth. about the Vietnam: War. This is but
one example ofthoW a university should seek the truth.

., . 1All thisii of course, easier to say when your go = or is the
governor of I4ew ,York and not the governor. of C. o.
'Following the truth as a question may not lead to larg r pro-
priatibns for state universities.. But the urgent is to often the
enemy of the important, and undue prudence wi 1 not lead
il_goatpropheoy. The important thing is that we act in the
faithlthat it is Truth as a question 'that makes men ,free:

,
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4

do not believe that the university, formally al" an institution, should take
stands on noneducational matters. By formal lEtion I mean formal Salm--
taken through its governing board or executive heads. Ihave the same opinion
about official actions on nonedutational matters by departments and faculties.

If the academic communit chooses to use the university_as a base of polit-
ical action, if it tries to identify the university with its causes, and mobilize

.the prestige and the resources of the university to goals which it chooses,
then it has node the university an important piece of political real estate.
And it willtollow, inevitably, that others, outside the university, will then
regard its cohbol and management as important for goals which they select.

Many efforts to get the university as an *institution to identify with particular
causesopposition to Me. wpr for example 'have arisen not from great moral
sensitivity but-from the desire to align the university with a particular posi-
tion. There has been a struggle for control, of the university rather than a-
passion for morality, - .

Univ rellkies have accepted endowments for foolisLpurposes orscholarship
.. -

funds with unwise social implications. We have not en as sensitive as we
might have been to the need to,change these relationships. But the criteria
are clear and their application has, by and large, piotected the autonomy of
the university and the essential freedom of its members, faculty and students.
alike. ,......... -

_
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THE UNIVERSITY AS AN INSTRUMENT
OF SOCIAL ACTION

ROGER W. HEYNS

CHANCELLOR

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

.

-

'T.

. accepted the invitation-to speak to this group on this
I

topic in part because of the pressure such acceptance
would bring upon. me to put in writing carat I have come to
belieVe. In addition to welcoming the discipline that would be
required, I looked forward to having those beliefs examined
and challenged by other speakers, panelists; and members of

file audience. ,

C.

My position on the question of the relationship of the uni-
versity thkocial, political, and economic problems is essential-.
ly conseryative.'You should undertand, however, that I speak
from a campus whiCh is characterized by egreat deal of in-
volvement in' these problems, Thousands of our students, in,
connection with course work and outside classd, are teaching
and tutoring children in poor communities, working in schools
and social agencies. We offer courses which involve field work.
Virtually all of our schools and, colleges are involved with
state and local government and many other social' groups. In
addition, bitr, gampus, rules permit free discussion of all issues,
and interest is, not only lively but, for many' of our- students,
this interest expresses itself in action and involVement. This
state of affairs I approve. of and

25 .
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4Institutional neutrality on noneducational matters'.
.-

Nevertheless, and indeed to protect this freedom, I do not
believe that the university, formall an institution,Ishould
tare stands noneducational, mat ers. By formal official
action I'mean formal ation taken through its governing board
or executive heads. I have the same opinion iboui official acl
tions on noneducational matters by departments and faculties.4, 0

Because of the ambiguity of what' constitutes official institu-
tional aefith, I would go further and state that the executive
head must recognize that what he may believe are private acts
often are interpreted as official positions. I would counsel
great restraint in his, own pronouncements and actions. To a
lesser extent, this applies to other officers and to a lesser' extent
still the faculty, but in all of these, the ambiguity is real eszough
that people in thesecategories should at least recognize the
import of their acts or tterances.,

I -refer particularlf to official pronouncements, and I as-
sociate myself with the._ Antioch position quoted in Dr.
Meonnell'rpaper, "The only proper institutional stands
are on issues scrupulously defined as educational."

With re,spect to action; to activity or programs, using the
language of the 'questions posed by ,Dr. McConnell, I-believe
the university makes its contribution to social conditions in-.
directln "by making the results .of its scholarship and re-,
sekcji freely available" and through the free action ,of .

. dividuals rather than corporately. I believeeit should be non-
.

. partisan. .

_.
I tape these.positionsior precisely the reasons given in sup-

port of them contained in the- McConnell paper (althOughilot
4necessarily by Dr. McConnell himself). As the Antioch group

stated: The purpose of avoidnig institutional positions is to
.,frte" individual advocacy dnd choice, to ,preclude orthodoxy-

which inhibits, dissent: The fundamental basis for freedom to
learn and to teach has been that the position, of ndividnal
faculty members and students does not reflect that of the in-
stitution as "such. It is this independence that is jeopardized in,

.7 7.
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many subtle-, wAys if institutional neutrality is abridged. There
-is enough evidence on ottrreampus` that even ai informal con-a
sensus pn. the -War -has interfered with dissent; it may have in-
'fluenced the nature of schol'arship;_certainly attempts have,
been made tp influence the conduct of "the classroom. This in-
terference would be infinitely greaten if there :had been formal
institutional co HIent.st

joseph Shoben in "Toward Remedieg -for RestlesAtes§:
Issues in"Student Unrest," says:

. . Acadeinic freedom, it must be recalled, has never appi*
to institutions; the doctrine of Lehrefreiheit, for example, con-

,- 'ifers no immunities upon the university except bnel !the right .

to clothe its faculty members in a special protective armor as
they explOre any- trail that may lead ,to ,truth and cvisdOm. In
-contemporary terms, it is generally accurate to "say' that any
tenured member of any faculty is entitled to espouse any posi-
tion toward thematin Southeast Asia withgut fearadosing his

t, job or suffering other reprisals from thKollege or university
at which he teaches. Like most ideals, this one sometimes is
dubiously honored in the breach rather than in the observance,:
but cases like that of<Professor Genovese at 124tgers underscon
the-principle 'here. Our central point, however, is that the
clition of the institution's making this essential gift of .securiti,r'qA
o its professors -is, hat it must itself remain neutral. In a very

--real sense, the only commitment to a social value in contrast
to the academic values that guide, the internal processes or
soholarship, instruction, and the nature of its intra-institution:,

community life that a university makes as a university is
its intransigent commitment to academic freedom. So long as

takes,no . corporate stands with respect to the major _con-
troversies.that beset all dynamic culturd, it can Insist on the

,peculiar freedom of individuals to investigate, to publish, and
to debate .which is the cornerstone of the academic enterprise.
By this insistence, it maintains an: open campus on which, at
least in laudable' theory, all ideas may compete for a hearing
and minority points of view can be safely maintained.

My reading of our history here in California would; lead
--rnme to turn another of Dr. McConnell's q'uestions into a state-

ment of fact: If collegetviand imiversitiseg identify themselves
with pattic'ular, causes, they wi finethemselyet po-
liticized, in wholly unexpeCted and disastrous ways. -
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If the academic community chooses to use the university
as a base of political action, if it tries to identify thermiversity:
with its causes; and mobilize the prestige and the resources of
the university to goals. which it chooses, efe'n it has made the
university an important piece of political real estate. And it
will follow, inevitably, that others, Outside' the ttniversity,. will

- then regard its control and Tanagemeat as impRitant for goals
which therselect. Our besiprotection akainst tlit most dread-

, ed intervention, in university autonomy the political test of
fitness o em in the student body or-faculty is in

"carefully avoi mg an internal test. This' is what formal .and
informal ortittlioxy.really represent.

IntlividUal self-restraint ,
,30

, The best protection from intervention, for the preservation
of autonomy, lies in sensitivity to this risk and the,practice of
individual self-restraint. Professor Richardflofstader put this
eloquently iiii speech on the Berkeley ca 4x:

The delicate thing about freedoms that while it requires
restraints, it also/requires that many of these restraints be self; .
imposed and not forced from outside. The delicate abOut
the university is that it has a mixed character, that it is suspend-
ed between its position in the real world, with all its corrup-
tions and evils and even cruelties, and the lendid world of
our own imagination. The university doe in 'fact perform
certain mundane services to society and there are those
who ,think it should aspire to 'do nting else. It does Con-

, .stittite a kiiid of free political foru . and the are; bse
. who want to convert, t primarily into a center of political

action. But above these aspects of its existence stands its es-
sential character as a center of free inquiry and cciticism a

. .
thing .not to bk sacrificed 'for anything else.

.
A university is not a seryic6station. _Nor IS it a political society,
nor a meeting place foil .political societies. 'It is, with all its
limitations and failures, its fragile and compromised profess
sors, its equivocal administrators, its tumultuous and self-

_ righteous students, its classified research; itSinstrudtion-that.
does not instruct, and all the other' ills that institutional intil-
l&tual life is heir to, the' best and. most benign side of our
society, insofar as that society aims to cherish the human
mind. , ".

-24
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T9 realize its essential character, the university' has to be
dependent upon something,less precarious than the momentary
balance of forces in society; it has to pin its faith on,som &

`that is not hard-boiled or self-regarding; it has to call n mere-
ly upon critical intelligence but upon self-criticis and self -
restraint

There is no gtoup of professors or administrators, of taxpayers
or alumni, or sfudents, there is no class or interest in our
society, that ought to consider itself. exempt' from bearing its
costs and patiently enduring its conflicts and trials; nor is there
-anydne who should want to do other than rally to its generous

Freedom is limited

I trust that in this audience we will not attempt to fool our-
'selves: Many efforts to get the university as art institution to
identify with particular causes opppsition to the war, for:
example have arisen not from, great moralosensitivity but
from the desire to align the university with a particular posi-
tion. There has been a struggle fai. control of the uniyersity
rather than a passion for morality.

With those not so calitrlating and there Are some it
has represented a naive understanding of the pluralistic nature
of the university and the essential part official neutrality playS
'in the freedom ofus all. 4 ,

The freedom that a university receives from external inter-
vention ikthe part of the society that -supports it is never ab-

,solute; it waxes and wanes; it is certainly not a divine
The supporting society, whether public or lirivate, is not re-

, quired to grant absolute independence to its -institutions of
education..As educators we should tell the supporting society,
and we4o, that the greatest universities have traditionally been
freest. And we should explain-why this is so: because the un-.
trammeled search for truth(and its.successfuftrangmission
through learning As most likely to be achieved. with mini-
mum constraints. We can and do' tell the public ,why. this in
turn is true because of the nature, of the proqess of dis=
.cover'y and the-process ofJearning. Bit when we do this we
appeal to society's wisdom and its maturity' and its security.
We are not appealini to a bill of rights.

p
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While there may be an ideal SI Ount,of freedom a university
Should have, as a. practical qter it limited. How much

-freedonl it has is determin ey the (1) degree of enlightened
, under4tanding of `the society and the restraint. it exercises by
its procedures for resource allocation (fine item budgets are,
for example, more restrictive than block grants), (2) methods
of Selection- and terms of office of board members, and (3 )
restraints imposed by the university upon itself.

Academic freedom and all the attendant free4loms are,
therefore, never guaranteed-permanently. Whether they are
granted or interfered with is an educational and a political
process. We try to educate the supporting society on.,the
need:for freedom on educational grounds in order
thatw es can perform our essential tasks more effectively and
in scy doing serve .the society more effectively. The Process of
obtaining protection, or losing, it, is very often politiCat:*

We ,can identify csome of the conditions under Which the
threat to essential autonomy fron(externalintervention in-
creases. One is inexperience on the, part of the supporting
public. The Stony Brobk drug raid is an illustration. Another**-
is a high state of anxiety about change. This is an extremely
short-hand way of describing/eh present condition, in Amer-

.. ica generally. Another is intense value. conflict in the society
on a particular issue. ActivitieS by universities in defense wete
acceptable, 'even applauded, during World Wdr II and, now,,
with an unpopular war, they have be9me controversial. I
specify these conditions, and I admit theist Ought properlY3o
play a significant role in determining the nat e of the univer-,
sity's involvement in particular activities.

To summarize up-to this point: My-central position rests
on my conception of a universityas an intellectual cqmmunity,

dedicated to training and research. It is committed to the
intellect and tOthe usentf reason, to knowledge. I then proceed
to a consideration of the condition& under which these func-
tions can best operate and, finally, to a consideration of the,
effect on those necessary conditions of involvement in social
aff have indicated _that institutional commitments car
ave the *effect themselves, under certain circumstances, of

curtailing freedom and inviting external interference:



Criteria to guide universities
4

t. It should be obvious that we 'are dealing with matters of
degree. And most of what I have said refers to statements of
position.

- But what about the obvious fact that the university is in-°
VOlved in social affairs and has made institutional commit-
ments o programsisi would like to turn now to an examine-
tion of me of the types,of involvements. I would suggest that,
out of careful examination of these, we can establish some of
the criteria that must be met to guide the university in estab-
lishing (or terminating, for that matter.) institutional commit-
ments. Wye have assembled a good deal of wisdom on this,
subject over the years, and it is worthwhile to make it explicit.

,Before I turn to institutional commitments to programs, let
° me note some established institutional practices that facilitate

interaction with the society that h_ave been of tremendous.use:
fulness to the society and to the university. AlthOughaccept: a

ed, they are not without their risks and are not without their
critics both inside and-outside the university.

X refet fiat to the advisory, consulting relationship. The
university in recent years, through its pay praitices; leave of
absence policies, and appOintment policies, has greatly increas-
ed,the interaction betWeen the society at large and.individual
members of the .academic community. I believe that most of

. the federal programs in education, science, health; social wel-
. fare, and conservation, for example; have been primarily in-

. fluenced by members of the university community, acting as
. private individuals butrivithc the aid of institutional policies

that permit and even encourage this of activity. It is im-
portant to observe first that the institutional prActices and

P .
policies which made this easy are not coercive. Each faculty
member has been free to choose to participate or not.

Second, there are implicit or explicit educational considera-
tions which are taken into account. It is expected, particularly
with respect to consulting relationships, that the experiences
contribute to personal growth and, therefore, educational tf-
festiveness. The academic community must get . a return.

31 "e-
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\ Leaves of absence are evaluated in terms of this effect on the .

teaching,and research junction of the university in addition to
the externaicritefion of service in the public interest.

Another form of university participation, which involvei
university policy and practice, is,individual grants and contract
research. Here again, the emphasis is on the relationship be-
twben the individual faculty member and the sponsor. Whether
or not the research occurs is primarily a matter of whether
theoindividual 'applies for the grant. But instilttional policies
and practices have enormously facilitated the frequency and

4

ease of these transactions. Universities have set up offices to
perform services for, these contractskpiaVitied space for most
of them, and created new categories of, employees that these
projects needed.

A
This institutional posture, of commitment can't be,,,kidden

under the rug. Nor should its value in making the university
effective in social/change be ignored. The university respon-
sibility is there. Indeed, as far as the federal government is
concerned, these grants are awarded to the university and the
university is held responsible not only for fiscal matters but
also for the quakty dttlie work done. There are, at least when
we are at our best, educational considerations which deter-

- mine what kind of grants are sought. They must provide free-
ilom for the investigator, permit publication of findings, con-
tribute to the education of students and the development of
staff. They must also be in harmony with educational develop-
ment goals of the institution.

Ataw

I turn now to another form of participation involvi
stitutional commitment: the establishment of units of the uni-,
versity structure that haNtc p ;ogrammatic mission. The
Radiation Laboratories hete, the Lincoln Laboratories at
M.I.T., Argonne Laboratiries at the University of Chicago,
and the Willow Run Laboratories at. the University ofiMichi-,
gan are examples. Here the university, by contractual arrange-
ment, undertakes to,establish and maintain alresearch facility.
Not alrof these I have mentioned have the same relationships,
to the university involved or to the, sponsor. These relation-
ships have also aitered during the years, but in general they

A
.
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have been 'Characterized by a certain degree,Of separation from
the other units of the universityin. management and person-
nel polic3K They might better be called university- affiliated
units. These have begun with a public need for a particular
kind of activity and a requirement for the kind pf personnel.
And environment that a university can ,provide.

The needs and requirements of the university have influ-
eno.ed,the decision abOlit whether the relationship is to be es-
tablished and its nature, if the decision is affirmative. Usually,
these facilities rep;esent research tools that are beyond the
capacity of the university to deirelop. In the days after the
-war, thefe was a disposition to establish theSe programmatic
units in federal' laboratories away from and :separate from
campuses. The 11H laboratories in Bethesda are illustrations.
Many of .us tried to turn this tide, believing that in many in-,
stances-tlie educational functioni, particularly graduate train-
ing and ,research, would be harmed if federal laboratories be-
came the exclusive pattern. If universities were'to be on the
Trontiers of certain .areas of discovery, it was necessary that
these facilities be near and affiliated with universities, We also
argued, I think successfully, that the research itself would be
done better.

Ovel' a perioctof time these relationships have been altered
in"the interests of further educational objectives: the free dis-

, seminatiOn of research findings, active participation by faculty
° in the direction, of the program; involvement of graduate

students; and so on.

AAother formtof institutional commitment to programmatic
research and training has involYed institutes and centers in

.

such fields, as mental health, social research; labor and indus-
./t7a1 relatiOns, and .agriculture. Here again, the university as-

unies some obligation over above the- commitment of
peeific individuals to carry on a particular erdrt, The scene

'criteria, apply, although the decisions are a little less contro-:
yersial primarily because usually there is no specific partner

. or' enduring cosponsor.

An of these_devices have greatly increased the university's
involvement in our 'social life. This involvement has been to



the profit, by and large, of both the comMunity and the univer-
sity. Primarily educational considerations have determined
whether they should exist and how they 'should fun-Ction.
Finally, we should not forget that these activities have always
involved us in controversy with the external community in
one way or another, at one time or another.

Examination of the effectiveness of group health care pro-
grams in- Windsorada,' by the University, of Michigan
Public Health School, expferimentation with flouridation-by
the University of chigan Dentistry School, studies of police
in Oakland by the Center for, the Study of Law and Society
innumerable other illustrations could-be cited of some degree
of public clamor over this Sort of participation.

'4

These activities have been defended and protected by (1)..
the . general reputation of the univ rsity for objectivity, (2) .-

the'-range of such activities gove , gmany areas that the
university engaged in, (3) the.° . 1 ous relationship of these
activities to the research functio the university and, finally

-..
but not insignificantly,. (4) e posture of thejnvestigators;

. . -

themselves. They resolutely limited their role to thgth of in-
- vegators and, even though they had a right g citizens to do

otherwise, they did not become political, protagonists. The
importance of these subtle -differences in posture cannot be

4 overertiinated. - ..

But what about training and serviceactiVities? Here we
must be reminded particularly that we Ire not dealing with
an all or none phenomenon, with-whether or not.the university

. ,

should be-involved, but rather tp what degree. Since the areas
of possible involvement are more controversial, the sensitivity
beconlls all the greater. e again we age not without experi7..,

...., ,
ence and wisdom must come to our aid aswe move, as,
we most certainly will, into new areas. of inyolirement -4"-as,
for example, in President Hitch's program of poiiniitment 6 ",..

involving the University in die urban crisis;
- ,

Let's, turn first to training prograins. First f all, we must f
remember that even in such well estahlished programs as law, -
medicine, architecture, and public health, there is always a
. . . -',

. ,
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--state btc,ontroversy between the faculty and the profession.
lea* the profession and often the public at large 'aiePT:

critical. of the lack of so-called practical emphasis. Soul-dimes
:there has beOti criticism about the attitudes and values com-
municated by the school. We have learned that the educational
program; content, and pedagogicaLmethod, must be In the
hands of the.'university faculty for better. or for worse. Our .

faculties have learned that here must be a geasonatile fit be-
tigein the program and the demands of the practicing profes-
sion, but the determination of that optimum fit is really_theirs.

We have' also Chad controversies -over whether or not there
should be ,a particular training prograin.*Whether optOme-
,tripts or,,mofticiiiis or labor leaders or journalists shbuld be
tram"' ed in universities, harbyen the' subject of considerable
debate and uncertainty fr6in-tinte to time. In general, we have
asked ourselves the following questions before deciding to go

-ahead:

1 Can anyone else do it better?
2 is there a body of content, a discipline to be learned?
3. Does the program draw on as well as enrich other pro--

grams? All, again, educational questions. °

Since- many institutions 'are beginning to experiment with
coikses and programs which involve field work (in Part as a
way of meeting, the criticism of the Iack of relevance of the
educational experience on the,paft of students) and since
these 'depirtures will inevitably involve academic units that
haven,* had experience with this kind of training, it is worth-
while to examine what we have learned from our experiences
in more established programs which involve field work, intern-
ships, etc., as 'part of the training. I remind you that we have
had a great deal -7 in medicine, dentistry, public health;SOcial
wink, and education. Here are some of the lessons as I read_ .

them:

,

1. To 'obtain, optimum fesults, the university must have a
great deal of control of the field situation. The students, must
be gedred into the. agency to be sure that they aren't just ad-,
ditional manpower, or given 'routine assignments; real op-

,
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itunities for learning must be provided. Close supervision
is riequired,Often'requiring additional staff.

'2-. Nonetheless, by.' and large we have not. found-it worth-
while to Operate the field agency ourselves. Universities...have
pretty much abandoned their own elementary and secondary t.

laboratory schools. We have greatly increased our use of reg-
ular hdspitals for medical education. as opposed to develop-
ing ;our own. I doubt whethe'r, even in our new, medical schools,,
we will ever again establish large general service .hospitals.,
And evert the ones we still operate are different, or ought to be,
frOm general community_ hospitals operating under other aus-
pices. Patients in university hospitals expect to be treated by

--students; they must expect to be subjects for research. The
university hospitals are expected to limit referrals :to those
cases that contribute to education and research in contrast to
taking everyone who needs health cares Private practice use
offacilities is absent or limited.

These are matters of degree, but the emphast is clear. We(
are not in the business of operating social agencies. I could
go on with this complicated topic, but I want to mention one
little-noticed but very real objection to, university-operated and,.
university -run social agencies: the autonomy of the comma:,
,nity itself may be compromised. We should be just as stalitive
to the ability of the community to determine the kinds of ser-
vices it wants as we are to protecting our own freedom.

. .

a. The praclicuM learning experience must be .related to
the on-campus leaning. Thy' relation between theory and
practice is complicated, and great attention must be given to
the 'complexities. Thetlassroom learning must inform practice
and vice versa. Mere,uninte!preted experience is not enough.

ft. The guiding concept for student behaviot and experience
is that he is a student not a -general citizen, not another
member of the trooPs;,and not an employee,

. _rr .

What about, strictly service activities?. These haven't been
Many and properly so. Ttilink this is primarily because of the
application of these criteripWe haVe not been, and ive should

... , 111,
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not be, service stations. We have generally tri lect,those
service activities which were sibject to our co ols, those
-which met the requirsthents of the academy amtwhich contrib-
.uted to the educatipfial function,

. . ,/
ft is iMportant,,as I list these considerations, to recognize

that there 'are and ought to be individual differences among
institutions. They differ in funetiOn, in student body, in the
social cliiiiate in which they live, and in countleis other ways.
A, possible service activity Might offer great opportunities for
training to one institution and little 'to another. On the other
hand,, an institution may.develop such a rarified atmosphere
with respect to its surrundings that its well being becomes a
platter of supreme indifference to the supporting community.
Such a university may seize opportunity to sets rder to
change this institutional posture that would not be s lected
somewhere else. 4

1 mentioned earlier that one criterionfor participation was:
Can another institution do it as well or better? Want to
expand on this idea briefly. There is a great deal of sentiment
that the...university should involve itself in all worthy causes;
attack all important problems primarily becausit has enor-

. mous resources, and can do it. I believe this view has serious
defects. Edward Levi recently put this very well in Chicago
Today:

. . . Univers.ities are among the important institutions in -our
Society, but there are other important institutions. You will re-
call de Tocqueville's description: "Americans of ,all. ages, all
conditions, and all dispositions constantly form-associations.
They have not only cornm.ercial and manufacturing companies,
in which all take part, but aisaciitions of a thousand other
kinds, religious, moral, serious, futile, general or restricted, .

enormous or diminutive." The fact that there 'is an unpiet
need does not at all mean that a university is best equipped to'

it on. Even if it is, .the added function nii4 y place, such
a burden upon an institution as to defeat its losic.purposes.,.
Even a welfare-indoctrinated society must Take choices. It
may bb that new types of institutions are required;, it does not
follow that universities should become these new types. A fun-

k.versity which claims to be all things to all people, or as many
different groups wish it to be, is deceigul or _foolish or.both.
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Summary

I have tried to suggest that the question oruniversity parti-
cipation in-social affairs has arisen with new force primarily
hecause'of the war, race, and poverty, and also Because of the
pressuie for new pedagogical programs. It is not a new ques-
tion, however. Universities have some criteria that havit, serv-
ed in the past and will continue to serve iii the future. There'
is no question that the university hp and will involve itself'.

t Participation always involves risk This doesn't mean that
the university should not participate but rather that the degree
of risk must be evaluated in terms of the ains for the essential
functions of a .university. Clarity abo ese essential pur-
poses and clear assessment of the imps_ n them of. any in-
'volvement will provide the, greatest pros on from unwarraiit-

.

,,,esd interference.
.

In spite of the fact that I belidve our record here is not bad,
I don't want to leave the impression that itts without blemiih.
Universities have accepted endowments for foolish purposes
or scholarship funds with unwise social ikaplications. We have
not been as sensitive as *e might =to the'need to change these
relatiOn_ships. But the criteria are clear and their application

'-:has, by and large, protected the .autonomy of the university
and the essential freedom o its members, faculty and students
alike.

.

O
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PREtIS.

How can the university retain the freedom it requires from a society it
criticizes? How can it retain its competence and its capacity to affect the
course of society without incurring hostility.,.,from-a society content with its
course!? There is white the crunch comes. The sleeping issue Is now shouting
at us./. - ..,

Since some kind pf balance will be required; opinion will Inevitably enter
. into the striking of such balon#e. Burdened with that admitted subjectivity,
-certain guidelines,,"certain bounds not to be overstepped, may be suggested
as a means of provoking thought as to where the balance should be and how
attained. ..

i The universitymust not compromise its integrity.
( The university must maintain a distinction between corporate and individual -

111 views end sots.
.(3) The university,must be free to do whatever it takes to 'keep relevant in its

age.
(41 The university must not lose its identity. .
(A) The university must not lose Its'critical capacity.
(6) the-university must not seek legal power or the poweVo coerce.
(7) the univiAity must not deny its accountability.

.
.

One would hope to sees as Astabilizing but adapthle Influence in an agitated
age, the collaboration of a responsible but responsive university and a tolerant
society. It takes both. .

O e
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THE TIGHTENING TENSION:
THE UNIVERSITY'S EXTERNAL RELATIONS

ELDON L. JOHNSON

VICE-PRESIDEN4

UNIVERSITY OFILLINOIS, UR4ANA

A.. dynainic tension between the university and its en- .
vironment is normal, but the current face-off between -%

university and public is cause for concern. The trend is even ,

ominous. Society is becoming more avaricious' and demanclin&
its I. onstunption of university services. The university- i

/3
beco g more willing to put down its walls, to be where the. .,
action is to criticize public policy, and even to risk confusing
power with influence. This mutual interpenetration creates
more boints of friction and more promise of conflict.

p t4

4
The central issue is not new. Whether the reedom enjoyed

-within the campus can be extended outside the ampus bother-
.' ed universities centuries ago. Social criticism an ublic sery-

ice as university, functions have been giowing for almost a
century. Catering to clients as well as to students and serving
as the arm of government have been respectable land-grant
university traditions. Whether freedom of action extends as far
as freedoni of thought, and whether professors enjoy the same
latitude off the campus as on, have long troubled the 'academic
waters.

The centratjssue

.
°Wheti is a campus a legitimate sanctuary and when a revol

tion'ary cell? When does sponsored research seduce they unive
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. sity? How far should the university be the agent of govern-
_ment? When can the university countenance the diiobeying of
the law? Is neutrality really-an endorsement of a rotten society?_
All or most of these questions were current before contem-::
Porary students added `their flamboyant provocation._ Whether
these youth are the "new fascisti,' nihilists, or genuine agents
of change, they evoke, images of what is inside the Walls, ready
to spill out on an innocent society when the university talks of

, its extrAmural mission. Political forays; disruption, violence,:
and other direct actionism from universities in Europe' and
Latin America have etched the image more deeply.

But the underlying issue persists: How can the university-
retain the freedom it requires from a society it criticizes? How,
can it retain its competence and its capacity to affect the course°
of society without -incur-di:1g hostility .from a society content
with its course? There isswhere the cruneh domes. The sleep-'
ing issue is now shouting at us.

The slender thread
. . . ,,

The university exists on the sufferance of Vie State. As Karl
Jaspers has said: Its existence is dependent on political con$
.siderations. It can only liVe where and as the state. desires . .". : ,

Society wants the university because it feels that the pare 'serit,
ice of truth somewhere within it orbit *serves its own,inte,r-,
,ests.7 But the service of God is offensive,to the deiril. the pur-', .
suit of truth' inevitably leads to .controversyabout both the
truth and its consevinces. Hence if is not surprising to note;
that Professor WalteT. P. Metpget,,historian of acadethic tree.; 1-

dom, concludes that it takes great vsibn for "any society, inter-
ested in the immediagp 'goals o solicluritpentr set Rrescrya-;
tion," to ubsidize -free criticism d IliguirytTlie'cadcogial,Oda- 0:7.

tion which persists in our universe ei_is "one Oldie arkable si i 1

achieveMents of man," although'"one ta`npoikhutP Ir' '''t Pall- t *If ,- .,0 vat the Slender thread by, which it hangs:7 A -* t i ,

pragmatic tole . It is accustomed to extension acti
In this precarious ance, society has come to a/lqpt,o e ', '

/ 4 a'C' SV

yes;A 1P
:I

to service bureaus, to contractual relations with gov r:i
(ll en4 t

and to overseas ,assistance. The pre-Civil War 'F011eg, related.
.

,
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only modestly to the limited professional life of that time-and
-not at all to science, technology, business, and agriculture.. In
contrast, higher education today is actively serving these, plus
government itself.; on a host of fronts, and with Public accept-
ance. But the "slender thread" begins to appear when unortho-
dox or politically sensitive activities are attempted, even under
these tolerancesacticvities such as university implementation
of, the U. S. Department' of Agriculture's social policies, dis-
pensing of contraceptives in the.'university medical clinics,
service overseas for the CIA, leadership training for civil
rights Workers, or urban renewal assistance.

The slender thread is further attenuated when faculty and
students resort, as some are now advocating, to a host of direct
action measures to challenge "the establishment," to appeal to
"the higher law" of conscience, and to dramatize social ills
thought to be too extreme to wait upon persuasion. Indeed the
object, has sometimes. become precisely. that of sqining the
tolerances of society; and that can easily be done b3T anti-war
stances, formally adopted manifestos for social reform; pref-
erentiaLgraduate adtnissions of draft resisters, occupation and
obstruction' of public buildings, insistence -on fixed quotas for
the employmefit of minority groups, defiance ofthe police,
memorializing for "pot" and "pill," aiding Cuba, making, al-
liances with the black nationalists, and doing muck else winch
anyone can add, from his own home experience:--These are
the shouts and sharp blows of the Karate Age, as someone has
called. it, perhapi unwittingly to contrast it to the whimperings
of the so-called Aspirin Age of two decades ago.

What , are the slakes in this new confrontation? What is
placed in jeopardy?,,IVIoSt obviously, the freedom of the uni-
versity itself from outside interference. t'xior to that, society's
acceptance of the university as an objective intellectual force,
possessed of integrity and competent to be asocial critic. Most
directly at stake is the survival of the activist role the .univer-
sity` community professes; but more importantly, at stake is
the. univer raoderate and neces ary participative social
role w require o for maintainihg relevance in what it
teach , what it investi ates, and what it extends to the outside
world. The hard-todef nd jeopardizes the defensible. At stake
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,
is the Whole interconnecting apparaths between the university
and society, the apparatus through which 'meaningful corn-

,
municatigy,,takes place, balance is attained, accommodation is
gehieved,jand mutual dependence is acknowledged.

Audiences to consider

.
Who is affected? Who gets involved? Who produces the

,Orisequences? Fouffaudiences or potential respondents may
be identified: the external academic world, the mass media,
the generatpublic, and the government..

The.sexternal academic community consists of the lower
eduCational institutions, other universities and-their faculties,
prpfessional, societies, and actrediting- boats. This is such an
"in" group, so sympathetic and understanding, that it would
rarely present any consequences or sanctions. An exception

, might arise from one of the professional societies which takes
its cue from its practitioners and feels .ppssessive about the
educational production df the membersUew colleagues and
competitors. Accrediting bodies, unlikek -the general public,
would probably regard extreme inctitutional activism as an

4 acceptable 'additive unless it patently threateded to disrupt and
despoil the teaching and research funotions. txtreme univer-
sity activism might alienate counsellors in high schools and

, junior colleges, with enrollment effects; but, generally speak -
ing,'the fellow educators would be hard to alienate and, hence,
are mit a source of major, concern.

The next audience, the mass Media, is a .vital concern. Its
impact is great. It goes about its professialhVjob, as it sees
it, paying little or no attention to the consequences, but leav-
ing that to the public in the way that science Lives its capacity
for evil as well as good. Virtually every opportunity the uni-
versity has to reach the general public, as distinguished from"'
selected groups like the alumni, is through the mass media.
This includes what_the university itself supplies, what

dig up, or what unexpectedly explodes into newsworth-
iness, however much the explosion might have been engineer-

' ed precisely to.capture headlines,Since the nature of news --
except that concerning the political, social, business, athletic,

o 2
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aneenlehainment elitesis that which is, aberrant, unusual,
extreme, or unrepeatable, social activism on-the part of the
university; or its faculty or students, is likely -to. get unusual
coverage. Such activism produces adverfary2..relations, on
which journalisin thrives. The approach usually is, What is the
score? Who is winning?

Paradoxically, the university is also a comniunicatibns in-
stitution. Its success depends on'the free flow of ideas in the
scholarly community, and among scholars outside, with only

-Minor spill-over to the general public. However, the trend
toward more activism, and more direct outside involve
inevitably puts the university into the arena covered by mass
communications rather than by scholarly discourse. So the
university will beCome increasingly subject to the major limita-
tion of the mass media: the necessary presentation of selective
evidence.

Complex problems, which activist positions usually repre-
sent, inevitably suffer when stripped to simplistic interpreta-
tions, overcomprtssion, or one-facet coverage. Likewise, the
university which is tied to the complex problems also suffers as

--t-t reading or listening public makes up its mind on the basis
oWnadequate perception. Getting the facts is no doubt a
scrupulously-held journalistic objective, but space dictates
selectivity and readership dictates appeal to the mask. Ample
examples show how the ripple can be made a tide, the amusing
made menacing, the minority made a majority, the conscien-
tious made unconscionable, and the compromise made a capit-
ulation.

When to these natural news limitations of the mass media
are added-the editorial policies of commentators and pub-
flifierspolicies based on. their own news coverage plus their
personal predilectionstheXuniversity, must seriously reckon
with this pervasive prism, yielding both color and heat,, which
stands between it, and its other publics. No o-cOnceivable

-of activism can escape, the influence of public scrutiny via
. press, Judi°, and television. No one has. No one will. This is

the pride an activist university must be prepared to pay. It may
. win journalistic allies or enemies, but it knot be ignored.

45
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- Another maker of consequences is the general publicall
4,a readers and listeners of the mass media, including the alumni,

the benefactoIs, the consumers, (such as extension clients,
contractors, and parents of students); and those who are un-
interested and unaffected. until some 'university act or policy
welds them into some new pro- or anti- university "public."
This is the most potent university audience,-in one sense, but
it is also an object of much; democratic folklore. It makes,
public opinion. It helpsdevaluate wh t ought to become public
policy. Itdictates to. governme ut 1 rise above the
sources of its, information, which for the individual reader or
listener is not only_ selective but- largelysonopoliied. It is
subject, as Walter Cippmann used to say, to the pictures in
the headnot only the accumulated encrustation of , values. _
and prejudices through which alljuOposed fact is ssreened
but also the pictures which are newly ,being built by the per-
siitent impact of'the news media. In this context;the university
is what the public thinks it is. Fact is not as important as the

. perception of fact, unless one can find .some Independent way
to appeal to face: tosmake it real'gain:

;
Within "the public" are suboi'dinate pul;licg, some closely

allied to the university and with 'which it may have special,_
ways of maintaining the liaisonsuch as alumni publicitions;
special releases, to select lists, office&concentrated on benefac-
flans, and communications with the professional groups stand-
in behind the university's professionardhools. But More
important question is what makes a "pu"blic" for .the univer-
sity. Such a group' hass,to arise out of a perceived interest--
maybe a threat, maybe a cause rto joinwhich is keenly
-.enough felt to inspire action. This public-generating capacity
exists in unusual degree in activist -prolams. *This is _where

, the patriotic, groups are 'galianited, into action, the interest
groups become defensive, the power-threatened retaliate, the
neighborhood reacts to the intruding aniversity, the outraged

.j;religious sects are heard from, and the forgotten group is
inspired to shout. It is only a step from the birth of such pub-
lies to their appeal to public action through public officers, for
punishment or for favbr. .

This brings us to the last .and most potent maker-of con-
.
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sequences: goVernment. Whether public or private, this is
where the university meets its 'greatest potential_enemy, as it
may likewise be a potential benefactor. Government can
change the rules of the game or call for a new game. Its °re-
straint is what makes the university possible: its not doing
whit it clearly could do. Therefore, the university which wants
rcrparticipate in matters the government also card,about, the

?"'great public'policy question', will have to take the government
very much Into accountgovernment as an ally, as,a.suppOrt-
er, as a protector; or as a score-evener,as an enemy, as an
intruder, as a seducer.7The university will haNierto measure its
moderation/aggression.scale -alongside the government's toler-
ance/retaliation scale. This means local, state, and national
governments, and the executive, legislative, and judicial

'brandies. All levels ancall branches have recently demonstrat-
ed their- capacity to embarrass, to restrain, and to punish
'higher education if the provocAtion is deemed-sufficient,.-

Some; possible consequences

laving looked at three particularly potent University "pub,
lies," we should dOw'ask, What consequences can these makers
Of consequences produce?

The mass media canobviously -help manufacture, all the
other publics; but they can also them,selves oppostbond issues,
create "mass proteits,r seek govermiental intervention, distort
the university (and_student and faculty) 'image, and create -

the smoke by which gullible people know there i fire. It Would
be a great disservice to the, mass media to impute the worst
motives teat; but, ,regrettably, one can -find examples of

combinations, whiCh have attempted to whip-
sawuniveritfies into-complete:ideological subjugation, first
by driving professors back into their temple arecitlien by
cleansing the templeThis aggression tree& its own Rtribu-
tion, indeed among other mass media, but often after the
damage-nas become almost irreparable.

.,The general public, with its- innumerable voluntary associa,-
Lions, has may ways of producing Conseztences the univer-
sity must reckon with. Withholding money is one potent

,
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Ikeapon, Collegei can withstand' it in: theory and often do, . 4

C. 'Withlreat flourish. They can4even withstand it in practice, if
it is not too' much. However, activist program* which have
brought faculty and students into vigorous defiance of the law ,
havy demonstrated itthat there is no accredited college or uni-
versity in America so liberal in its orientation that the alumni
and other benefactors will accept suclideflahce without verbal
and financial retaliation. The provocation may 'have to be

4, gpat, and the-college official's may defend the policies or *-
grim's, but the hard fact of inevitable consequences has to tie
weighed_ ins the b.*nceircohKquences whith say, "There

.tie bounds; and we-think you are skirting or exceeding them."
Parents of 'students or potential students have the same'options
andsothetimes exercise them. .

. The most powerful public influence lies in anOtherdirection, , .
- A-- in its ,capacity_ to influence government and to. create neW ,_

--public milky. every legislatrif has hiS politiCal antenna ,hp,
---,,, and even judges and police chiefs, follow the. papers and .the

election returns,, They are all helpedaby the interest groups . .

, . who memoiialize the public officials, write letters, buttonhole,

.
and threaten. These/range from the Daughters ofthe Ameri; - . j,
can Revolution to. the Maoist factfons, and frinn the National
Association ofganufacturers to the Audubon Society. If the

.-- university w,,intzs to follow a tough line, the general public can

4
noisy but largelympotent, until it begins to speak through .-

gov rnment." . - ,

Governinent has a whole arsenal of weapons, from threat
to overkill, Here is Whenythat modicum of truth in the ancient
coposition ti federal aid comes home to haunt us: as govern-
ment has become a larger benefactor, it has gained .larger .
capacity to injure by withdrawing its favors. Ironically, that
Argitment was usually ,made hy .those whO would 'hay° been

liiely to incur pub is disfavor, by policy disagreement.
While the federal gove eht has great and growing power

. -to damage by 'withdrawal or its support, it has no 'ready means
of singling out particular institutions,' It can set 'standards and
deny- fa4ors to those who fall short, but it has no direct ap-
propriating capacitN,Ito retqate.as a state legislature hasrand
sometimes uses, over its State instittitions.r7 ,
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':The poWer of enforcing standards as a condition of financial ,

support is currently illustrated by federal legislative amend.:
niefit's to bar funds to faculty and students who have been con-
victed of rioting. on or off campus or who have willfully vioiat,
ed a lawfttl Campus -rule oregulation. The 'prohibitions c
be' extended to cover many other publicly offensive "acti
An angty government, particularly.' a state gOvernment Vis-a-
Yis a state instjtution, has a wide range of fiscal restraints and
harassthents it can employ against 'the' offending university,

7.4., if the skims are high enou
e

p

Other governmental devices are police action; investiga-
tion, substantive or audit; legislative changes by statutes and-

by riders; admonitions in committee hearings or reports; hot- .
rotatory resolutions; and forma1public statements, executive of

legislative. Not to be overlooked is anotshey vast area:. the in- -
trusion of the courts into miiversityaffairson the initiative of.
both private Citizens and public officials. TheJitigiobs era has',
now 'ifit higher education. The net effect has clearly been
restrictive on the institution. Whether the university is
templating an activist atours e or reacting--to one in progress,
it can no longer overlook hOw its actions may appear iii the
courts. 111,....-judicial bodies, .or ;any other of these external
-publics, have -great capacity to agitatewhat might be called
"the publicmix," creatingcorapounded and reinforced elects,
'to the serious detriment .of the university. For example, the '
Fayette County Grand, Jury in Kentucky recently put three
publics; on thebaCk Of "the persons in authority at the univer-

-ssity" by askifig the Board of TruStees to "develop!. an at- .

titude more compatible with the desires of the, alumni and
general public." .

Some guitlenties.fOr universities. -....;. . ., .
..i

:-7-. So we- come back tO. the.trbublesOMe question: how can
, the Um;yerSity e5ntinue4o push society toward adaptation with-

,

:Oa suffering crippling repriial against its freedom tb push?
The university has theintellectual power. The public, through
government, has-the legal)ower:fflow call 'the latter be moved

..

ovx ofby the ,forme? .

. , - .---t .
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-Perhaps the answer is: not at all without risks and without
occasional deadlocks. Some way must- be found short of stir.
render by either party, Society can surely find a intionatorder-
Ing of its critical-needs for both legal compulgion and intel-
leCtual power. Since- some kind of balanFe, will be 'required, .

.opinion will inevitably enter into the striking 'of such alance.
Burdened with that admitted subjectivity, certain gui elines,
certain bounds not to be overstepped, may be suggest as a
means, of provoking thought as to where th&balance should be
and how attained.

First and foremost, the university must not comPromisre its
integrity. That is its most prized. possession. Integrity sustains
its claim to a- role as social critic, to an outreach function, to
a mediating capacity, to to public sharing- of its competence,

4o entitlement to ,teach-youffi, and to do research. It is also the
, Most potent of weapons against the state or any other outside .
group in case of controversy. The university cannot afford to
undermine the public's vievrof it as the objective Searcher
aftertruth. University professors of Medicine, education, home
-economics, .social work, nursing, and businells could-surely
work directly in the ghettos and on ghetto prbtkems without
Jeopardizing this principle: The same cannot be said for work-
ing,,abroadfor the CIA under cover. untitexposed by independ-
ent sources of information. Integrity does not inhere in the '
problem but in the methods by which thepproblem is attacked;,
therefore, integrity does not 'dictate that kind, of "neutrality"
which really takes sides with the status quo.; .

Second, the university must.niaintain a distinction between-
,corporite and individual views,and, acts: The institution is -

thboth a corporation and a collection of persons. For individual
administrators, professors, and students, the university can
and should vigorously, defend their freedom, both on and off

-campus, in customary ways so fai as these can be made to ap-
ply. For relief from the strain and overextension which comes
from action-centered rather than-thought-centered activities
of "university persons" or from public-policy, decision-making
involvement rather, than classroom discussion, the academic
commaity knows no. way but negotiation, consideration of
alternatives, appeal tO .muthally acceptable principles, and
hoped-tor agreendent.



a-
,.

If and *hen individuals choose to take the laW, into their
own hands, they will have to be left to its mercies. tiettiniv'er-
sity cannot be sanctuary against the law. Indeed, institution-.
al adherence to theAW light be.listed as a separate guideline.
It is a boundary whose perimeters, particular) on the distinc-,
tion between dissent and civil disobedience, have been cogent-
ly explicated recently by" Chief Justice-Designate Abe Fortas,
the solicitor general of-the United States, and the president of
the American Bar Association, with essential agreement.' .

=

As a corporation, the university should eschew corporate
positions on public policy except where its own eduCational
interests are involved. It should otherwise neither have nor
take any corporate 'stance simply for the sake of changing
public policy. This restraint is wise because the university
cannot commit, and should riot coerce, its individual members.

The university as a corporate body should' make clear that
ir7 vigorously defends the freedom of inquiry which must be
accorded to the members of the academic community" and also
the full exercise of that freedom,_ but that the institution dis-
sociates itself from,the content of such expressions and actions.

'
s. Third, the university must be free to do whatever it takes to

keep relevant in its .age. This legitimizes the outward thrust
which may cause external reprisal. Feedback from the action
line is 'clue to relevance. In an age of rapid change, involve-
pent is an essential laboratoi for the tehavioral sciences;
and direct participation may bee best way to lock professors
and students onto what is relevant in their age. Despite- our
marvels- of communication, Our social environment, is filled
with cultures, suboultwes, and varying life styles totally
fore* to both professors and students unFss the ivory tower
_is left behind: Instructional, research, and extension programs
which bring the university into better congruence with the
critical problems of life are changes the university -should

: welcoine and risks the public must endure. Furthermore, this
kind of reievancrgiyes the universities grassroots where none
existed before and in place of many now/ being torn up'..

Fourth, the university mu'st:npt lose its identity. It is fitted
for. some things and not for others. It is some things and not
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others. It has contemporary comiAtors. unknown a few years
agothe knowledge industry, think tanks, private corporate
contractors for both education and public services,. and pro-
fessional bodies with educational missions. Therefore the
university will haye to work out a new division of labor; but
that is not to say its function will shrink. The-mix will be' dif-
ferent. Selection of options will have to be made; but probably
tamong more options: The university cannot be all things- to
all people; therefore, it has* to decide what things it wants to
be to what people. The preservation of identity means choices
but not a withdrawal from the 'world. It means commitment
where-it counts and where the need.and the 'uniyersity'S com-
petence can bbe fitted together. This leaves plenty of room for

. innovation. While institutional identity must indeed be pre-
served, the admonition is not to retrench but to reassess, to
establish certainty,:cIarity, and manageability.

Fifth, the university must not lose its critical capacity, It4.,
cannot become beholden. It cannot let itself be used. It-cannot
beblimeritical instrument for someone else's good. It can be
a servant but-ndt, a slave:it-air Ow become the agent of the
government for particular mutually agreeable plumes,' but
it ,should, preserve the autonomy of shared responsibility in
this particular and sacrifide none of its freedom of criticism
in all other relations With. the same cooperator. Obviously it
'can be seduced by its sources of income, but this is again,
within wide and cruciallimits, a matter of remedy, by deter-

z,mination and forceful - assertion. The, desire to effect change
cannot be sustained on any basls short of the exercise of the
tritical competence which inheres in the specialists and the
custodians of knowledge who Ake up the faculty.

! Sixth,' the university must not seek powerintellectual
power, the power of knowledge, yes; but not legal power or the
capacity to coerce. T at is the weapon 'of the state, . of those

. who govern. The univ rsi y influence, advise, consult, 'd
in policy-making, serve as either agent, or critic of go ern-
mat, and, above all, seek understanding; but when it-seeks
power itself, it abandons its claiha to immunity from power.
It should aspire-to be on tap btu not on top. Furtherniiire,
twist Lord Acton's phrase, polder corrupts and academic

-r =power corrupts- academically.
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Finally, the university must not deny its accountability. It
May be self-governing and self-regenerating, but. it is self-

:deceiving: if it denies that it owes its existence to society, with
,ultimate accountability to some representation, of interests ,

broader than the strictly academic. The university, like the
citizen, is not a completely free agent. It is suspended between
freedom and control, through that .accountability which suits
its peculiar social mission. Such accountability may ruff to the
state, or it may run to a self-perpetnating private corporation,
probably both through "trustees," the ones who literally hold
a trust. 4

The strings may not be felt, the reins may be loose ',but they
are always thereas vague as "the demands of the age", or as
explicit as a diCtator's edict. The degree of activism and direct-.
social-and political involvement which will be tolerated cannot
be assessed without the university's realization that there must
be an ulti*ate bearing of the burden otdefense if 'accounta-
bility presses the question. If the public is not to intrude into
the university, What is the university's reciprocal obligation?
What merits the restraint? Hereagain is the tightening tension.

he challenge is to contain it, and to direct it constructively.

If these guidelines seem impreciie and unsatisfying, that in
- itself is a commentary on the current nature of university ac-

tivismr;Ithas moved from helping fanners with- crops, teaching
courses off campus, and doing what the goVernment wants
under COntractto.challenghig establishes social and econonik

...vanes, asserting moral positions, reord human relations--;
and, in some extremes, seeking power and using physical
force. It has moved froni areas of consensus to areas of con-
troversy. It has moved from operation under public policy. to
action to reshape public-policy, from subordination to super
ordination. The extremes in such human conflict are easy to
rule out, striking the balance in the middle is indeed a trio-

_ elation, The guidelines .here suggested are standards for judg-
ment; like reasonableness as a standard of laW. They are
imprecise bedause of the subject with which they deal. 'yet
the - line between "the peilmissible and the forbidden" is

*reasonably clear," to use the words of Justice Fprtas. "Fro-
-34-
T.-0/2re," -he -goes on to say, "is the bone struture of a demo-
cratic society, and ,the quality of procedural standards which

I
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meet general acceptance the quality of what is tolerable and
permissible and acceptable conductdetermines the durability -
of the society and the survival possibilities of freedom within.,
the society." In these troubled matters, there is no escape frobi
lodgment, accommodation, and responsibility: -die, most an--
dent of rules for two men who aspire to stand on the same-
ground, without So, despite some of the current

- cainpus excesses, it is premature to despair. SomeOne has said ,

that hope is at least as reasonable as despair. In fact, within
bounds, progress can be wrung out of conflitt. Creative tension
can be hatnessed to educational objectives.

As John Stuart Mill said a century ago, with some unintend-
ed corroboration of the activist thesis today, observation is °-

also a way .to truth, along ,with reasoning. Furthermore, he
said, education is fresh-"to those who come to it with a fresh
mind."' If looking' aggressively for activism, the university
community might well combine this freshnesittof mind with.wi
the ceaseless public promotion of the idea that the free- uni-
versitys indispensable and that, if restrained, it would- be im-
measurably y less useful even to those who seek the restraint.
In a, sense,-this is the overriding activist role the -university
should unhestitatingly embrabe; it' should busy itself iii so.
Ielatmg to, and so serving, the publicthrough understanding.
rather than powerthat a -majority will concede the essential
conditions of such service. In this role, the univer4sity trustees

. have the special task of vindicating tfitir special%-ustserv-
- ing as a buffer andinterpreter between the university. and the

public. Under these' conditions, one would hope to "see; as a
stablizing but adaptive influence in an agitated age, the col-

,labotation of a responsible at responsive university and a
'.tolerant society. It takes both. .. .
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PRECIS

lit-ansidering what the policy relatinjto social change should be, we must
first get some historical-perspective. We may note immediately that the problem

° -centers on issues *Rich at the time are controversial. What is controversial
atone period of history is not controversial at another. In retrospect, therefore,

actions that °were the subject of heated controversy at the time became con-
structive contributions when viewed from a later time.

The policy toward academic freedom should be one of complete support
- including the adoption of the dual procedures for hearing cases that may be
in dispute. The policy of freedom should be to provide freedom to all individ-
uals and to grouproj individuals withinsthe institution to speak, to write, and
to act in relation to social action providing that they make it as clear as they
can t6iit they "are expressing the views of themielves or their particular group
rather thin speaking for theinstitution.

When the institution as such takes a position, as it occasionally should,
this should be.the result of a consensus of opinion. It is essential.to have a
mechanic N by which the viewed individuals and minority groups 'Can become -
the subjeci of serious consideration..

Many presidents and deans are unnecessarily timid about taking' clear cut
.positions on controversial social issues. Seemingly they become overwhelmed
by the problems of the day and lose sight of,-the long-term goals of higher
education. They in effect become the captain of a smooth tailing ship, rather
than the leader of an expedition into the reelms of knowledge, both stable and
%ntroversial. 1

The progressive, creative nstitution attracts interes and wins friends and
fresh support.

f
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-blleges and universitie., are by their nature . agents bf
social change. They may, hOwever,' be -activist or ex-

ercise varying degrees of restraint on action. This is .a positipn
paper on this issue. I shall deal especially with internal xnatters
inchiding policy formation, organizing to secure 'consensus on
goals, and some administfative skills for dealing with conflict.

Policy formation

...-

'Iii copsidering what the -policy relating to Social change
sthould- be, we must first get some historical -perspective. We
may' Aiotemmediately that the problem-centeikon isSues which
at' the time are controversial. That colleges and universities

e agents of social change on a host of noncontroversial fronts
is well known. A prime example was the initiation of the col-.
eges of agritilture and mechanical arts. It was clear from the

was
that the purpose of this system of snew programs

wag to transform agriculture ant provide further momentum
for the industrial iivolution. As another example, the medical,
schools, followingThe Flexper study in 1910, ceased to be ap-

ndages. of the medical prOfession and beeame centers of
veiling 'influence and health leadership throughout the pro-

fess n. Illustrations such as the two just given could be mul-

4



tiplied, but no once questions the role of the college and univer-
sity in these types of social change. , r.

What is controversial at ope period of history i not con-
troversial at another. In retrospect, therefore, actions that
were the //subject of; heated controversy at the time became
construCtive contriCillons when viewed from a later tittle.

The controversieskover religi re a prime example. The
theory of evolution, arely a c tury old, was attacked un-

.,arcifully when first introduced into the curriculum. The
theory sharply contradicted;, the accepted beliefs of men. Al-
though the Scopes Monkey Triat occurred so recently that it
still is within our memory, jhe apprehensions about the new
theory have almost completely disappeared. Indeed, a move N.

to revert to the teaching of a century ago would probably meet
with a storm -of disapprOval.

. --
When human slavery .existed in the United States, ce

colleges took courag
evil and should be aboli
but we do nit have slavery. In ,the
shifts in attitude toward the problem of

s positions that slavery was a seal
Mill have racism with us,

of the fast moving
Negro in the

°United States, if slave 'were still an issue, it would be id,
thinkable today for e colleges and universities to stand
silently by. / N."

..

. Reflecting further upon_ e black-white issue, I am remind-
ed of an informative article that appeared .in Ebony about 15
years ago. It desCribed the predicaments of the presidents of
leading egro colleges and universities. Quite apart from their
personal *ews about the Negro problem in American society,
they we locked ins the vise of regulations imposed by their'
governing boards, most of the members of which were white.
I wonder whether this helps ,to account for the authoritarian-
ism of the typical Negro college presidentfor h(1 depends for
his tenure of office upon executing the will of the board. It
may help explain the attitudes of Black Power students toward

' "the establiihrhent." -S.
Of course, the social press existed for both white and Negro

. colleges. I recall:a conversation with the pOsident of a, college



'operated by the. Friends Society in the South". I asked how it
.happened that this Quaker college ,did not any Negro
students---this was shortly before the 1954 court decision.
He said that the board prevented him from doing so. The case
would seem to be one where the board sacrificed*the principles
of the college in orderto conform to the',mores of the come
munity. This is not a very pretty picture. It is encouraging that
the Board of Trustees of Dillard University, a Negro univer-
sity, is now searching for a new president among whose quali-
fications should betlis potential,for social leadership.

Let me describe an additional case on another social issue.
About 40 years -ago, Dr. William Leiserson, an experienced
arbitrator in the labor relations field nd a professor of ecd- .
nomics at Alitioch eollege, was appointed by the Gove Or
of Ohio as chairman of a commission to study unemplo ent
insurance. Antioch at this time had vulnerability o two
fronts: its endowment was less than $200,000' and so it had to
depend heavily on annual contributions; and under its work-
study program, large numbers of students.were being placed
among the businesses and industries of the Miami Valley of.
Ohio.

%-

The college received an avalanche of dernands'thatot pro-
--\:fessor be fired, some of them accompanied by threat

boycott the student placement. After consultations between
administrators and faculty, a consensys was reached that the
professor should be supported.

e time later, after the president of the College had
becoMe chairman of the 'Tennessee Valley Authority, then
labeled as a socialistic adventure, the president of one of the
largest manufacturirig companies in.the Miami Valley and a
former member of the Board of Trustees of the college wrote
to me demanding a chi ge in the policy of social action. To
reinforce his argume s, he said that Horace Mann,4he first
president of the co ege, would "turn over in his grave" if he
knew what was happening at the institution. I toqk delight in
reciting to the writer a number of the radical positions on
such things, as religious beliefs, slavery, and the education of
women that had been taken by 'Mann when he was president
'of the college. '

9
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An instance f -Ho ce Minn's courage was lempiistraie:d .;

when g a U rian, But president of chiiic)1/'
related college Of- another denounnalion, was persuaded to
join the latter cliticb. On- the occasion when his new member:-
ship, was,..annoiniced fo° the cohgregation, Mann rose in-his
place; kat he hal reservations about the doctrines of the
church, and proceeded to recite theig. This incident was still
being discussed' bE the villagers a ha l? century later.

=

As for the unemployment insurance, seedless -to-say a law
was enacted by the State of Ohio, and within two decades

".:=1 the concept became almost universally accepted.

>. .A r et additio1 t
We .get perspective by considering student

4
4-- -, . u the light of historical events. Daedalus, winter;

1968, published a symposium based upon the papers given at
t 'iv" a Conference on Students` in Politics held in San Juan, Puerto

4, 9-' RicdNfarch 27 - April 1, 1967. Much of the discussion was
. ,, ; an assessment of student activism. In his summary of

- --if discussions; Professor Seymour M. Lipset states the following:
, i # . ,

4 Students _Were a key elsnient in the revolutions 1848 In
i,...

:.,..- ,:- Germany and Austria, 'and student 'activism s t mulated the
iv

4, 4 "Professors Parliament" which _almost succ- -' ;.: r; toppling

I }
several-monarchs. In Czarist Russikstudents spearheaded var-
ious.revolutionary movements, and the tiniversity4campus was I. -

a mljor center of revolutionary .activity. In'the East European
tc,/1countries, where education was. limited to a mall -prOportion

of the population, students were often the arriersSOrmodern .
ideas' of liberty, _socialism,2industrialivi n, and 'equality of
opporttnity. TheImportant role of stuOnts in the movements
for national independence in the developing areas also goes ;
back a half century or more. In Imperial China, students were
Crucial to the Imperial effort at modernization, but at the same'"
time spread 'republican gpo radical ideas' throughout the
society: Students helped overthrow the dynasty- ip 1911, 'and

.t' were thereafter one of the elements continually pushing China
toward modernization and radical ideologies. 4n other Asian°
and African countries, students were often a central element

C
in anti-colonial struggles. '4'

.o.,, =

'' -Not all of the student-fo ted revolutions have bec-ti good
'as, for exan'itle, their fa ic pation in, the Nazi movement in
Germany wherethey, were caught up in the tide of naitionalistic

1-1 . - A p -° . . II
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fervor. put generally. speaking, the movements that they have .

joined have been constructive, at least that seemed to be the .
'consensis. of this conference.

The student activists who press for reforms today have some
worthwhile things to say to us. On the subject of educational
change, they are pointing out the deficiencies in the multiver-
sity and the need again to-yerson,wlize- the experiences of the
students. They are telling us that Our value system is warped
and that this warping. is to some extent' due to the persistent
identification of liberal eatatioNq with Western culture. They

° are saying, that not -only does *this ignore several other great
cultures of the world but also that the indoctrinattn in West-
ernicultureleads to certain evil consequeflcesemphasis upon
materialism,- white stipremacy, and the glorification of war,
and tolerance of great disparniei between affluence and
poverty.

InTesPect to needed social change, they point to the enor-
' mous problems Ot ,the urban° ghettos, to the influence .ori

politics by the large corporations, and to the growing influence
on by the military. Their demonstrations against

>v. the Vie-fhain War have helped to influence the American public
to 'make amajor shift i?i viewpoint.

4.,.

They identify the administration the ,universities with the
4 establishment and I think rightly beCause the administration

is a is top the executive a 4. the governing board, and
g erning boards typically are r4ulated by Older persons of

alth and business and profesSional standing. And, of course,
eir objection to Mickey Mouse student governments is-

understandable. I do not mean to ends;>rge e thethods pf
disruption beijig used by militant groups, but feel that much

eAdof what they are saying should be listen to d ways ht
to involve them in finding solutions t e `prob

. e '

As John K. Galbraith has -recently said,. Whenever eithe
governmetnt or industry waiits anything really important td be
done, they. call upon the universities -t6 !loan their facility.
Obviously this:9ccurred in the ',case of 'the° it opment of
atomic energy; and in the light of our topic, h. uc I ivities o

. the universities as managingliate of managing for t1 gpw , :.'en

, 4



atonic laboratories is interesting. The reference to ,Wbraith,
an economist,. regds of. the extent to, which Keydsiae
economic theory, as applied to governmental operations ha
repliced the supply and 'denian theories that characterized
the century and a-half preceding t Great Depression".

.111 Perhaps the colleges and universities have never officially
adopted macroeconomics as a dogma -for the institution to
follow. I shall preTatly argue against permitting any ideology
to dominate a college or university. But the fact remains that
departments. of economics universally aye adopted _a new.

..theoili and the related statistical tec gues. Business and
, finanoial leaders still shudder at some f the implications of
the ,theory, but presidentk of the United States have;ripeated----

,
ly appointed professors Who Subscribe to it as chairman of
their economivadvi:sors,

It would be difficult to argue other than that society has
gained tremendously WM the scholarly theories that have
been earned from the professors' laboratories into applications
in government, industry, and the professions.

i"e'rilaps I should get down to a more specific case of in-
stitutional activism, When Antioch College was being reorgan-
ized in the 1920's, it had the dpal problem of launching an in-
novative educational prograiri, describeein4ts catalog as
"revolutionary," and of reforming the:environment of the fa...

institution in order to lessen the constricting aces that would
,uponlit. The environment was disfi&tly prbvincial and

reactionary. The aim was to create an environment that would',
be permissive of critical inquiry and encouraging to KogreS-
sive action. The aim lo reforni the larger community was
liberately undertaken. Here only brief reference can be made ,

to the numerous, steps that were taken on such fronts as. the
political, the cultural, the economic, and the. health. 4 -

.

Thelocal political machine was ousted from control' ofthe
village by mobilizing publiq support behind the dean of the
college who was elected mayor, The cultural activities,were
the usual ones; but special effort was made to involve com-

unity members as well as college students and faculty in
1
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music, art, and drama. Some small industries' *ere started, at
first largely rdiu.the purpose of straining students under the
work-study program. Later certain fruits of research done at
the college were plowed into these and Additional enterprises,
At first the industries Were sponsored and owned entirely by
the college. The two largest ones were originally started in a
small barn and in the'basement- of the science building, re-.

spectively, But after a number of years of development, they
were set up as separate corporations and the majority stock
interest sold to the employee's and to persons in the cemmu-
pity. As a result, the community has enjoyed full employment,
and currently some $25 million of annual income.

.

Among other moves were the elimination, of the segregating'
rope,at the local theatre, forcing a reform of the electric power
rates, and"sforming the medical services in the community.
Some of these things took three, decades to accomplish. The
changes in the community on S is ost every front have been,
enormous. IfiCidefital of the .actions by the college
have been an influx of other small industries and; immigra-
tioi;of intelligent and socially minded people,

g -

Although my viewpoint toward policy fOrmation and ad-
istrative backing for it shitld be clear by this time, let me

s mmarize it Jbriefly. The policy toward academic frefdom
tiould- be one of complete support including he adoption of
e usual procedures for helijnicases that mWbe in7clispute.

/The policy of -freedom should be to, prbvide freedom to, all,
individuals and to grolips of individuals within the institution
to speak, -write, and act in- relation to social actioif providing
that they make it as clear as they can that they are eXpreSsing
the views .0t.themselves or their partictilaf grotpra.ther -than
speaking for the institulion.

'4001.*#' *
When the institution as suCh takes a f:tosition onAd,cial

issues as it occasiolally should; this should be 'the _result of
This is '`ba consensus of opinipn. This is ec4use the position' taken by_

the institution; should be that of the majority.of the person's,
and the groups that forms,thes-institution. If this were 'fidt the

:srule, the college would be pushed into speaking syith the voice
of a minority. Also it is the total group that 'Must bear the
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risks. In order to avoid friCtion on this point, it is essential to
, have a `mechanism.by which the views of individuals and mi-

' nority groups can become subject of serious consideratioh
and consensus of feelings by the total organization.

The folk culture and the super culture
.

The problems arising out of controversy are best understood ti
if we fully appreciate the nature of the conflict. Kenneth
Boulding has said that the tensions between the community
and the institution develop because, although the institution
grows out of the folk chlture,.by its very nature it becomes a
super culture. Dr. Boulding is on th-e program and hence avail-
able to explain the technical points,"but I want to di§cuss the
subject a bit.

,

Colleges and ,universities are initiated to meet the needs of
. the folk culture. Again using historical perspective, we can

see the reasoning of church groups governmental units in
the setting up of colleges and universities to supply religious
leaders, teachers, professional services, and research findings:
An elementary case may perhaps best explain this mode of
origin. Suomi" College in the Upper Penninsula of Michigan
was founded in the twentieth century by migrants from Fin-
land who desired to accomplish a number of things: to ,pre-
serve elements of Finnish culture, .to give their partitular.
church continuity, especially through providing' educated
ministers, and to assure their children an opportunit' to as-
similate American culture. The. point of greatest relevanCe is

. , that the community set up an agency for the purpose of grad-
, uallfevolviiige new*culture, blending with it elements of the
told. The history 'of Suomi is also the history of many other
colleges. If all situations were Is simple as this, there probably
would be no conflict

However, it is the nature of .a college ,or university to *be-
come a super culthre. The goal is to seek truth, not to

the status quo. It would, therefore, be inconsistent with
the purposes of. the college to indoctrinate with dogma, in-

. cluding the prevailing customs and conventions. The univer-
, sity cones to have a high responsibility to society hot only to
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' educate its youth;.-which as John Dewey pointed out means
k

change and growth, but to disseminate the ideas and method-
ology that are the product of scholarly and research activity.
The univeriity'rf-esponsibility is determined in part, by the
implementation otpublic policy but also in part by the individ-
ual responsibilities felt by forward Looking faculty.

Thus a college or university 'cannot permit itself to lie over-
whelmed by thefolk culture. It must grow into a super culture.
But neither should it wrap the cloak df academicorespectability
around itself and withdralv , behind the ivy walls. The basic

. problem is hovt to reconcile the two cultures sufficiently to
have a viable situation. Conflicts there will be, and there is

.4. no way, to avoid them.' The question is whether' the institu-
don will submerge itself in the folk culture, thus-attempting to
be safe and se-cure; or whether it will venture .to- fulfill its
larger responsibility .in spite of'the conflict.

In this connection, shOuld like to make a number of points.
One is that an institution he-comes dynamic in relation to its
policies respecting social change. Reed College, for example,
was founded for the distinct purpose of Supplying a cultural

= stimulation to the Portland area:The greatness of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin arose from its development of the concept t-

that the campus of the university was the state. Thus it made
thwelfare of the state a principal concern. Its founding of,
the Legislative Reference Bdreau through which to endeavor
to get better legislation and better wording of laws in the
state is an, example., I suggest ,,that, in both. the treed and
Wisconsin cages, the high quality of intellectual effort, done
by faculty and students was in part the stimulation from ,phis
feeling of missic4, The concept of mission was articulated
by edhcational leaders, but it also permeated the institu-
tion as a whole. \,,.

4
§ecOndly, educational pleaders that have become historically

significant figlires'are those who have provided fresh vision forattheir institutions red either to. educational, innovation or
, social advance. Those who merely navigate a safe course are

doomed to obscurity. These fespective courses of action mark
the 'difference between leadership and management.
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Third, the quality of the creative work by faculty and stu-
dents is considerably enhanced by an involvement in significant
issues, social, scientific, or other.

Fourth, the professional reputation of the individual and of,
the institution depends upon the. publication of scholarly
terpretations and findings. The purpose of publishing should
be to have an impact on the development of society and not
merely to count in promotion in rank or salary increases.

As indicated earlier, I make a distinction between critical
inquiry, into controversial issues and, in contrast, the adoption
of an ideology. The inhibiting effect in Soviet Russia of having ..
adopted dogmas. relating to- economics and to genetics has
been clear to the scholars of the world and, more recently, to
the Russians themselves. Scholarly efforts should be free. The
institution should not impose any "ism" upon its faculty and
students. The college needs to move with care and consensus
when it adopts fan institutional position and must preserve the
freedom to disient. I may add that this applies equally to
radical new ideas and o the preservation of the status quo. Ally
too often we do im se, through church controls, board res-
olutions, or presiders ial decrees, the beliefs and. conventions
of the Tolk culture.

I- should like to add a thought on a very sensitive matter. .;

The ecumenical spirit that prevails now among the three
branches of Western religion hopefully will spread ainong all
of the religions of the world. The people of the world must '2

agree upon values and goals for mankind if we are to live
together in. peace. College youth are beginning seriously to/ question many of our most sacredly held values. These values '
shoUld bq examined aftesh, and the basis for doing so should
be the experiencei of cultures round the world. My point is,
then, thai within' our colleges and universities We must apply
the test of dogina versus critical inquiry to religious beliefs as
well as in other areas.

Organization to gain consensus on goals

If a policy is pursued that supports academic freedom and
also freedom o(speech and action in the larger sense that I
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?have been describing; it will be important to organize in a
manneF to reduce tensions and conflict to the minimum and

1 to determine when institutional activism is warranted.

For this purpose, the test of a good organization is one,thot
will assure sufficient intercommunication among the parties of
interest to obtain reasonable consensus about goals' and a
willingness to incur the risks. This. means participation in
decision-making respecting policies and programs. In my judg-
ment, the dangers ftbip these risks usually do not materialize;
and if they do, they do not remain- for long, The institution
that makes constructive contributions toward social change
will attract fresh support.

Colleges and universities today almost uniformly use the
bureaucratic model of organization. The final decision-making
power' rests in the highest executive, subject to confirmations
by the governing board.--Comniunication is primarily down-
ward in .the form of directives. This is, of course, the legal
structure, and I thiikk it is unrealistic and undesirable to .do
away with the co ration as the central organizational
structure. Certain adjustMents within the structure can,, how-

° ever, be made. One is to secure as members of. the governing
board persons.who are more representative of the diversity of
cultural, scientific, civic, and ethnic interests of the community
and also persons who are representative of the academic inter-
ests. This, to put it baldly,would mean breaking the domino-
tion of the business-oriented interests that now compose our
boards.

- 4 -

Another, adjustment lies in the realth behvior..Institu-
lions do not need to behave as though 'e authority were
autocratic. Indeed, "such behavior is not in , tune with
acagmic goals, since a university is composed of, professional
men and women who are peers. For this purpose, a distinction -

can be made between policy and program formation in the
determination of which there should be widespread representa-
lion and. on the other hand the'implementation of policy and
program which, requires a certain job- pyramided administra-
tive'structure.
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Another form of organization being advocated by some

SDS seniefits and AFT facility would be to recognize admin-
istration, students, and faculty as discrete groups, each with
its own interests and organization. Representative's of. these
groups then would negotiate agreements for the oikation of
the institution:. I recognize .that organized labor has had
degrees of success in presenting its.positions to management
in this manner. In some instances the SDS and the AFT have
succeeded in obtaining concessions from the administration. i
-shall dismiss tfiii alternative somewhat abruptly, however, be-
cause I think it is antithetical to the essential nature of the in.-
stitution. A college is' a goal-seeking organization, and there
needs to be a consensus among administration and facility, and
also students, concerning the goals. The effort of the institution
being intellectual, the organization needs to aspire to e high-
est level of excellence in student achievement and esearch
findings. The process of negotiation and mediation -t nds .to
arrivkat compromises that are at the lowest u)mmon denom
inator. Such armslength'bargaining may produce.better work-
ing conditions tor' the faculty or studying -conditions- for -the
students, but it will not elevate the general tone an qualityAf
the institution. )

There is a third alternative with special reference to- the -,
function of policy-program fOrmation.-Rensis.14ert Calls this
The group participative form. Its characteri,stic is an involve-.
meat in decision-making. Its itaplication for a -College is :that .
in policy-program formation the top administratOr 'function -.

in the role of editcational leader. As such' he is a ember of a.
circle rather than the director. Within the circle tke topleVel
are representatives of administration, of facu ty, ;and of 'Stu-
dents. In my opinion these representatives shout0)e freely,
elected by 'the respective groups with only the preSident and
the top academic officer being ex offiCio members. The faculty '
as the prdfessional group shoplkhave the iargeit number of
representativesmbut the representation of all groups shOtild be
sufficient to pr6vide a feeling orgenuine participation. I as-
sume the-need to have a series of levels for decision-making
and that at each level there would be similar circles that were
represeigative of the primary interest groups.



. If the administrator sits at the table with the other
'sentatives to proyide leadership and, subject to-the occasional
need to use his legal authority, joins in the decision, he will
be in a much stronger position within the institution and be
able to perfcgm superior service exterior to it. He will have
been.forced.within the meeting to analyze the proposed action
in a manner to gain mutuality of understanding, and this leads
to confidence. Because of his understanding of the faculty-
student points of view and his own commitment within the
group, he Will be speaking to his board and to the public not
just for himself but as spokesman for the institution. This is
a highly important point because it has to do with his effective-
ness in, action- and also his con' of over his own nervous ten-.sions.

Group participative theory thus requires a reorganization of
thd membership, of the board of trustees, and of the policy-pro-
gram- forminetouncils within the institution. With this
changed composition, the intercommunication should be
greatly facilitated, Some presidents follow the policy of keep-
ing board members far removed from the ongoing work of the
institution. They do this with good intentions, namely to keep
the board from interfering with the academic program. This
policy may have worked 4t times in the gait; but in the present
day of newspaper and TY communicat4, this seems an un-
wise policy. IncidentS dtcur on the campus that shock he
bo d"members. They are pressured by telephone and mail to
cl p dO3vn on the institution.,They get defensive and resent

0it. ey have no understanding with which to be persuasive in
explaining the actions of the institution.

If the personnel of the board cannot be reorganized, Ways
' can".bd found AO increase the communication between the

academic group and the board. In my former-role as president,
I persuaded the board to reduce their attention to the physical

oblemeitthexampu's in favor of meetings for an exchange
of views with reprekiatatives of the faculty and sometimes of
'the student body. Ordinarily these were preplanned occasions
With official groups from within the institution preparing a
-discussion to present to the board with a follow-up interchange.
No action was taken, but a spirit of fellowship was fostered
and a degree of mutuality of understanding and of confidence

.4se
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ensued. I a?ii certain that it placed the board members incliVid-
ually and as a group in better position to represent the institu-
tion in places where. funds needed to be secured or the public
needed to bebetter informed about the institution.

A final word about organization. Today both faculty and,
students demand larger palicipation in decision-making. I
think both groups can make constructive contributions.
Whether or not one agrees with this point of view, it may
neverthelesApay to find orderly means of,bringing them in on
consultations because if the prOcess is not an orderly one, it
will occur as confrontations. I,do not mean that disruptions
and confrontations can be entirely eliminAed. But the ,folloW7.
ing of the militant' groups can be reduced if the general -run of
students and faculty feel.that they have gennine representation
in decisioltpiaking bodiits, and if there is feedback to them.

Administrative skills in implementing policy relating to sapid; action

dmmistrative finesse in dealing with cases of tension and
co ict probably comes wi the acquisition' of experience. I
w d not p

.,

retend to be able o tell you 'how to do 1"a-will,
h tate a few principl relating to administrative at-*

ction which may c end themselves.. ''ti , 4, si

' Two successful university presidents have *scribed their
techniques in.books on administration. Harold Dodd stated
that the wise, administrator will do a large amount of code;
ring with his colleagues before making decisions or implement-
ing action. Henry Wriston told how he.wciu15 informally drop
into offices throughout the campus. He madea habit of doing
this before reading his, mor mail, which suggests the rela-

,,tive importance he placed WI communicating with his pro-
' fessional colleagues as distinguished from .becoming a slave

to"the mail and the telephone. I Would commend both proce-
dures, but would add that it is very important to keep in con-.
stant communicatioliwith the representatives of responsible
groups.,It is they who_have the ability to bring pressure upon
the, administration, and hence it is they who need most to
understand the considerations that -the, administratth-Tan bring
to their attention. Furthermore, in this situation communica-

.
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don is more freely given because the individual, in speaking
for the group, communicates more freely than if he were
merely voicing an opinion of his Own.

Part of the objective is to get feedback concerning adminis-
trative actions and-adminigtrative image. An administrator
,needs to-be conscious of the image that he gives. Let me de-
scribe an example. Sometime ago I had occasion to discuss
with a bearded student activist the 'qualifications of the presi-
dent of the university in ,which he was a student. Because there

:had been some student-administration tensions on this campus,
I described the professional qualifications this president had
which I thought made him a leader of high potentiality. I re-
ferred to his grounding in the. fundamentals of organization,
his understanding of social'psychology, and 'his knolvn ability
to communicate with people. I said that, given au adequate
exchange of views,and some time to permit organized bodies
to, take action, this president would provide the opportunity
for achieving many of the ends beinglought by the student
activists. The answer of the student was very brief, "That is
'not the image that Comes across." It seemed to the students

--hat his communicative efforts were confined to issuing
directives of"the usual Authoritarian type. _

Jumping to another. point, when an administration or an
institution becomes the subject of attack, it is important to
endeavor, to_ counter with peer influence. It reminds me that,
in a recOt case when a university president was asked by a
miliiant'grodp to Prevent the Dow. Chernical Company inter-
viewers from coming onto the campus, he responded quietly,
"OK, if the students want:it that way, lees abandon employer
interviews. It's a,costly and time-consuming activity for the
university toi"help with student -job 'placement, so why do it
if the studetrts,don't want it." This seemed to me to shift the
issue back to the sadents and to provide the opportunity for
a larger student' voire to be heard. The advantage to the ad-,
mini§trator in having an organization to assist him in deter-
mining policy is that he has organized support fot'his position.
The presumption is that the organization represents they major-
ity view on the campus.If this view is questioned, the matter
Can be reassessed.
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When helping to conduct the study that led to.the establish-
ment of the State University of New York and other reforms'
in the state, Owen D. Young, chairman of the commission,
taught mesa good technique. Invariably he would put an op-
position leader in a key position of responsibility, trusting that
an examination of the issue and of the facts would soften or
win him. This worked beautifully in several crucial situations.
Note, however, the importance of confronting the objector
With the necessity of examining the pros and cons of the issue.

Adequacy of communication is so much the key to all res-
olutions of conflict that it is important to realize that true corn:
munication diminishes as the conflict intensifies. According to
the social psychologists, conflict occurs when differences about.
goald'arise. As the views about goals widen, communi4tion
lessens. The lessening of communication causes the parties
to intensify their disparate views. This in turn reduces effective
communication still further. Thts a downward spiral of con-
flict is set in motion. The problem is to reverSethe spiral, and
the method of reversing it is to increase the intercommunica-
tion about goals.

An administrator needs to work on his skills of communica-
tion. He needs to be articulate about the role of the colleg'e or
university. When problems. exist he needs to be able to examine
them fully and communicate all facets to interested parties.
This practice is the opposite of secrecy about probleMs.

L-should like to say a:word,about administrative leadership.
Many presidents and deans are unnecessarily timid about
taking clear-cut positions on controversial social issues. Seem-
ingly they become overwhelmed by the:problems o the day
.and lose sight of the long-leim goals of higher education. They
in effect become the captain, of a smooth sailing ship rathers
than the leader of an expedition into the realms of knowledge,
botlitstable and controversial. An institution that functions,
smoothly may grow in size but it will probably remain static
and may decline in quality. Timidity breeds mediocrity.
Faculty and students gain confidence in a leader who grasps
sully his role of leadership. .

I think this appires also to oveming boards. ;Trustees
admire an imaginative spokesma for the institution. They
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respect a trilia who has sufficient strength to combat them on
,their own ground's and, because of superiof knowledge about
the nature of the- problem involved, wins their approval and
support. Furthermore, as already said, the progressive, creative
institution attracts interest, and wins friehds and fresh support.
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PRECIS

Educatiod 'is an "industry" which is a significant sector of the economy. It
to is now .a little larger than agriculture as a proportion of the gross national

product and thsprospects,are for its continued growth. In spite of this, if'one
contrasts the number of aviculturel economists with the number of.education-

. al economists, the disproportion of the effort is a beautiful testimony to
soeial fag.

-.;

As one looks. into the- future one sees the university as an institution of
increasing importance in society,with great resilience and staying power, but
also as an institution in some degree of continual crisis:tart of this is a

Matter of sheer growth. The kind of decision-making processes which-arkap-
pmpriate in small institutions are not appropriate in large, and the sheer lag
of organization in universities tents to give them growth trauma. Part of this
is conservatiari'of tradition and the fact ttiat most faculties, especially, see
little reason fir doing anything today that they did not do yesterday; Which
is the simplest decision-making rule even if it is not always successful.

Certainly if the*universities do not adapt themselves to the modem world
they will very rapidly run into new institutions which will provide them with
stiff competition, which is good at least from the point of view of society.
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t econonlists have been surprisingly tardy in recognizing
that education is an "industry" which is a significant

sector of the economy. It is now a littlejarger than agriculture
as ,a proportion of the doss national product and the prospects
are for its continued growth, partly because the sheer groWth
of the total stock of knowledge means that a larger propcfrtion;
of real resources must be devoted to transmitting knowledge
from one generation to next and partly because, being an
unprogressive industry technologically, its relative price keeps
rising, like haircuts. In spite of this, it one contrasts the num-
ber of agricultural economists with t1Le number of educational-

, economists, the disproportion of the.effort is a beautiful testi-
mony to social lag.

There is no generic name for a unit of economic organiza-
tion. The word "firm" is usually restricted to profit-making
organizations. There is no general word for nonprofit or what

'might be called "not very profit- making" organizations such
as universities, schools, hospitals,' munlcipalities, anti so on.
Surprisingly little attention has been paid to this sector of the
economy even though it is growing very rapidly. Still less is
there, any general term for a unit orbrganization Considered
as an organizational behavior. unit in the total network of
sbciantlationshipsr.
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In economies there is a- quite elaborate theory of the firm
baSed on the assumption of profit maximization. where is no
corresponding theory of the nonprOfit organilation, even
though this occupies very much the same kind of position as
the firm in the total,,social system. The only nonr)thfitorganizaz
tin which has rekived much attention from economists is
the honseholci or the family, spending unit, but the problems
involved in large-scale nonprofit organizations (TOO) are
quite different :and cry for attention. The university, may be
taken as typical. of this important class of organisations.

1
_ , A good may elements in -the_ theory of e--Im can be

. /plied directly to theNPO. In the first pia any organization
as something like a balance Sheet in the form'of a position

statement or state description of it at a moment of time. A
. _ /-physical balance sheet or general position, statement consists

of a simple list of physical assets and liabilities. These include,
-ton the asset side; cash, debts due, accounts receivable, in en-
- tones, buildings, land, and certain intangible but extr ely

important items which might be called' reputation, good will,
er morale, -representing the capaci of the organiz ( tion for --..
coneuing to function as an 6 nizatiOn. On th ,liability
,side wewould have such things as accounts and /other debts,
payable, and perhaps some items of negative gSod will rep-
resenting disadvantageous personal relations ips, personnel,

''''' traditions; .Or reputations.
.

-, ,).; '.
In making a state description, the role ofthe existing person-.

nel is of,great importance. We need tO destingui;kbetween,the
role structure-on the one land, whiCld consits of all the clearly
-recognizable positions hi the organization, and Ahe role at-
cupants on the other. The rolettPants may either under

- fulfill` or over fulfill the role -an hence 'may contribute posi- .

.-tively o ;r negatively tp. the good,iill items in theelence Sheet. .

. -

,,,-.

In Some cases, such a& p ofi ss or s With tenUre, 'the role oc7
.cupanti haye a consider4ble degree of contractual perma-
nenoy: In othei cases,, there May be a high, ttrtiOver:In either*
-case, an accurate state descriptfon wOnld have tO,involve some

,

A look at balance sheets

t
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land of estimate of the value of the various role occupants to
the institution on the asset side, and some account of the
obligations of the institution to the role occupants on the Ha--
bihty side:

'An essential element in the_ state description isithe ,inputs
into and outputs out of the institution for some accounting
period., An income account also has to include items of de-
preciation of -the 'existing assets or conditions, sticll- as the
running clown of buildings or equipment or (strictly) the de-
cline in skills and reputation of the faculty members..

The dynainis of, an organization are closely related'to its
inputs, outputs, and depreciation's. Its processes niay.be divid-
ed fairly sharply into those which are subject t<vhamI have
'called the "bathtub thekem" in which the relation of inputs,
outputs; and stock is that of simple addition and subtiaction.
An input adds to the stock and, an output' subtracts from it,
so that the net increase in the stock in any period is equal to
the input Minus the output; just like, water running into and
out of the bathtub. An excess of input over output raises the
stock by exactly that amount. Ah excess of output over input
lowers the,stock'similarly.

.
This. principle apps in exact form, for'ingtanCe, to cash

balances. The increase in a cash balance in a period is exactly
equal to the difference between what, hg's been faid,into it and
what has beenpaid, out of it. In the case of other physical.
assets, again,, the bathtub theorem applies if the increase in

--,,fhe stock of any particular asset is equal, to the input minus be
'output. The ,output in this case, however, may/ Maude

reciation as a form of consumption. Input may-be eit er
production or purchase; qutput may be either.censumption or
'sale.

When wvcothe to the more subtle assets and liabilities tn-
,volving,reputatipn andgood will, the relations ,between,inputs,,
outputs, and stock may be much more complex than the simple.
additive relationship. These might he called the informational
variables. Here, even though there are clearly fuliCtiorial rela-
tionships between inputs, outputs, and, stock, these relation-

'
-
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. ships may be very complicated and potIollow simple princi-
ples of addition of subtraction. This, in the case of an inaivid,
ual, an increase in his knowledge is not Simply the result of
an excess of, input of infomm.65m over its output. Information
is not conserved as money statS, and, as to a considerable
dtgree, the physical 'capital are conserved.

The university is particularly subject to this principle
because one of its major= activities is teaching, which is a prize
example of nonconserYation. When the teacher teaches as suc-

. cessful class; the class knows more and so does he. There is
no sense in which teaching results in d loss of information in
the mind of the teacher and 'a:corresponding gain in the mild
of the student.-Everybody gains together. Good will or benev-
olence and the closely related concepts of morale and reputa-
'tion are 'also nonconierving quantifies. A "good" administrator
creates good Will among the 'faculty which in turn makes if

:easier for him to be a good administrator.. An abrasive peison
by contrast car asily create cumulative ill ,will and declining
morale and reputation.;

One of the problems of all organizations, profit-making as
Well as nonprofit, iS, that accounting sysiems are designed
primarily for those inputs and.outputs Which are, subject 'to
the law of conservation and are notadapted at all to deal with .

those elements in the organization which involye information
and which do' not ohey.the law of conservation. As'a result, .

all organizations tend to operate with a perverted informatipn
system, with good information about certain aspects of the
organization and' very poor information about othei, aspects

. which may be equally important from the point of .view of they
organization's success or gurvival. ..* 4. -

Tliis means. that, while there is a clearly defined ritual in
ancial accounting, the all-important informational accounts

xplioit and one has to rely on the good sense'
and almost on. a kind of unconsciduscskill on the part of ad-

. mitristrators and others in keeping the nonfinancial 'accounts:
in good shape. -

A "good administrator; is precisely the man who is sensitive
to. the total state. or condition of the, instilution. Therefore,
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he does not ,sacrifice the nonfinancial aspeCts to`pettifogging
Detail or accounting formalisins. Nor does he neglect the
necessity for waking financial accounts balance and for keep-
ing.the institution continually capable of,meetsmg its financial
obligations. ',

The fuzziness . of nonfinancial accounts introduces a bias
...orAitto the decision-making process. This is a problem even in

profit-making organizations wherereven though the financial
accounts contain a large part of the measure of the .success of
the organization, the nonfinancial laspeets of the institution
frequently determine its financial success or Wire. Under
these circumstances, a decision-maker in almost any organiza-
tion/is like a man with a telescope attached to one eye and a
frosted glass over the other. He might be able to see something
very.welUnit he would certainly not have binocular Vision.

.,.

.1.

Any theory of the orgknization, whether profit or nonprofit,
. ,

must have some soft of abStract view of the process of decision-
making In the elementary theory of the firm, information, is
supposed to be virtually perfect and "costless and, the dkision-
making proceSs is simply based on profit maximization, that is,
therm is supposed to select those inputs and outpug at which
the profit is at a fnaximum. In the case of the nonprofit organ=

u,ization, this view 'is clearly Madequat from the start. Never-
theless, it is not easy to find a substit e for.the maximization
principle. We can, of course, restore the maximizdtionPrinci-
ple formally for all organizations by. supposing that what is
maximized is utility., All this really means, however, is that
everybody does what he thinks is best at the time, which can
hardly be denied but is ,a principle that does not necessarily
have a great deal of content. ''. ' -

t

.

Maxinnzation theory, however, does, have one_ vir ;ue. It
- implies :that all decisidn-making processeS involve some kind

of eVal ation of. tte changes'wlikearare believeVid resul from
.-1 a decisi n. Thweakness of maximization theory is ,thai it has

I prevent d the development of a taxonomy of decisions simply
`because it assumes Implicitly that' all

..
decisiops, are alike. Iiiis

k..._:- may ,not' be so. In a 'universitt for instance, decisions -t
appoin4tents and. promotions may be, made on Ve different
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principles from decigions about curriculum, about fees, about
recognition of student organizations, or about the building of
dormitories. The list could be extended almost indefinitely.

Furtherniore, the-decision-making process always has to be
studied in the light of its organizational setting. The. authorita-
tive.legitirdatot of a decision in an organization may not cor-
.respond at all, for instance, to the "real" slot or levil from

. which deciiions actually emerge.

The structure of authority

. ..

Every organization tas a certain written or- unwritten con-
.

77' ' stitution which represents the gener 'ccepted structure of
'authority. The points of ;authority ay be a single role such
as department' chairman or dean; they may 'consist of a com-
rhittee which has to make a collective. decision; or they may .

consist of certain veto powers. Ilo'Matter what the written
constitution, every organization tends to have an:informal

't constitution consisting of the people who control channels of
communication or who are influential with the authoritative,-,_
decision-makers. . i

, , ,
The larger the organization, the more iMportant this infor2

mai constitution is likely to be, simply beCatise the formal lines
of communicatiOniead to a progressive impoverishme I of he
-information flows to.the higher executivei...A hierar is a
set of4iyaStebaskets designed to Sift,Out what each mem of .

vi, the hierarchy regards as.theessentraltinforlation which will
go 'tip to the next level. It May, well be that the inform,ation
which is really Wanted at the top, is sitting in the wastebasket

'sothewhere in the seventh level of the hierflrchy.

de

If large organizations are tci-Operate successfully, they muse e...,

develop a'good deal of redundancy and informal communica'
tion. -TheSe- infOrmal redUndancies are often very hard to I.

Identify. ili evertheless,."knciwitig" the Organization becomes: ,

one of theprincinal _Avenues' ofi"or advaficeinent:in the hierarchy,:)

and this:donsists essentially of a sensitivity to Who it is that
really makes the tlecisionS.,These intsirMal organizations are:

,. , apt. to be Darticularly itnpoirtant where 1fle occupants Of roles-
's \

so )
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which arethigh in the hierarchy are incapable of the
'information overload which is alway,5 the penalty for *author-
ity. Under these circumstances, the suPpogedly powerful mem-
bers of, the organization tend to rely on cronies and informal
communications Which may not be part of.lhe formal organ-
ization'network at all. , .

' One sees this principle operating most clearly in political
organizations wItere the upper members of the hierarchy do
not "rise" through theihierarcby but are impose on it from
without, s for instance, the President of the United States. In
unive s and also in corpor ons,/where promotion at least
in e dle levels of the hier chy is often made from within,
tit' re to to devejop an "offic. 1 family" within the adminis-x
tr tion o have a strong subcu among themselves and
vely c unications among themselves but not very good

communic ion with the rest of the organzation,' either- in-
formally or formally.

This situation Lain often Cause a great deal of trouble a'.
decisions are made in, the light of increasinglY imaginary im-

' ages of what 'the situation is like. There isvan iron laiv of
hierarchy, that hierarchy in itself tends-to corrupt communica-

' tion, because there° is always inadequate, feedback between
superiors and subordinates, .but also a man gets promoted to
the hierarchy by pleasing his superiors: This. is a skill which
may make for euphoria but not necessarilylor survival. It also
leads to a progresae elimination, as people rise in the hier-
archy, of the kiiid of opacity which is needaat the top where
there are no,superiors to pleae. This is Perhaps why, in uni- .. ,

.vqrsities and in'many other oranizations, presidents and even
deans are frequently brought in from outside. 4I '

, 0 ' )
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4 k:. *Maintenalice decisions
:

and groWth decisions, . ' -.'...
., , . t,

. <. A 1Staxonan* of decisiOn.is beyolid the scopes of this .

, .

paper it may perhaps,4art with the fundamental distinc-
4.,,

Atte betweenk'What.might be catled maintepance decisions and
.,. -.. L. ,,, t,'re ativwor zrowth clectskons. ,.., ,, . i : - ..
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Main' tenance decisions, as the name implies re designed
to maintain the institution as an open system. Th . Office of

eAdmissions, the search for replacement of fa and ad-'
. , ministrators, and the bulk of financial decisions into this

category. The larger, the Older, the more As ble the
organization, the more likely it is to confine itsel = largely to
maintenance decisions. 717.1e danger here is that maintenance
may not rte adapted to a ,Changing-envlronment, and an in-
stitution which neglects the creative decision may find itself
at .a sharp competitive disadvantage in rapidly changing en;
vironments.

Even in universities, it is very hard to get recognition for
the really creative decision-maker. He is often sotebody who
stands outside the regular respectable channels of academic=
and institutional life. This is the sort of man who opens up a
new field, whO creates a nevi department, or a nevinstitute, or
,a new kind of activity such as extension, new fields of teach-

, .ing, and so on. The long-run success of an institution, and this
is:especially true of universities, depends in no small measure
on. the ability to tolerate and even to enc urage people of. this
land. Here again, tie capacitylof. an tution to recognize
the intangible accounts is often 'the key bits success. ,

The problem of loCation
.,.. ) .

A very interesting prohlein in the theory of the university
which has not been very thuch studied is the problem of loca-
tion.tion. A university which' too iSolateck will find it hard to
maintain a cOisianf;input of stimuf4tingpivisitors and also the ...
circulation of its faculty among other institutionn and-assign-
ments. On the other hand, an institution which is too close to

. the center Uf things may fiiid 4 hard to 'maintain' its inner ., i

integrity because it is too diOracted by eairaccerss. This is
perhaps why Washington has not, produced a major university

\in thii Country and why one is'.alinost tenit3t0 to describe the
( ,

ideal situation for a major university as -30 miles from a'major ..,
.,, .

airport.. Thes4.ik,i hoWever, are Speculations.'" without , tin*
evidenC6: . ,
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Especially at thg level of-second and third rankinstitutions,
the random elemen is often very important. There, are large
numbers of peopl for instance, who are capable of what'
might be called " aintenance ,operations" in the role. of the °
president of a university. There are very few people who are
capable,Of a creative operation in this role, and for any partic-
ular institution it is largely a matter of luck whether they get
a maintenance man or a creative man. Two'creative presidents
in a row and the university is either ruf'ed or advanced into
a higher rank. Like the selection of.presidents of the United
States, however, the process of selection of university presi-
dents has a very strong random element in it.

411' - -

'The problem of financial survival

The problem of financial survival of the university is cloly
related:to its function as an economic unit in society. The.
financial survival of any institution depends on its capacityso
maintain an input of cash adequate to cover its cash outflow.
In growing institutions the

allow
of cash should be slightly

-'lar'ger than its 6utflow to allow for, growth in the total stock
TA liquid assets. An input of cash, however, correspondsto an
oul-Put.of something else and an Outflow of cash to an input
'of something else.. f r

'It is usually fairly clear What the outflow of cash creates
in She way airilnits of something else, for the olltflow of cash
is, ar the most_part, paid odt in exchange, for something. It..
purchases inputi in the way of supplies, equipment, buildings,
and the services of faculty an employees. The input of cash,
however, is derived only in part from the exchange system, for
instance, from student fees, medical fees,' hospital charges,
royalties, and payinentsfor contract research. A large part Of.
the cash input of any university is in what is callecfshe "grants

_ econonly" and is4 derived; either from appropriations from leg-
islatures, ditrioti state or federal, which are turn derived from
the taepower, or they are derived from ndowments, alumni, , )-
contributions, private gifts, or foundation grants, all of 'Which

. . represent one -way transfers.

The economic position Of a University is Verydee nvolved.
_in Ihe'rotal grartts econromy, and up to now we have not had'.
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very much study about this or theory about it. We can perhaps
stretch the economist's concept of exchange and suppose that
grants are made in response to some "product." The product
in this case, however, is not a physical or exchangeable prod-
uct, but it is a state of mind 'of those who have the power to
make grants. Just what it is, however, that produces a willing-.
ness to make grants on the part of those who make them is
often quite mysterious. I suspect that.* best theory of the
foundation is tkat it is a 90 percent randomprocess. I am not
sure that government is much better. One of the problems here
is that the willingness to make grants is often quite ujrelated to
the performance of the grant-recipient. By-contrast, one of the
nice things about the exchange-economy is that the institution
which produces a saleable commodity has at least some con-
trol over what it produces, and hence its own decisions may
affect its cash input. In the case vf a grant- recipient, the grant
often strikes, or does., not strike, as the case may be,; like
lightningthe risk, however, being much less arable..

A factor in th,e university situation-which is 'receiving:in-
creasing attention today is a very remarkAle change in the,
nature of the market4or *university services. This has two
aspectsz-the increase Ai the proportion of income derived
from research as opposed to- teaching and-the increase in the

- propfortion of income which is derived from the federal govern-
/ ment by contrast with either state or local gOvemment,private

endowments orsfees. There has been a shift also in the relative
support which is given to different sections of the university,

. In the last 25 years, for instance, there has been a great in-'
crease in support of the natural sciences and of the medic ally
related sciences. We.are now seeing a similar rise in support
of the social sciences, while the support of the Inunanitieslags.

These changes in the Market environment inevitably have
profound impacts on the condition and on the decision-makin&

. processes of th whole institution. There is quite a strong case

°

for a certain a ount of viewing with alarm. How much Ilarrn
, is appropriate is 'not` easy to say. It is particularly to

evaluate -this change in the financial environment 'from the
point of view bf its impact on the intangibles, such things as
loyalty ',to particular institutions, the willingneSs to perform
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roles which are not directly rewarded, and the relative role
of the university itself, and outside. sources of funds.

Anxiety is at_least being exPresspd that this aange in the
market environment' is vtorrupting the integrity\of the univer-
sity as an institution. It is feared that the tradition, which goes
back to the Middle Ages, of the university -as an academic
community with widely shared responsibility among the
faculty for its decision-making and a corresponding identifica-
tion of the faculty with the institution itselfAand with its wel-
fare, is giving way to the 'notion of the university as a conven-
ient source of status, a kind of launching pad from which
appeals can be made for outside funds.

It can be argued that we should simply accept this phenom-
enon and adapt ourselves to it. What is significant is the total
republic of the intellea, not any particular efnbodiment of thisk,
in a local university. In American universities, especially, the
very political structure of the university as a corporation,
usually governed by a self-peratuating oligarchy or occasion-
ally by an elected- body of " rernts or,trustees, has tended to
undermine&he potion of faculty responsibility for the partic-
ular university and its governaiita. The AMerican university&
has been desdribed as a btnpvolent tyranny checked and
balanced by an aytive labor market, and while this is a carica-
ture the.face is recognible. The active labor market, hovit
ever, 'has one unfortunate consequence. It creates a pretty
sharp distinction within the university itself between the visible
"cosmos" who participate in the active labor market and who
are, therefore, largely independent of the particular institution
whiCh they condescend to graCe with their .presences and the
"locals" who are less visible and who do all the work around.
the houseIris not surprising that, under these circumstances,.
severe internal strains may appear. .

The status of students

In these days one cannot allow dpe of the'strands in tlk
composition of the university to go unnoticed, that is, the
students. Although there are times these` days when one gets
almosta little nostalgic for apathy, certainly this is a very re-
markable student generation, raised as it has been from baby-,
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-: hircd on lir. Spock and TV. The gre t problem here is that
students occupy an uneasy status with in the university.,They
are not -merely customers,' although they'd have somewh

lhe relationship to the organization that ;customers have to '

.)--. ; "Sears Roebuck. Neither are they quite members of the commu-
nity, though they are perhaps closer to this these, days than to

".' being- mere customers. It is this intermediate status between
-fthe';customer and the manber which makes the problem of

student unrest and aissatiffaction so herd to handle, v- t..
Universities -are octant to admit students to full member-

. ship -in the co nity with decision-making rights simply
because it is felt that they are nc.:around long enough.

ffido not have sufficient responsibility for the long-run future. A.
university which would be pstalto to .a cOrisurner'scoopera-
06in Which the students are npt:6nly memDprs but the owne
and the ultimate governing -authbrity would be conceivable.
This' could almost be. called the "Legend of Bologna." Up to
now at any rate thii -form of organization has, not even gotten
off the grolind. Nobody really knows Whether. it could survive.

One does not have'to go' to .this extreme, howeVer,4o rerd-
ognIte that there .is Increasing .pressure these days for the

4..recqgnition of students as memb;ers rather than as custom_ eo,
and the universities have to respond to this in some way. dne
possibility is elected *dent representat&es on tie' Board of
Governors. Certainly hat has passed for student gOvernment,
in the past is pro' ing dreagititly incrable;orcarrying thl
weight:of the new au

It hai;be'come ap rent- this ear alsO that, as Jegal:and,:,
judicial O'lanizationt, universitie leave very Much_ to,- be
*desired. this aspect of. the unive.c as functioned in the
past par* because it has not been seriou challenged. When

challenged the universities fincOlieY..lia no repertoire to
'fall baCk on. In matters of stude)g e there is nof
"graduated deterrofice,"nOthinOeykeen,57. slap on the
wrist of admonition or probation :a fill 1. kliustet.Ofts0
pension or expulsion. Perhapstunive4si .golit'io have to
setup small jails under the bea ing of mddit Lion
chambers. .to provide s,uitably gridttated',; lrence f
ably graduated assatilts! The disturbances 'ili:Y6ais

( I



raise very acutely the question of the judicial status of the uni-
versity within the framework of thelarger society; Is the cam-c
pus part of the city it is in,. or is it not? The medieval tradition
if the yuniversity.asa sanctuary still remains At is perhaps be-
c ning increasingly impractical.,

A look atyle -future.

As one looks into the, future one secs the university as'an
institution of increasing importance in society, with great re-
silience an staying power, but also as an institution in some
degree of corktinual crisis. Part of this is a matter of sheer
grow :The kind of decision-making processes Which are ap-
pr rite in small institutions are not appropriate in-lerge, and
the sheer lag of organization i niversities tends to give them
growily trauma; Part of this'is c nervation of tradition and
the fact that most faculties,' especially, see little reason for
doing anything today that they did not do yesterday, which
after all is the simplest decision-making rule even if it is not
alwayS successful..

r;
A very interesting question is whether universities increas-

ingly are going to run into competition with others types of
teaching and learning -institutions. Corporations, for instancev
are increasingly taking on functions of teachingJearning, and
research which, previously were regarded as somewhat -the
preserve of the university. Certainly if the universities do not
adapt tIonselves to the modein world they will very rapidly
ruri.infeniew institutions which will prpvide them with stiff
competition, which is good at least from the point of view of
society. This is perhaps the most optimistic note on which to
end:

1;
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INTRODUCTION

The Wedqesday Night 'Colloquium became known A that simply blcause it
took place oh a Wednesday night 'during the progress of the institute*Professor
T. R. McConnell chaireiLthe discussion and participating were three of the
institute faculty and three-guests. They agreed in advance to pay special heed
to the topic of the institute which is the title of this book, but their personal
interests and 'broad backgrounds brought a great diversity of viewpoints to
that topic. The ,colloquium itself provides a study of the several schools of

*--thought within higher education which are struggling.to redefine its role in
satiety. For that reason a transcription of the colloquium was considered to
be a fitting way to conclude this collection of papers.

The inititute'faculty members participating were: Eldon Joton, Algo Hend-
,

.e'rsonr and Kenneth Boulding...The three guests were: Sir Peter Venebles, vice-

chancellor of the',Unkversity of Aston,tBirmingham; England; Robert Rost', .

national director of the activist. New University Conference and a faculty
member at the University Of Chicago; and Richard H. Peairs, associate secrete?),
of the American Assobiationof University Professors and director of its Western

Regional Office.

I
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, WEDNESDAY NIGHT COLLOQUIUM

T. R. MCCOisINELL, CHAIRMAN

,

4 . r

. . ,

I'm not going tossummarize the issues that liave ,beer?
discttsied at 'this confecence. The assumption' is that

,there has been a great deal 'Of continuity tofiris conference,
that you know what the Main issues arc, ovou knOW which

''Issues have been carefully 4N/bided, by the speaker's. So we
don't heed a summary of events today,; "

A.
,*0

Now let me proceed. to ,very'r qpick introsittetions without
any biographical information. Sir Peter Venebles is the vice-
chancellor of the University of Aston in Birmingham. As I -
am ure you all know, the ice-chancellor corresponds, in our
institutions, witty the president of the uiliVersity. Eldon 'John-
son of the University of Illinois, who spoke this morfting; Algo
Henderson, of the Center for Research and Development,
Higher Education, who spoke yesterday; Ro rt ,Ross, the
national director of the I4ewUniverS:ity 6nference, with
offices in Chicago; Kenneth Boulding,'-who s to speak tomOr-,
row morning. He is the program -direct of the Institute of
Behavioral Sciences at the Univssity of Col do; and-finally, 1 ,

Richard H. Peaks, associate sretary of Association of
University Professors and: director of. the stern Rgional.
Office of that association. Sir Peter has agre to start off.witlx
a, brief -statement of sonie of. his reactions to' the issues .that..,
have adsen in this cOnference. .
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Sir Peter c.

. ,
Ladies and gentlemen, I may say the agreement was) .a.re.?

quired vol'untee'r activity. But I accept it with greet pleasure .

because it gives me an on behalf of-my wife and
myself, to, express our thanks, for being invited to this confer-

' ence which we've found most kfimtilatitig. We'd like to say how .
- thankful we are. to everyone who has been so kind and wet:

coming.

10

.

I shall need that before )live finished because I am asked,
. in this very brief statement, which is fivelmiuutes, to deal with
the whole British aspect of higher education. I know that there
is a slight difference between our two Countries, but I assure
you that this cant be done in five minutes. I shall very quickly
say, rn relation to theisSue of this conference, what the general
British position- is at the moment. Then I shall.go on to pick
out four things.Which seem to me to warrant further considera-
tiOn.

. ,

TheBritish comparisons are very much 'the same as here.
We have the same issues there is rio need for anew theolog-
ical doctrine of the geographical distribution of original sin.. .

. all of it <America, and nut Great Britain. We have the same
isgues'..We have students too. We vary ih size of the 'ecimmit-

Lments. The jigensity varies, and we haveth y-efgot to sOme of
'the intensities which you are unhappily expOencing. Never-
theless, we have our incidents which have h&n quite sizeable.
I haves personally, survived two sits in or sif ins, and it was.
-rievenpart of my ambition to have downtrodden students. But
such was the case.

04 thing I hope we shan't get, which I' deplored in the
beginning of thissonference, is the general implication that if
°no aetrvist, if one is wanting a very radical point of view,r . one is courageous, one has, the truth. Whereas those who hold
the pldralist, view, and support the multivariaht university, are
lacking ,in courage, discernment, or truth. I've' found this
singularly unfortunate. I hope yOu won't mind my Sayilig so,
and I wish the speaker had been here for me tosay it in. hisI.presence. - °

90:
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The degree of aclivism which we have is a variable and is
considerable. But so far, apart from sits in and. the -occasional
-pot of paint, it has_f011owed fairly consitutiohal means. BM the
issues are important. .issues include particiiiation of- stu-

, dents in the work and life the university. The representation
or membership of students n senate .and council or faculties
and dep ents is now actively under discussion. In ne 7
eases, defiritte, moves are being Made. I) think the general

.
atmosphere of universities, as a whole, is much more forthcom-
ingin these respects than ii has been in recent years. _

. \ .4

One of the issues is the conduct of examinatiOns and dur-
' ricula. Anothet one, -the important one, is disciplinary pro-

cedures, and here-we have a particulai circumstance you may
not know about. We have a committee, called the Laity Com-
mittee. Mr. Justice Laity is the chairman, considering at what,
-age young peOple sho d become adult. This committee has
recommended, and th government has' accepted, that the age
be lowered from 21 t 18. S;4that every
Coble to the university as an adult, and this clearly has very
considerable implications,

'".,
i,

Of the four things that I would like to\consider, first of all,
I'd like to deal with the development of the social sciences in
Great Britain. They are developing very fast. t's gently come
in upon our notice that the community at large is the labora-
tory of the social sciences. We are faced with similar issues
which have been raised in this conference, but it would be a-

; general view that there is a-very proper purpose and place for
the university to be investigating and establishing facfS; but
much more important, the theoretical foundations of growth

sand change, ,-. .
Togo an to what we woul(call the, development. Science

and engineering in the university are largely being concerned
with the, theoretical basis; development is taking place outside
in the analOgy. For, the social sciences, the university should
be that kind of place in which the work of other agencies is
supported, fostered, and the general atmosphere is in their
raVO r. .
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I am a member of the National 'Council of Civil Liberties.

I've been for many, many years: But it's inconceivably, and this
leads to may second point, that I would be asking the univer-..
city or making a statement on behalf of the university, on
behalf, or in support of, the National Council of Civil Liber-
ties. '4.. J

1.

So then I come to my second points--. statements by chan-
cellor and university, institutionally;in a corporate sense. I
thrnk I'm right in saying that the British view .would be very '

. close to. that Of Chancellof Heyns. 1'd like to elaborate that,
but to save finie: I-think that's the simplest definition. I think ,

there's, perhaps, more leeway in the chancellor ,on certain
things, making his peisonal position known. But Iithink it

. would be generally accepted that he must, as argued by Chan -.
cellor Heyns, be very careful of, the repUtation and well-being
of the University.

My third one is oz)ne which _his not been,mentioned .at.all',
i but to a Britisher is very,striking indeed. 'Clearly, in any high
issue of well-being of the university, it's of the,greatest impor-
tance that lay people, the lay Members of the governing body,
and tlfe academics should be close tbgether. The very strong
contrast between the American and British systenX, (we've
found it before, but eve never realized it in full until I cameL4.
to, this conference) is that in your system, you- have these '
separated. In British urtivergities, the EXpcutive Council is
composed of lay,Deople and academids2 On my own, council
of about 30 people., there are about 13, 12 or 13, academics',
voting full members, alongside the Idy people, and all these .
issues are discussed within the executive body, not of variance

,elsewhere. '

v . 'I-could give various other,consequences of this. I have been
through a whole series of evolutions. From a college of which.
I was the, principal,. I attended the governing bbdy like your
fegents and as a nonvoting member, made my case. They made
the judgement: I transmitted it baCk Than it became a college.
of advanced technology in which five °Ns became members
of the governing body and-theposition was altered. When we
,became a university,_ the proportion was very maAdly in-

e.
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creased. I can assure yOU that the dialogue between lay and
alademics in that sitliation,is most fruitful. '

,

My last one is. to make a comment kon academic standards
and the involvement of students. I think there much more
inclination now, in the rich universities, ,to brin students into
cAscussforion academic macula and the like. B,ut it would be

-ray judgement that there would be a resistant point a very
firm resistance, On involving them'iri the conduct .and judge-

. ment of examinatipn results. And .1 would' regard: that, in
academic circles. in Great Britain, as the sticky .point, Con!

..,' saltation as muck as you like, but professional judgements are ..
for 61 professionals. I hope that gives es succinct eccount as-,possible in the time.. ,

_, -

T, R. McConnell: ..,

Thank you, SiVeter. We'll turn next to Robert Ross.-7 .'

Robert Ross: . .
.

..

I also would liki-to thank WICHE for inviting Me and all
of you for being Iso very- cordial. This eeting has been aeeting
revelation to me. III listening to.your discus 'ons,.1 findithat a

,Aot of one's econceptirs are true, and a lo are false./

Let me lay out a very sch'e'matic Anil, I hope;* not too dis-
continuous Friticism of the way (.feel the conference has gone

- about its discussion. Perhaps it was tlieway you must go about
the discussibn, so then it's not a .criticism but a suggestion for
what I would think needs to be thought about over and above
the.general level'of issues that have bin on yOur mind.

My impression is, from many, many places,' that what the
rebels the y6u all face demand of you is not so wittch,that you
take Corp rate positions op the war, but that, in many, places
and it obvi f usly varies, you live up to . the neutrality and
detachm rlt which you think that you have. I tried to say this
earlier i t e conference, and I don't think that point 4a.
commu ted well. Let me take' a momerti Co do that.

^P.

But irs ,'g digression. When you talk about the university
as an, ge t of social change or whether it should be, rfind it

..,,,... '
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very pepiexing to 'discuss that unless the society that's doing
the social chpnging is at least referred to the nature of that
which is changing, and hew i\ is changing, and the things that
are moving it to change. These can't eternally emain -kind of
a yap& thing out there. i think you'll agree_t t that has not
been discussed at the meeting.

-

what is it that is being dernandedzbtsides the taking of
4 corporate positions? Not only the students, Ing increasingly

younger fa8ulty members whO-nren't,atteinpting to organize,
in political, wan see that the university is a very active agent

perhaps not of change = perhaps of maintenance of the
society as we see itand as it is Obliiously developing.

In a society and now we must refer. to t1 g. nature of that
society in a society which is a capitalist system' power flows

. in certain predictable and routine ways. Mdney has a great
, deal to do with the kind of service you can get from any in-

stitution. I think that if you as eIecutives'Avould look at your
labor relation centers, "business schools, and so 'on, that pro-
position would stand up, that, in fact, the center of gravity of
service, intellectual, physical and concrete, that you render to
society?, is serviced to. the prileged sectors of that society.
Serviced to those who, need it the least but cars pay the most
for it: And finally, serviced to those most interested in main-.
taining it in all its good but also all its bad ways.

. P.

That isn't neutral. You just can't maintain that proposition;
There are more polemic, vrid to me mo e important, ways in
iyhich you are not neutral' (on your 1 titutions) and I don't
mean to make a personal %Rack at a . Many of your institu-
tions, not many numerically, certat y and this again, I
tried to, say earlier have been very important cogs in the
machinery that created the weaponry and the technological
base for the cold war and the arms race. Just as importantlftd
tne-as a social scientist, your institutions have been a very
impOrtant place for making the cold war and anhcomm rusm;e.

. a respectable myth and a respectable religion in the lifted
States of America. This 'is nOt the executivs' fault at on. I .
would just as willingly make the indictthent of the la 20 years

= of schOlarshipn the social sciences: ,

a
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1...wpultr;gue to you that-we are reaping 'what tye institu-
tionally have sown, that,the war in Vietnafia is not a temporary'
aberration but, in fact, has'to do with that flow of events that *-
the institutions represented here have been crucial to.. India-
pensability does not necessarily render power. That was -One ...-

..*:Of Marx's errors. Nevertheless, indispensability gcloes, to the 6
bne who is indispensable, render a moral obligation. . 'indispensable,

Your obligation is not necessarily to say the war is Oil, but . , 4, ,,
to do what institutionally, you claim to.want to dp,-tb be more
detached from those force's. For example," agaifi something 1 ,.

mentioned, are you going to treat draft resistbrs for going /6° "jail and they are gluing tojail 7 with the same Solicitude, ...

'*. ) that you treat retailing veterans? Are'you goingto fissure that
,' the resources, the research, etc., that areavailable to the city `.

planner of Oakland, be available to the Black Panthers? .6

I edo notindict ybu. for not being concerned-'most recently '-, ',
with the poor and black pepple but 16r the via), In ,which, that ,

,tt -0

, . . .
dbircern has been expressed. Because you're all-budget mindgd, .

. amkoiir faculties are budget minded,and money in this coun- '

try buys service; the money which the Economic Opportunity**
4 Act and HUD and `HEW have' freed for socially .concerned

'action research has flowed in ways which are not 'oppositional.
Idon't say you have an obligation I would, like you to agiee 0
with me that an Oppisitional style. in the societY,is good. You
don't hae an obliga to, actif you don't agree _witlifhat, but . ,

don't claim that you're neutraliinless you have that balance.
ypii have all mentioned balance, but-I don'ttsie that balance ,

ill your institutions; I see, as I said, the center of gravity, of
your \influence, to be 6£ service to those who are trying to keep .

the liCon the pot..

nether thing that is disturbing to me, as, an irit8llecttial,
is e disdain and contempt, (condescension, is a polite word
that as used earlier in the dar)f-thaf I find in your attitli
distta and Contempt for the feelings of.tpofal Outrage tha

,
the st dents presently haVe. It set'ms tom that the. argu
as it as developed thus far, is that in' extremity, 'like Nazi-

iGerm , in extremity, you all are for changing yourpresent,
orienta i in. What happens if, yOu believe war crimes'are being'
e ted now? Whit happens then? If you-believe that the
ff

4
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extremity is here, it is not thqsands of miles
-,

.aw
not somel5ody else; but yout on people who are th.

, , .%

..
T. It McConnell: -

.

We offered-Kenneth Boulding 'a special 'dispensa 'on since:
he hasn't heard ihediscussion. of tbe last two days. Che'special

'dispensation was' that he could Wait until everybody else had-
spoken: But,if he's-moved at the moment; I will withdraw the.
dispensation and say it's yortr turn.

-- )
Kenneth Bouldifig17 , . . .

;-

, and it is
criminals.

e4.'

I Must confess, as an old Methodist, I'm a bit c
sin by Bob: I -think he's sa ?d some very acute a
eomfortSble things: I think it is true that the'unive
part of society. It is ttue also That the powerful"

.The only trpuble is, after you've made that discove
' you do aboiut W? And this is not 'always easy to s.

of the thins that I don't understandvery well, s
as a social scientist.

What are the processes in society by which pow
aroun&il does shift, and this is one-of the most f
changes in society. There are shifts in the power
haie an opinion that it usually happens ,quite ac

; have a feeling that no'SociZty is exempt froth this
, After all,.thisisn't just a property cif:capitalism.

r. --
It's hard to see Much difference; frwi this po

between capitaliSt and socialist societies. Ps a m
in socialist societies power is even moreconcentra
there's a little balance of power here: In ourociet
of Lords is represented by the Rockefellers and
ifouse,pf. Commons, shall wesay, is represented
and the church,i's represented by the university",
have a pluralistic society..fm in favor of checks a

especially when the"balance is -what Ian
. against.

.

. .

r

,

.Thp universities cannot help but be agents of-so
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. total sphere of knoWledge ,becaiise 4 is knowledge which is.;
.. .

the prkme agent df social change. BUt,of course, socia change
i may l*blind, and it very -frequently is. We do things around

the university, we,know not what.we do. We certainly,,d.o not
.know *hat the conseiluences are Very soften we couldn't 'care

. less. We 4o have some veryinterestip,g examples of this, Dr. -
; McConnell, in your pal*. It.ii`certainly the 'way the natural

'scientists and the .thologicalsiientistsliorse around without \
, any notion of the conseqtfences.of their behavior. It is very.
striking in this regard that'universities are enormous agencies
of social change. But a sood deal of this is blind, in the sense
that i .. we aren't aware of it. . ,1 .

1 ' - .
,-The social seiences are supposed to be the eyeS and ears of.

universities in regard to the impact on society, but I'm afraid
we don't have 20-20 viSion. The real ppint is that our know-
ledge, of social dynamics is still very primitive. Under these

`'circumstances,
almost anything we do will have opposite con-

'.sequences (rem what we intend. That gOes for the radicals and
revotutionaries as well as it goes for conse ati'ves :': '. almost '4

everyhodY. It is because we are opeiating n a system that we
4' don't understand very Well: *.2z

--- ' , ...5

Finally, ,a point' which Dr: McConnell gems to me to have
- implied in his paper, that. the hardest things to get at are the

- ' sins of oniissiOn.-It'i; easy enough to spot the sins of commis-
sion because they committed. We,would have you spot what-
isn't there. This is the hardest thing to do, and I think we have

4

,
to think a great deal about it. .

. .
'Pie involvement with the befense Department wouldn't be

quite so bad if universities had established a few peace re-
search instituteswomld it?.But they haven't. I've been frying'
to raisemohey for peace research for 15 years. I've just given
it up. You can't raise any money. for this. You see, the- idea

___

-

that yoii uld apply human intelligence for the problem.of
pe'acesis lau able around a university. Nobody .give's it a
minute's thought. It's perfectly all sight to apply human intel-

igence to destroying people. That's quite acceptable. I-think
the sense of moral outrage, among those who have moral out-
rage,,is about five percent. I feel a great deal of this myself. . ,,

1 : !.
' ,
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.
Or) the' other hand, moral 'outrage can easily ,go 'off into,

,quite unprofitable movements. We had'a session at our home
with some of 04 young radical .friends a few weeks ago which
went long after midnight. Orie-of themsaid to my wife in a
tone of utter disbelief, "You really believe in sociologys don't

, you?" With a sense of absolute astonishrpent, ybu see. Maybe --

she dOesi Maybe f dp. She may be right in, believing in eco-
nomics at times.

A

I-do pplieve in the intelleelcuar task. It sun' very m uch in
process and, this is something that the universities must never
forget. Their prime objective is.. the lintellectual talk. This
doesn't exclude other tasks.,I'd 'hate to see a university com-
posed of people who have no sense of moral outrage just as I
would hate to see my daughter marry.an economics man. On
the other hand,.the,major task, must be kept in mind, and this
is a -task without which moral outrage will be spilled On the

, ground. We saw a very good exampleof this In,the Prohibition.
And I must say an awful lot ofmy radical friends remind me of
prohibitionists. That was the fast great grass roots program of ,

. moral outrage that we had in this country;,the last grass roots
movement. It was disastrous because ,it was moral ctutrage\i'
unilluminated by very much knowledge Of social systems.

T.. R. McConnell:

Richard Peairs, will younow contribute to the discussion?
%

e

Richard Peairs: - . ,.
.

t' I .

In'sojar as I can express the viewpoints of the AAUP, I will
spend a few moments stating the obyious. Then I will be 'Quiet
andisten_lo the rest Of the discussion ,6ecause. I'm curious to
see where it leads. The association's views *these matters
are familiar to each of you knowledgeabjeln the statements
.of'policy which have long-teen \a pa/I of the doctrine of),
AAUP. They are statements of tile-Principle Of responsible
practice in the profegsion for which the'association is guardian.

,
. . ,. .

.

I am, of course, referring first t the f9-40 statement of
principles and academic freedom and )tenure. It is not in that ,
statement that one finds support for or . againit positions

'98
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-espoused either by Mr. Wofford or Chancellor Heyns. But
when Committee-A, in its semiannual meetings, -discusses the - .

implications of the 1940 statement with reference to an_instant
case atInstitution X involving Professor Y, it becOmes quite
Clear that the position of the association is that academic
freedom flourishes when professors have opinions, but institu-
tions do not.

. . _,. Therefore, I would assumelhat ,Committee.:A would sup-, port the-view of Chancellor Heyns that the instit4ion which
maintains the broadest §pectrum of academic freedom is that
institution which permits 'the widest exchange of views on its 1
campu`S withdui itself. adopting an opinion. We do have "what .

.is sometimes called the loophole or the escape clause of the
flexible interpretation of academic freedom as it can be gener-
ated at an institution with relatiOnship to, a special intereit.:
The church - related institution .which has been developed by
a special subcommittee is instructive, in , in this area. -
And I would commend it to your study

,

The association is c cerned-more eeply than it ever has
been before with refeterice to- the concept of shared responn,. sibility in the government of institutions of higher learning.
The statement developed by the association, jointly formulated.
with the American Council of Education and the Association
of GoVerning Boards of Universities and Colleges, is coming
to have, great meaning. We are endeavoring to .seek, added
interpretationt of this statement to give guidance to faculties,

' administrations, and bciards of control.

. I think one of the most astounding aspects of present unrest .

on campus, to me personally, i's the amount of power which
siudentshave ascribed to fkuliy members. They themselves
(the faculty) have not recognized at this point that' they are.,
possessors of such an immense amount ofpower.

Shortly after the dinner hour, I went to my car to pull out
some materials from the file, beCause I thought it might be
useful for you to hear two phrases from two handbooks of
institutions of highe learning.. Tliey are mostly instructive,
suppose, foi the students and perhaps for those'of you who are

'interested in this very challeing process of the affirmation of
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responsible standard of practice in a faculty handbook for all
of the constituencies of your institution. - ,

s

There is 'one handbook for an institution in. the West that
sags this about on-the-job conduct for members of the faculty:
"You are to render full, efficient, industrious service in the
performance of assigned duties. If insufficient work is assigned
to fully, occupy an employee at any given timelie is expected
to notify his supervisor so additional work can be assigned."

"I* For those of you who are members of student bodies, that's an
extract from a faculty handbook from a degree-granting insti-
ution which is accredited in the western United States.

There is another relatively well -known state, institution that
has, d faculty handbook which was published, or republish-

. ed in October, 1967, the following languige under the section
entitled "Resignations and Terminations foj Cause": "R6gard-'
less of the provisions of 1,2, and 3 above, (this is where some
notice. is taken of tenure). a faculty member who cornmits,a

,serious offense affecting the public interest may be terminated
summarily-by the president."

iThis s not 19Q5; 196$ that we're talking about. We
must recognize that, while some of the flamboyance of student
protest captures rnuch attention of the higher education com-
munity, there still are patient and plodding and perhaps gener-
ally unromantic activities which are being directed toward, the'
impraemens of conditions of life for all members of the con-

.
stitu'ency of education . . faculty, adminigtration, and
perhaps even boards of contr 1.

We are intimately involved in a new endeavor associated
with the rights and freedoms of students, a statement about
which some -of you have heard which has now been endorsed
by the annual meeting of the association. It is a jointly formu-
lated document and one in which all of the formulators agreed
at the beginning to take no ,independent action with reference
to interpretation- or enforcement. Considerable efforts are
being devoted toward the establishthent of an appropriate
vehicle for_ the-wider promulgation and announcement f this
statement to the profession and its appecipriate_ehfor ement.
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Enforeement,'of course, in the pattern of association response,
- . always takes the form of, persuasion. Some people may see this

asa forth of'power. We,prefer the gentler phrase.:
-

With reference t the associatioll'S' position on the patterns
of disruptive beh lor, I think oueposition is clear: It's been
acknowledged from the New York Times to the San Francisco
Chronicle. This is not necessaril% both ends of a single spec-/. tutu, but at least a rather clear acknowledgement by a broad.
section of the public medW. It i the inistence that faculty
members particularly loOk carefully 4t their own institutions
and seek to develop processes and procedures to protect the
institution from disruption. This has been thee expected Nsi-, tion and the position whiCh hag been reiterated over the last 14.. --,.months by-die association.

T. R. McConnell:

f Thank you. I don't want to put a gloss on-the remarks made
by members of thp panel, but I take it the last speaker suggests
that, before we ehange the world abroad we might change our
own institutions,' in certain regards, and that we might be
more effective in promoting social change if we make some

' chatiges in our institutions. '

Eldon-Johnson :

I'm'ieminded, from having heard Chancellor Heyns on an
earlier occasion, that part of outrproblem arises, out ofa lack
of agreement about what the university is I think .as we've
carried on our discussion, much of the time we're not sure whO,.
.tl*tullverstty isfaculty, students, trustees, what have you
or what the naturof the university is:

, .

I'd like to raise a question about our agreement as t. t,
the- university's tesponsibilityi is., What would be your ,rea ion

# 'to a flatfooted Statement that the ttaersity's responsi ility
*does-not extend to the making of public policy? If. we lad
agreenient .on that; we'd be twin the road a- gdod way. I do 't
know#if anybody would challenge that or-not.

,.101 ,
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T. R. McConnell:

Say it again.

Eldon Johnson:

- That the university does not have the responsibility for
making public policy. ;

s T. R. McConnell:

Anybod'y respond to this?

Kenneth poulding:.
4 -

It depends a little on wlat you mean by this. There's a'difr
ference between what, ou may call rormal.authoritktive deci-
sion-inakingiwhich is dearly_ not in the hands of the govern-.

Aent or of the university but which is in the hands of duly
constituted authotitipsi'whoever they may be. But then there
is also the problem of how decisions are 'actually made Which
.
is-another-matteNaltogether. r

I-have a feeling that in all' ofganitations the only real deci-
sions that,are made are atabout,,,thelevel of a second lienteh-

- ant. I mean, this is the instructor something like this. Th'at.-'-
is, by the time you get up the hierarchy there ,really are hardly

;,any decisiOns to make:. I don't need to be, President of the
United States to make one special decision' in four years.-A
president of a university is lucky if he does' that: That is be-
cause the channels of orgartization, the channels of commu-
nication, and the decittiiis get pre-empted in a way.

In this sense, the university is,a very powerful agency for'
making social_policy. This is the difference in influence and
.power that we have. I would say this is something that you
always have to bear in mind, a real respOnsibility. In thasense
.that the university muffs it, society is much worse off, The uni-
versity, has a moral responsibility toward society, I would say,
in the total process by which social policies are made.

Eldon Johnson:

May I react to that? You're-Saying, 'I believe-, that public
policy-making is a process. It has d, certain continuity. This
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. .
leaves us with the crucial question "Where along that line apes
the university get off?" You're saying at one extreme, that
part of this and this is where I put Ale knot in part of this
conception -of public policy-making is pre-empted by and as-
signed by society to the machinery of government.' The formal

= part The making of statutes and -so forth. That's not the uni-
. versity's business. You would accept the knot there. -'

7 ,,

But you're saying that somewhere leading up to that at
least advising with some input with regard to public.
this is appropriate for the University I think this helps some/ in clarification: I think/we are prone to be absolutist our
discussion here in'that we salt vice start down a road we never,
can leave. It seems to me. that we doult have to go to the aid.

4 44 tIf youle4 talking, about the miiversity making a: study of
tompthing,, beyond the study phase comes, peril/4)s, an ad-
vocacy phase or a political povjer phase, or the use of Public
office phase,, then the making,of public_ policy. And someplace
before you get ,,to that end,' the tulivrsity gets off. It can get
off way back at just haying made the study it wants.to and hav-
ing offered some consultative advice. .
T. R.- McConnell:

Where dolyou think itought to get off?

t

Eldon Johnoblc 1

4 , 4 "

I think it depends upon the particular issue. I think we get
,off at different places with respect to different questions.4

T. R. McConnell:

For example?

Eldon-Johnson:

Well, to get into a safe field 10,000 Miles away. . . .

T. R. McConnell:

1 was hying to get you into an unsafe field if I could.
4iNg47

4.

4*AF ",(
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Eldon Johnspw:

: , I was once a party to an'international project to make rec-
ommendations about the educational systerd in a small
foreign country. An international team made the recommenda-
tions. It recommended the establishment of a university and
reorganization of teacher training institutions, a lot with
respect to primary and secondary education.

- . 1,. .
It seemed to me that we were not the university, but the'

university. might have been in the same position, that our job
was done when we made the recommendation. What was done
but it with respeCt to public policy was clearly the job of

the government of that nation: - 4
-

4 , A . ,
.

i
,think

. .4. :, .
, . lhis is true with much of our university relationship

to social issues, but not always: In some cases I think, yoU'd-
make a study and the study is action oriented. It runs from

. J
research, which is_actibn oriented, into public policy. There's
a continuum here, and yod carry it on in the action phase into
the ghetto, tr whatever the ptoblem is, and see it a long way

*down the road. This is still short ,Of, Jet's say, getting mixed
up with gpverhment or confusing a roie_with government in

.,
Making new public policy. . ..

T. R. McConnell: ' 1

Rbss, do-you Jiave any comment on this? Or should we
save_ your time for spmething else? Any further comment or
questioning of the panel members? .

°

Sir 'Peter:

I'm always a bit chary about making Close c,omparisons.
Per, aps it might help if I point out one changing part of our

ji

university sceneA don't know if it will happen o.ye here at all.
With the growth of government power over education, in
England in the United Kingdom which has been- very
considerable, it his been found that the case of the Universities
tended to go by default: If you have 17 universities as was,the
original number before the war, now expanded to'44, you he
44 independent, autonomous nonrelating.institutions, all re-

r-ts
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lating only thrOugh a vice- chancellor's committee for purposes
of consultation and sharing of practices in what's being done.

It was fOund that the university case withT government
was going by default at the time when 'the o r part of the
'univery, the higher educiational system directly under the
government, was getting all resources hy comparison and being
pushed along -by government, so it was thought. I give the
worst feirs of that time.

NqW, what in practice happened was that, first of all, the:
universities have come together, and I would-say are now
entering-a -period of interdependent autonomous institutions,
no ronger acting entirely separately but acting in concert on
certain matters which they regaidas of .great importance.

I would say, of those who started the vice-chancelloes com-.
mitteeS in Oxford anti Camllidge Club and the rest, that
would be anathema- that the vice-chancellors, colleCtively,
should be speaking with government. and to government_ on
behalf of the university as a whole. But this is. nr:happening.
The vice-chancellor's committee now has regular, meetings
'w ith the university grants committee and also with the Secre-
= tary of State and the Desartment of Education and ScienCe.
,A very definite effort is made to influence policy at top' level
before decisions are, made, and not to receive the decisions
and then reserve the right to complain about theni. I.think that
this is i.very marked change, but it may not be possible on.
yOr scale. I think with us its certainly come to say..

T. R. McConnell:

'But this is with respect to affairs of the .university, not With
respect to the affairs of the society at large. Anil correct?

4.

Sir Pete 0, ,

Yes. This is quite correct. IfiltAwas *going to raise the ,ques-
tion earlier, which was raisedin'thiscussions, as tb whether
the institutional representation byTniversitiq should be for
education only' or for the whole affairs-of the hation. I think
the British view would be that it could be for education, and

.
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ig now being done' in the ,ways I've menti ed. For other
.hatters it would be done by freedom of eeth on behalf
of academic faculty, and, the university should see to it that the
conditions of the university were such that that could be done;

T. R. McConnell:
* .

Thank you. rthink we'd better. open this to comments and
questions from the floor: Wyou w'sh to, as I said, you may
address a question or a- comment ,any member of the panel.

Floor : 4
4 r

=

I would like to hear Mr. .Ross co' 'ments on apocalypse.

.

T. R. McConnell: .

-

MT. Ross, you're asked to speak./ ty

Robert Ross: .,- ,,,

.
. ,

The other afternoon I said arid `was corrected -7 the gentle-
man from the University of Redlands corrected me -z- that
there's pothing' you can dothat. each of your universities
would be disriPted, and he corrected me. The proper forrhula-
tion 'should have been that there's nothing that you predictably
will do that will head off these disruptions... I.

.

,

. -

The original reason for these 'disruptions was the nature- of
the institutions. That is, they're doing wrong. They're going to
pay. On the other hind, `there are more superficial ways to
analyze the problem, and I suppose that those are the ones
that you- are, ore interested in. That is to say that there is a
growing mass, movement. It is historically unique. I assume
thar.you're aware of that, and if you go back to the history of

-even de.depression radical movement, you find that, in every
instance if you compare campus-by-campus chapter sizes and
so on, they were much smaller, and certainly. less able to
mobilize energies than the present student-based movements
against the war,, interracial justice, and so on. tr

.
I

MoreoVtr, and this, for your information, is in doubt, the
nature of the political theory that these movententsaisgenerat-

,
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, may or may not be truly new. Recently, I've been a little
ressed at whatil think are echoes of the Old Left, in theory,

g out of the organizations I helped found. Let me just
that one of the reasons that thee movements not only
e grown to the point where they are now but also seem to
to be expanding,is, that they are able to tap the very basic

rrent in American youth.'

I don't know what generation gap means but I do have a
eat confidence in the proposition that'the subcultural differ-,

"between e adolescent college culture (its more 115-11,em-
or Hippie or political of whatever the deviant groupings

ght be ,called) and the standard American administrator's
ulture-are really Awing Very rapidly There is s§nie sort of
emendous diVergencein the realities.kwithin which supposed-

y part of the university community lives.

At any rate, what I was saying the other day is-that there
is an internal dynamic to these movements which is accelerat-
ing. In the last 18 months , obviously I shouldn't hav eizej
remind yottthat it's - greatly accentuated but has been buil g
for at least five years the universities seem' to me to have
slowed their rate of response, if not .ieversed it. I think that,
in a sense, some of the administrations that I know about are
beginning...to. have the view of the counter-insurgency opera-
tion in other spheres. That is, you meet the first complication, s
of th first guerilla raid, with overwhetming force, thereby as
a deterrent' to ftiture foolishness. I don't, mean necessarily
police- force, but( suspension, dismissals, whatever. Unfortu-
nateryi I don't think (unfortUnately in your point of view,
fortunately for my point of view) I don't think that that's going
to work because I think that so many of the young people that
you're prepared to throw out of your, institutions are prepared-
to be thrown out, that the threat will not be successful.

r

The second thing is an entirely different direction. One of
the students from Oregon mentioned the other day how suc
cessful the,McCarthy campaign had been in drawing students
o ut of irregular and into regular, political Flannels: I think
that that's going to backfire because McCarthy's going to get
whipped by very -undemocratic means, and they're going to
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' be ,4. bunch of ve alienated young kids Who don't have the
adv,intage of b g political and being sophisticated.

4

WhSs-g ng to happen, I think, is that these will turn into
the lone 11 provocateurs and saboteurs. A very small num-
ber of i m. So even that last best hope for orthodoxy, I think,
is go to backfire. That's what I mean. I think this is a time
of y eat promise. Don't get .me wrong. And I think it should
e n be a time of great promise 'for you. Remember how un-

appy people were about the organization man decade and
the silent generation and all of that? It's clear that the best
students are smart now, politically- smart, culturally' smart,
creative. This whole Hippie business, which L came along a
little too late for, is creative. It has tremendous energy. It's
not so terrible, but it sure is disorderly, and_there's going to
be of it.

T. R. McConnell:
. .

'I
I was just going to'suggest that we keep our minds on the

question for the confeience. Which is "Should the university
be an agent for social change, and how?" Let's keep .that in
the front of the 'discussion. There are all kinds, of things we
might, say about 'disruption ane dent power and so forth.
Let's keepour minds on that tp._

Floor:

..You missed the_point. q

T. R. McConnell: .

Well, that's.very possible.

Floor:

The university is already an agent of social change. The
students are making it that way. As I have. said before, the
issue of choice is That you're either going to have to become
rePtosive and keep it-from becoming an agent of social
change, or else you're going, to have.to find a way to attempt
it in'creating establithed methods, to turn that social agent to
change into a local ingtitutiorialized type of thing.;;
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r
Thank .you. That, I 'nk,Thrings it 'aroundthe point.

Eerhapg.° ,'
, -

. Floor:
-

t wonder if someone on, the 'panel would' commentlon the
differences between the leadership of George Meany and that
of Walter Reuther otrthe Trade Union movement as an institu-e.
tion 2f social change. kthink there are some fruitful analogies
here kvhicIP bear aploration.

R!Mcconnell:
.

anybody interested itryini to bring that On to-the Inajor.
, issue? of

a

KenNth`BOUldilik

This the firit time I'veheard the word leadership applied
to this phenomenon. I would say the org itzations wereindis-
'tinguishable. _

Floor: ..

Do you think they are comparable?

,Kenneth Boulding:

-

Yes. But I don't see a great deal of difference. I mean the,
labor mon/tent hasn't had an idea for 30 years, not in Detroit
or anywhere else.. 4-

Robert Ross:

I didn't understand the question.

Floor:

In a study between the tvio people, .one is -an administrator
.

`and the other is.inclined to keep a movement alive, th-eet
the union's attention to the larger questions of public policy,
international peace, disarmament; and so on. Reuthei has gone
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astray, obviously. Meany has not4Ie's minding.
think this deserves comment because the universi
asked to stop minding the, store' and to go astra
traditional function.

"e. Robert Ross:

Who's asking it to do that?
....

(floor: :,.

p,

.
. ,. .

. .

I think the students are asking it. I'm not placing a. value .:
on this., I'm saying that's the subject of the confere ce.

e store. I
is being
from its

T. McCOnnell:

Some y wishes to say more?

Floor:

I Wonder' whether this view might also be ill strated -bY
suggesting that the way in which the conference has proceed-
eI has, toray way of thinking,'got the reaction rather than' the
action. If I may suggeit an action be proposed, it Might have
been. to have begun the'conference with a statement of critical
social issues. Then w might ha$e consideted how e univer-
sities might have related themselves to those issu I yonder
whether the panel might react, to this suggestion ter'-
native both-the approach, and whether the panel does not
agree that really we are reacting defensivelyitatra than con-
structively.

Robert Ross:

.,. I agree with that very much. I'm no t acquainted with the
general culture of the group so' don't know whether tha
would have been practical. With 20-20'hindsight, it seems t

Mme that that's a reasonable, ay to go- about getting.at theIssue.
of the univet4ity as an agent of change, 'it's to' ask what needs
changing..

My concern has been,' in diimission
and publicly to the extent I can, to be
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e.

.,

issues of War and peace, the issueskracisni in the so the
issues of who .the, university serves as a client, h6w yo can

, ,put the universities' services into use for those who can't- now
... '' Pay forthem, and tow the university can be an agent of redis-

tributing power. -
.... !,....4.. N,-- . ,

-,6 That's what I'm talking, about. The way to begin is to talk .,

about the society that's changing it heed not be terrible.
.,. People can learn. Do you know, for example, that many, of

you are going to be called tools of capitalism in the coming.
year, or lackeys of imperialism orsome such phrase? This is
very uncomplimentary and perhaps theoretically tangential

,r. i to your own concerns; but I would kink that that's really
worth Ihinking about. Wkat is it; as 4ficers and institutions, - , ,
that you're Offibers 'of, thAtiwill lead your to Say that? . ,.
Or some of your students.

T. R. McCOnnell:

tK-ideiitally, that was said before I was 32.

Floor:
.. .

I'd like to ask
,

Dr. Peairs this question. We have-seen some , ;"

conspictious instances, Berkeley and Columbia being obVious
1

examples, where it has seemed that students and faculty-have ..

tended, to favor,' to share, and to agree on -a more active role ,,.. .,....
for' thuniverstty community as a whole -:. social change -:4--

'and4fie administration 'has seemed to act as a brake on the'
4' way'in whiCh sttidents-and facUlties have...,wanted to go.

. A

In a great many other institutions, large and small, through-
out this country, the situation is quite different. You have stuff , ,

41,14 dents and administrators sharing and agreeing pn concerns 4'
and moving toward the university as an agent of social change,
and the faculty serving quite definitely as a brake. Would you. ,-.4. ..

comment on those differences, whether you think that's a fair .I._
assessment, and why you think these differences exist?' .

..

1.. h

: .. ,
T. R, McConnell:

. A good question.
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. Richard Peairs: .

. .

I can comment. If you're asking, first of all, if there:are
,ferences in the community of higher education, the answer is
obviously "Yes." If you're asking if I have done research on
these differences, the answer is "No."

, ./
Do the differences of opinion that exist among the major

constituencies of the instituticp. the administration, the -

faculty, the students", and other interest groups that are con-
cerned share a commonality in the position of the devil's

"4 advocate or the guy with the black hat? No, ndt in violations
of academic freedom, not in violations of effective 'university
government, and I am sure not in differences of opinion' with
reference ' to the proper role of the university in society. o

Faculties at one-institution may have attitudes that are,more
Closely akin to administration than at other, institutions, but
I'dOn't know what that really means in terms'of the importanbe
-61 the debate We face.

I
To return to an earlier point, I think the thing that troubles

me the most, about the contemporary debate on the role of the
university is the general low level of ihis,debate. If there_ is a
criticism that can be leveled against the quality of the product'
of American higher education, it's the statenient generally
that People want to change the,university. The quality of the
.debate astonishes me, in the 'fact that it consists primarily in
the exchange of slogans. When we,,,talk about disruption as the
first element in a discussion _about the pie of the-university,
think we must have a rather sparse and Spare program to
suggestA think it is quite unfortunate. I do not misread the
temper as thear it expressed.

Aigo Henderson:
-

One of the problems Of our 1 e universities today is the
manner in which the faculties subdivide themselirq in the
form of academic departments throughout the university. They
do this partly because the rewards relate to this. That is, the%- -
rewards in the university circles ~go tow,arCI scholarly, work, '

and this is commendable. I'm 'not suggesting it isn't. But in
the meantime, they separate into little walled-off compart-

, r
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.ments, talking among themselves, but halting a minimum of
interchange on the larger ideas. that should pervade a univer-

. sity. . .

There's almost no conversation, university-wide, on h. hly
'important issues unless some crisis comes along that f ces,
say, a faCulty senate to havekmeeting on the subject. I'm in=
clined to think that our universities are in a bad way in terms
of organization by having permitted what one graduate dean
calls "these little baronies" to build up and exist and then

,protect their vested ,interest. Some new devices need to be
fOund to cut across these channels to ,develop. interdisciplinary
bases for work. There's quite a bit tieing done in 'research in
this, respect but very liftle- in terns of teaching and almost
nothing in terms of the great issues of our society.

T. R. McConnell:
44

Yes,. again?.

Floor,: ' :

Perliaps we could bridge this age gap, or generation gap, by
asking that Mir. Henderson put his Linger on the main tissue
which is' -that e, students perceive the university as having the
power ,to bring about changes. They haven't defined those ,

changes,, but they are disappoMted in the university. They
expect the university to change so that it might better perform
the function Which they anticipate: -

r
Dr. Jphnson: A

.

'It appears to me this illustrates our dilenpa. The _Vietnam
War is surely, a critical issue. The university .ought to take a k
position on that in the public policy sphere, but if the politi-
cians, whose business it is to make public policy with tzespect
to the Vietnam War, have differences of opinion about this,
we can't expect the universities, given an entirely differenrole
hi society, to knoviprecisely what the truth is.

)
Floor:

If I'm
,

hearing thirigs for the last three days correctly, the
collective view apparently is that militanttudents are demand-

-
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ing that a corporate position be taken on policy issues by the
universities. I don't think that's so. \You are asked to practice
what you preach in termwf chat yolk minion is. Ross touch-.
ed on this. It seems to nie it's the central issue.

Robert Ross:
4

I tried to do it twice. Keep going.

Floor:

=

Pm trying. The Observation of my contempckaries is 'that
vie're deluding the issue -of, student revolts and the power
reaction to this failure of the university to meet this form of
'requirentent. Let's pot, any longer let the meeting ,,clouded
With that Let's get! p with this central point about vhat we #
expect from them.

c
;

I direct this 6' Dr. Johnson, primarily because he's the one
who put his finger on it. In his remarks about where would
;itti get off. Suppose you're conducting counter-insurgency
research in Thailand. That research :fits Chancellor Heyns's
criterion for appropriate research. That criterion was: Does
it have a body of content with which le traditionally deal?
Probably so. It's a sort of science, and this involves other pro-
grams with which the university is engage* The answer; there,

4 '5, probably .

What seems to me to be missiAg from Chancellor Heyns's
. criterion is "Does it fit the molt mission of the university ?"

This mission Thu' free; independent, critical inquiry. And the
fact is, there is no truth on this matter, of providing free, in-
dependent,"crical. inquiry. Our services are beingpurchased
for the fringe benefits that the, money this kind of research
renders. .

That brings me; to. this point: you do your, ceoUnter-in-
turgency research; Tou make your recommendations; and tin

A - you wash your hauls of the matter if I'm td follow Dr.'i
Johnson's suggestions accurately. My ,question to yob is

114
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"What's your responsibility when that research that you have
done is used in.an immoral way ?',' Let me suggest you heed
your own Dr. Boulding's remark' about biologists horsing
around without regai'd to consequences or acts. It seems to
me that this is the' central issue.

I am displeased with our intellectual' corruption from the
left. Much of it is putt and simple,I930's gall. Moreover, it's
.so old it's painful. And yet, even chancellor' Heyns didn't
address himself to ouf corruption from, let me call it "the
establishment." We are being asked to do research for fine
reasons nationalism; save the country, service to the public,
tax support. But the quettion that we refuse to answer is the
acceptance of that kind of life, that kind pf research; with the'
,latten4nt oblfgations:thit-go4itlithii, Odrruptinethe spirit 6e

.

free; badly as the physical disruption
eh,c0thitereed

Let me suggest, as I did days ago, that people are -going to
make you' pay consequences for the acceptance of that re-
search:Just as CliapkeilorcHeyns indicated they would liaX.
Conseqtiencesin the fork of political retaliatiotif they refused
to do that.kind of research.
, ", .

The question,,,it seems to "me, ime, is "What do you do with th
responsibility?" lou'Ve/created yOur research; you've' made
if *5

our .adv4soly recOinkoodsAAions, You, wash yourAands, and,
now that reittarch is taken 'up .for a .'.clearly in-poi-Al purpose

.

. T. R. Mcdonnell':
P

4 2

Eldon Johnson, you would comment?,

alt s
That's a good 'queition,, and *think we're dealing 'here,

obviously, with the question of public.policy, as w're dealing
, with a question with political overtones, and humtn behavior:.

Thefe are 'no simple_answers. Incidentally, that's why we have.'
Contress., That's why we have lapnrial pdlitical proce§ses 1)y
which these things are decided And public positions taken.

art,
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41

On the question you raise, as I understand your case Of
counter-insurgency; research, first of all, I doubt very 'many
institutions wodld take on that kind of research.

Floor: 4

That kind of research in the generality sense?

Eldon Johnson:

Yes. Well there's plenty of that. And the university's gotten
into plenty of it. I take it the Manhattan project must be the
prime example. To develop the atomic bomb. But I; I'm not
sure that we really can expect to folloVv all of these specialized
kinds of projects, they are projects,, through to all the "Con-
ceivable consequences, and I think the atomic development
of the atomic bomb is an example. Scientists have 'been per-
petually perplexed about what the consequences are Some
have organized to dasomething about it. But I don't - I suspect
it's asking too much of the physicists and the other scientists-.
who developed this technique - for them to have explored it
all of the way through' to all of the public policy conseque'nces
they're after. That -seems to me to be somethingehat has to
be, rdolVred by public, political means.

Floor:

Should the individual who is a member of the university
deal with these kinds of questions that have a questionablele,
moral sense?

T. R. McConnell:

Dr. Johnson; do you'want to say anything further? There'S
a gentleman way back theft.

Floor:
$

I would like to propose a positive note, but the only way i
can propose a positive note is to do it negatively. I was rather
apgalled when.Profes-slYt Boulding indicatO 'that he was un-
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able to find-any money floating, around that might be' aNPail-
able for research into the nature of peace, and what.might be
in'vplved. I guess the only thing, that is mpre appalling is the
fact that the lackof that money has resulted in -no research
in peace. In ways of:a very substantial nature, really, this has,
contributed constructively to. the formulation of public policy.
I confronted this question myself, and I had my turn at 'being
a radical in the days of the creation- of the NatiOnal Student's
Association.

In those dayi, being.a radical wasgwanting to develop lines
of communication with .the International -Union of Students.
I went to the president of a prominent midwestern university
,to get the first .thousand-dollar allocation for student govern-
ment. that that university had ever made. To do so, Thad some
authority that might be .responsible fo'ecreating such a budget.
The solution to the-problem of peace that had to be found.
then, as I saw it, was not4 in terms of the capability of any
academic diseipline to contribute because it was rather clear
that,the establishment wasn't really ready for peace: They were
geared up for war. The only thing that I could think Qf that
could contribtite. to this was the exchange of students that
might provide a little 'understanding in the academic com
munity in terms of -a colnparative experience, and I pursued
this.

1
I'm not hearing from theqw radicals, though, any pOsitive

I' proposals for carrying forward the research that might serve
as the basis fora more enlightened public policy. don't 'hear
about -the young faculty inenibers devoting their.time to the
formulatiOn of research proposals that could get at the positiie
issues. I'll admit thatit's certainly'more colorful politically to
oppose than to propose, but it seems to me that if this confer-
ence wanted to take a single issue that has been neglected by
the university- community,4ey should be -at the heart of the
university's contribution tdr public 'policy. It would be to
rxamine the nature of peace and how this can be
ed intoday's context. -

T. R. MCconn

Any further discussion?
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Floor:
_

You refer to the students -so often with this mixture of
humor and disdain that Bob Ross described as contempt. You
don't know what they're thinking, and you're very anxious
about it. There is a mood of anxiety in your assembly here,
which is only slightly veiled by the good humor and the &-
change of asides and jokes that you can make.

I think there are severaKegons for this that have already
been touched on. One of the reasons that there have been con-
structive proposals from the new left, for kinds of research in
social change and peace and 'so forth, is that their style of
operation is a style whi& very few university people are really
trained to appreciate.

In'the language of the new left, the people around the uni-
versities-simply aren't keyed in. They cannot serve these people
.because they do not understand their langnage. The univer-
sity function, by and late, in the old form, is to get a concrete
proposal written, up in a 20-page foundation grant format, -
obtain a grant, and then get office. space and shut it off some-
where in the sociology department or in the physics depart-
mentment or God knows where.

Then-leave it th6re to operate on its own and finally collie
forte with report's three or four years later. Meanwhile, the
only contact the people working on such proposals will have
with the other people, even in the university, will be at cock-
tail paities and such chitterchat. R , ,

It's incumbent upon you to try to understand what this style

of the new left Some of you, I think or I hope, have gone to
an SDS meeting or a slate meeting or whatever it may be.

T. R. McConnell:

Can you tell us what the -style is fairly concretely and
*briefly ?'

Floor:

<- There's a matter of recognizing another form of democracy
that's going on, for one thing. You don't necessarily begiri with
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a proposal from a small group of intellectuals who will work,
just in secret or semisecret, with the university administration.
It's something that has to go on in the street. It's a flatter of
comnitmicating with people in a way that universities are. not
requested to communicate. To see-it, you have to participate
in it.

- Some of their language, to the, is just as disgusting as the
language of many university administrators which I have
heard here. It's just as artificial, awkward, and irrelevant. But44
to understand it, you've got to get. mixed up with it.

Moor:-
I face a rather serious dilemma in my own mind. Fm very

sympathetii-to-the-aairnrthat-are-made.foi a moral position
to be taken by the university. But= suppose Were dealing with
a faculty scholar who has a medieval personality and finds
himself interested in a project dealing with counter-insurgen
in Thailand. Is he, as ad'individual scholar, stopped from hi
desire to pursue this line of akquiry`by consensus of his peers
in the university community? Or do we grant him freedom to \,
do so? Even Though he 'may- be misguided, poor soul. In
essense, do we tell Schlessinger and Rostov to go to hell. This
is what I'd like to know.

Richard Peaks:

The, question proba ly could -better be answered
*Chancellor. Heyns and o I will arrogate myselfto answe ng

for him. I think that ne of the criteria which he pro sed
which was not discussed earlierby one. of the respondent was
the 'fact that the prolOm which exists has sotheone who is,in-
terOsted in it. This is a very essential criterion in u versity
acqivity. If someone in the university.is interested in a eroblem,

4
this is.a pretty good reason to permit him to investig to it. One
of the reasons that universities have organized b eaucracies
that do trouble practitioners of knowledge art is hat they do
have to make value judgements as to whether not the time
is available, the space is available, and the sources of the
institution can permit it. But, in the abstr it and the deal ,

situation, I think that the answer to your in try is "Yes."
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One more comment. I think T can contribute- just a little bit
to an additional body of knpwledge. I do not-'find the state:
'tents disgusting which I have heard nor do I find the rhetoric
terribly confusing. One of the difficulties which we face is that
thereisstereotype in the behavior of both sides or all sides of
the multifaceted controversy. I recall some recent research
that pointed out that there were, in -1967, as many disturb-

.
ances with reference to hours in the, women's residence hall
analffices of the. food in the cafeteria as there were disturb-

.' ances relating to the Vietnam War..1968 may be a different
year. but I thiRk we have to recognize that all diturbances
are not all the same and that we should be very carefill,in the
way that we describe th9se activities as not putting themall in
the same bag. 9

Floor:

I recently became a graduate student after being .a fac,
member. On Hof the first things I observed, to my dismay, was
that truth is .where the money is, at a university. The things__
That are explored are the things where the funding is available.
The selection of research topics and The direction of the flow
of energy in geaduate study is where the funding iv The fund-
ing isfrom those agencies who are the clients of the university

government agencies for the most part, y of them with
Very, every important projects fa health aria education but
also some projects involving the possible destruction of our
our civilization: ,

, I raised the question, again and again: "Do we have an
obligation as administrators to balanct out the picture and to
provide truth --opportunities for people to study where the
money isn't?" The answer is "People don't wait to study where
the money isn't. It isn't fashionabTC'it won't read to 'profes-
sional advancement it can't be documented; there aren't
enough prestigious people in the buiiness."

So we're left with a very despairing picture as to. hove -We

might attack this. As university people and as -educators;
,We've lost sight of some of the moral qualities that'go with
educational leadership and 'some- of the philosophical duties
that develop upon us as civic leaders, leaders of the republic

It,
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of learning.. We haven'-t gone to school for this. We've gone to
school fdr our own separatedisciplines.

s

someI think we have somelearning to 'clo and some studying to
do to attack the moral problenii of our age. 'It can start at the
age of 50; it can start at the age Of 60 or 25, with the help of
the students through student protese-This might be-one. of our
tasks, so we can get some of the answers and provide-some of
the leadership for our institutioni. .

Richard Peairs:

Ther is some empirical data that shows that a faculty
work weiek is -a mean of about 55 hours, with a 'range from
22-to-74-hours. L don't mean to be apologetic, bUt there are
a great number of members of the teaching profession who
simply don't have time to,become precinct workers. !It's not

" quite that simple, I'm sure, but that may be one of the realities.
of the situation.

' T. R. McConnell:

We're going to have to ration the time. I see many mote
hands. I'm going to try to get people who haven't spoken.

Floo

cokkI'd like to ask' h questign aboift,the corporate institution
position-. I don't think anybody expects that a board of trustees
of an institution can take a positionon an issue like the Viet-
nain War. I'm not so sure that anybody cares. When it comes -
to the position of the university, a great university, I think
there is:, a -qutstion as to what administrators are free, in a.
sense, and have the responsibility in quite other sensof of
taking a position that they sincerely belielte in.

I think -we all .agree that Berkeley is a great unive ity. It's..
nbt because Berkeley has a great board of trustee It may be
because it has a 'great chan.cellor. It probably is because it has

'a great facultyt and possfery because it has spme great, good
administrators. M y of us here are administrators, and I'm
concerned about hat my respasibility is to myself to take
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a position. I'd not at all convinced that, even if the president
of an institution took a position for or against the Vietnam
War, that Would' stifle or in any way undercut the inquiry into
that particular issue on his own e`ampus. It.thinl hat's an

.

im-
portant question.

T. R. McConnell:

There's,somebody right behind you.

Floor:

This westion has to do with the potential of social research'
or social change I'd like Dr. Boulding to Comment on. I hear
people saying that after we make recommendations,,we leave
them. I hear other people ask why the activists don't promote
some-kt of liogitive program for research. But as I've noticed
what research has been done; currently it's been rejected by
legislators and other people as not havint any relevance or at
least they don't see any relevance in it.

As we the research, what are its potentials? It seems to
me like yo re asking the students -to propose sdme sort of re-
search for yau to do, when they have no faith in research. What

10\, is the potential of social research' for social change?

Kenneth Boullig:

I think one should not underestimate the cumulus of im-
pact on people'g images of the social system, of even the social
sciences. Speaking as an economist,- I think economics has
made quite a dent in the last 30 or 40 years. We have not hail

"a great depression, and with a bit of luck we'won't". It isn't a
4, bad idea to contrast The last 20 years with the 20 years between

the two wars which were much worse. One reason- for the
generation gap is that my generation has been much more
deeply traumatized than the younger generation. We've been
through a hell of a lot more. Certainly. This generation under
30 has, had all of its life on the rising market, and it was raised
on the principles of Dr. S kwitily generation was raised on
behaviorism, and was hrf by two world wars and a great de-
pression.

, .
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Thiss a real difference. It certafnly. is. What this means is
that the world isn't going. to be much better until we've died

-. off. I think at the moment my. generation. is just a mass Of scar
tissue. We're just incapable of learning anything. One of the
biggest evolutionary inyentions, after all, was death. The best
idea anybody-ever had. I keep Jelling mx young friend that
the most important conflict in 'a War is ustnr41inst age.

40*-'m

4

We're a little too pe4simistic sometimes. I do see some quite`
sizeable changes in the development of social self-concious-.

ness. I'm even. moderately optimistic about the international.

system. I think very profound cliankel-are underway in the
intehintiorial system, which again have arisen out of the ana-
lytical capacities of the intellectual community.

We have a council of economic adviscirs. We don't have a
council of international adiisors so that nobody reads the
bombing surveys. That's true. Give us a generation el this.
Maybe we will have a 'council of international advisffs, and
maybe they'll have some good advice to eve which would be
even better. 'I'm optimistic - Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,
usually.

Floor:

I-think that one of the problems is not the generation gap
*so much as it is an experience gap. And for Dr.`Boulditig-to
talk abOuChaving gone through the depression, which I 'did
too, is all mice and very humorois, but I doubt -that it makes
very much of an impression on Mr. Jones or Mr. Ross.

What we're talking abouthas to do with perceptions of what
are suigcsted and so forth, and what -one perceives is based
on one's experiences. We of the older generation know what .

what the problem .15, but the people* we're trying to get to
perceive this the students don't see it because they didn't
go through the depression.

Another thing which brings the to the- main point here .fs'
the point that Dr. Johnson made thii morning aboutintegrity.-
This is his prime point. Inntegrity, we jiiiige by other people's,-
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actions and our own experience, I have alfeeling that what is
being asked here by the young radicals, or the 'young students
or whatever'you want to call them, is to give them some signs
of integrity which have meaning to them in. light of their. ex-

,

Tliere are many things which' we as facility ,members do,
which probably do indicate a lack of integrity. We don't
realize how clearly this lack or integrity mead by the young-
er generatlorp As a consequence, until we can develop some
scheme td, first of all, act with integrity, and secondly, com-
municate the fact to the younger generation that we are acting
with integrity, we might as well face up,to irthat we are going
to have all sorts of difficulties. I'd like to know if this makes
sense ,to you..

Kenneth Boulding:

I'd like to make a very brief commentpn this. The primary
purpose of the intellectual life is to liberate people froni theft'
Own personal experiences.

.4

T: R. McConnell:

There's a h'and in tfie far corner.

Floor:

'What I heap is a lot of inteltectual tale-spinning. We're-.
releaging a lot of energy and not sitting down in a group of 5
or 6 .people with maybe a student, and nth sorry. I can't see
discussing social change without having a-chief of police here,
and a mayor hei-e, and a city commissioner lie I can't sees
discussing social change if,you're discussing soc change

without those people. I can't see It being done in a g
of 12$. You keep telling us that large universities, don't work,
large lectures aren't necessarily the best way to learn.

T. R. McCative,11:

I want, to recognize as gentleman who I'Ve disregarded-
. before, be brief: r ork
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Floor:.

There's been a reference to rebels without a program, and
many a student has said this -fro* the audience. I wonder, if
Mil. Ross will comment on that.

Robgrt Ross:

Yes, I\don't think it's a serious position. All you ,have Rao
is listen to the students. They want a radical democratization
of decision-nYaking in the academic system of, governments.
They want drastically different kinds of relations to tap- ;
paratus of national defense and security. Many of them want .

the university that is explicitly committed to racial justice and
poverty in the United States.

I don't think that that business about rebels without a pro-
gram has any intellectual seriousness- whatsoever. That is
New York Times polemics by people who doerlike disorder.
There is a more serious' problem. I was involved in some peace
research projecti that new left students created --L. very much
on the iwiration of Kenneth Boulding.,I don't' believe we-
need more research to keep the United States out of counter-
insurgency wars. We need to get out of those countries. A man .

argues that the university is the new church. And one of the
liturgies -of the new church is research, research, research, .

lAtmble, mumble, research. A lot orpfoblems are political
Dr obl em s that don't require a lot of new knowledge. They re-
quire people to change their minds. -.

T. R. McConnell:

Does the professor wish to make a quick response?

Sir Peter:

Llwonder if I could go back to the gentleman who Made
the, I thought, very pertinent remarks about integrity, and the
communication of integrity, who as laughed Out of court
by 'a good intellectual crack. I really t 'ilk he had a point. And
I must say, as a senior academic admi istratiir, in our system
we're, hybrids, whether we're fertile or not,,of course, is an-
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other matter: But I must say that I, from my background of
experience, am very troubled by some of the questions asked-
here tonight.

I thougit the gentleman who early made the remarks about
defensive positions was perfectly right. The whole tenor of
presenting suWett ineyjtably in certain cirNumstances leads
to_defensiveness; And so one overcompensates. One has to be
extremely, careful abOut this, particularly in dealing with stu-
dents. Clearly, in our situation, I assume it's the same in yours,
they4aremembers of the university. But one has to admit that
many_ academics regard junior members as inferior members.
This lack of integrity in relationship is caught, not taught: I
don't think we deceive them. /

My own experience of confrontation with the students was ,
the first realization of this. The of it was
to be saying to myself, and I hope to my lleagues, first of all:
If two stdps get on, collision course, is aIli the error on one
bridge? It might be An two bridges. I do Asure you I'm not
speaking here with any holier-that-thou attitudes. I'm trying
to communicate to you what actually happened. -

.7

I addressed three meetings of students probably 3,000 in
all and we were initially two groups of people shouting at
each other across a void. There was no communication what-
soever until we could` get into that situation of community
with. integrity, as the gentleman r stressed. They certainly
weren't believing us initially; we were too clever; we were pro-

, fessional; we were puttiqg over 'the tricks fast. Until the basis
of integrity was there and manifestly seen to be there, there
was no possibility of-progress.

I think this is one of-thre hardest things that the academic,
.1after years of professtonal,experience,, has to learn because

were not scoring.pOinfs. I'm trying to share with you an ex-
perience which, I can assure you, was a very significantione
in my own profeisional life. .

,

The second thing is that tpe 'must get away frOm the feel*
that I, .na_Lesoktte, thou art bfirm he is stubborn. $peaking
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scientifically; I aril pure, thou art applied, he is technological,
In thestudent situation, Ave could be saying that have initia-
tive-1) t they are deviant.

It's this holy motive connotation of work in and efforts in
certain directions to change the university, I hope through con-
stitutional channels by constitutional means, 'which is some-
how_played out of court with a felt lack of integrity. I think
the first duty I had, and, my colleagues had, was to establish
wipthstudents dbasis of talking together. This we managed
ova period of five weeks. In the end, we established a work-
ing group to look net simply at student representation on
X and Y --,but at the participationof members pf the uni-
versity and its wbrk and life, which was'much wider' and took
in the academies as well as the students and the lay people.

In contradistinction to many of the pimps which have been
set up in our country to discuss thew matters, I'm happy to-,
say in my case;rhe working group contains three lay members
of the governing body, four academics, and four students.
They are at work on this job, of trying to look at the work
and relationships of an institution' which received the' Royal
Charter not tour years ago. So much has the world changed.

4N.

I'mssure the gentleman who said that it must be with in-
tegrity, and it Must ma,nifestly be seen, to be there like justice,
was onto a basic pOint. fi

;1*#4'' T. R. McConnell:

These retharks, and some of the ones which just preceded
Sir Peter's; lead me tcnmake a comment.

We hAd ;several students at a faculty meeting notVng ago,
and the discussion lead me. to say, "It's an:lazing how early
the sense of infallibility develops.' If I remember correctly,
mine-developed full -blown at about the same age and hasn't
been reduCed since.

I have been concerned, in a lingering way{ with the discus -
ion of. the truth which was so promineni in the early session

of this conference. I had an unhappy feeling that some of the
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discussants meant the truth. I had am pnhappy feeling that the
truth issomething you start w. ,-notsomething you pUrsue. I
had an unhappy feeling t , when you start with the truth,
the truth will determine the selection of staff and student and
curriculum. I think I'd rather pursue it.

Finally, thinking of the sense of infallibility, which so many
of us Possess in generotl de me, we should contemplate the
truth with humility. I'm no at all sure that we know all we
need to know to solve the world's problems. I am quite sure
we don't. If we have learned anything recently, it is, that these
desperate problems that have been mentioned are extremely
complex, and extremely difficult to solve. We badly need the
fundamental knowledge with which to approach them. This
Means to me that this is the primary function of the university
even if it has other functions. If we contemplate the truth with
htnility, we Might remember what Whitehead sair, 'Nothing
is more curious than the self-satisfied dogmatism with which
mankind at each period of history cherished the delusion of the
finality of its existing modes ot knOwledge, although I think
there may be some revisionists in the group." And then White--
head went on, apparently remembering what had' happened
to science in the past, "Einstein was supposed to have made

,epochal ,discovery, I'm respectful and interested; but also
skeptical. There is no more reason to suppoSe that Einstein's
relativity is any more 'final than Newton's- f rincipia." The
humility With which we ought to approach, our task, it seems
to me, is something I would like to ferfilnd. myself.

c°
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Lilge, Frederic. The Afru,4 of Learning: the Failure of the
German University. NeW York: The Macmillan Company,

. 1948. 184 pp.
"By studying the 'ideas and ideals that inspired; directed, and
finally corrupted the teaching of these universities, 1E hope to shed
some light on the way, (which; in little more th4n a century, has
led from the noble dignity of the brothers Hudlooldt to the de-
graded life which today creeps in the ruined German cities:"

',linden, Walter A. The Dynamics of Higher Education. Pitts-
burgh: The Pittsburgh Printing Company, 1939. 402 pp.
A sociological analysis of- the history of higher education as a-
social institution.

'Madsen,
. .

David. The National University. Detroit: Wayne
State University Press, 1966. 178 pp.
A history of the concept of a `national" university from colonial
times to the present.
.. , .

Marsh, Clarence Stephen (Ed.) Organizing Higher Educa-
rion for Mation,a1 Defense. Washington D.C.: ACE, 1941,
67 pages. . .

. Papers from a conference4held ten-months before Pearl Harbor..
illustrate the beginning of a since increasing involvement of high-
er education in the military sector. Brigadier General Le/is B.
Hershey was a speaker. He concludes, "but there must be for

. the good of the country and for .the good`of the colleges a large
.. -- representation from college perfonnel at all times in our defense

forces." ,
. I

, .r. ,,_ ., , .

Mayer; Fredeiick Creative Uniyersitie-s. New Yorif: College
- e and University Press, 1961. 111 pp.
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"To preserve-Mankind, universities must not only mirror ithe
dominant currents of society, but they must also be beacons of
enlightenment so that society can become more rational and
iftimane.".

McAllister, Charles E. Inside the Campus: Mr. Citizen Looks'
at His Universities. New York: Fleming Revell Co., 1958..

"247 pp.
A president of the Asswintion of Governing Boards takes a look
*at American higher education in order to explain to citizens the
realities of everything from teaching load to Communism on
campus. .

Veland, Bernard, Eugene. Higher Education and the Human
Spirit. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953. 204 pp.
The authOr contends that the duty of higher education goes
beyond the imArting of objective ,knowledge and into the ob-

b ligation of a spiritual and moral nature-To_do so would imply
that higher education must be possessed of a moral or spiritual
stance. This book is an attempt to evaluate the willingness of
higher education to bojh assume and succeed fn such a stance.

vs*

Melby, .Ernest. 0., Andrew Conway tvy, Franklin Porter, Graham'. Higher Learning and the frorld Crisis:,Washing-
- ton, D.C.,: NEA, 1948.' 22 pp.

;Three addresses, one by each of the three listed authors. The
first, "The Role of the University in Building World Peace,'
begins, "Universities are amodg our oldest social institutions.
Speaking enef`ally, they have characteriStically been indifferent.

-to thefts social responsibilities . . . not infrequently they have
viewed questions of social policy .as practical matters which lie
outside of the rightful concern' of the university."

'Mill, John Stuart. Inaugural Address. Londe: Longtnns,
Green; Reader and Dyer, 1867 99 pp.
The new honorary president of the University of St. Andrews
delivers in his inaugural speech a comprehensive portrayal of
his philosophy of education.

Miller, J. Hillis -and _Dorothy Brocks. The Role of Higher
Education in War and After. New York: Harper and Bros.,

.49.44: 222 pp._
In relation to the topic of this bibliography see 'particularly
Chapter 8,- -`The Responsibility for Civilian Morale."
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Moberly, S r Walter. The Crisis in the University. London:
SCM Pies Ltd., 1949. 316 pp.
A pOst-World War II writer addresses hirriself to" the question
"Can universities adapt themselves to world of insecurity?"
. . . "All familiar questions of policy . . reqUire to_be_rethought
in the new perspective." See pp. 30-49 and 225-260.

Neilson, William Allen and Carl Frederick Witte. The Func-
tion of Higher Education. Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern
Universityress, 1943. 64 pp.
Two lectures on the function of the university and of the liberal
arts college, given in the context of World War H and the exodus
of professors to Washington and war.

Nevins; Allan. The State Universities and Democracy.
Urbana: University of Illinois' Press, 1962. 171 pp.
These lectures, delivered at the University of Illinois to mark the
centennial of the ,Morrill Act, are an examinittion of the
development of state, and land-grant institutions in four stages.

NewmanTiohn Henry Cardinal.t The Idea oy a University.
New York,, Longmans, Green hd Co., 1929. 519 pp.
A classic in the history of higher education, which,. if not ad-
dressed directly to the subject of this bibliography, provides a

astarting point for more contemporary doctrines attempting to
relate the university to society.

Newsom, Carroll V. 4 University President Speatcs Out. New'
York: Harper and Bros., 1961. 115 pp. ,.
An educator and college president speaks on the accumulation
of 25 years, of experience in colleges and universities, touching
many times upon the topic of this bibliography.

Niblett, W. R. The Expanding University. London: Faber and
,Faber 1962. 132 pp.

A report on a conference held at Oxford in 1961 at which the
contributors "were awkre that the-real problems of the expanding '
university are . . . conrned with ( its) fundamental obligations
both to OW students and to society."

Norton, Arthur 0. Readingsjn the History of Education:
Mediaeval Universities. Cambridge: Harvard University,
'Press, 1909. 1/53 pp.
This book is a general history of the meAaeval university. Of
interest to the subject of this bibliography are pages 80-101 deal-
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-mg with university privilagesxelating to sovereigns, the law,
'taxation, and4unicipalifies. .

President's Commission on Higher. Education, The. Higher
Education for Ameficat Democracy. NeW York: Hafper
andl3ros., 1947.
Iiicludedln this .book are all six of The volumes covering the
various elements of the report of the Commission. Of particular
interest, is the firit voluTe; "Establishing the Goals."

Pritchett, Henry Smith. The S t Of the Unirersities:_
Reprint ftom the University of California Chronicle,
Volume XII, NV. 2, 1910. 26 pp.
An address *livered t the Chayter Day Exercises, University

. . of California, 1910. "The state university of fifty years ago was
launched.upon the uncertain sea of polities. It has been wart of
_the work of eVeryrstate university to educate the people of its .

State to the conception that partisan politics could not be mixed
into the administration of a university without poisoning the
very spirit for which it stood. It took years for,this lesson to be
learned."

. -

. . \ , .
,

Reeves, Marjorie (d.)'Eighte.en Plus, Unity and Diversity
, in Higher Education. London'. Faber and Faber, 1965.23

_.
. pp.

See particularly PariOne, "Higher Education and Society."'Con- )
cerng British high6r education. .

. .

-..-- Medi, Jobe! 0. The University in Process..MilwaukeeiMar-
.

ituette University Press, 1965...78 pp.. v.

The Aquinas Lecture delivered at Marquette compares univer-
sities in American society with o er "fundamental associations,"

- i.e., industrial corporations, g ernmeni, research' foundations, --
- churches, etc. C , ,

.......

Robbins, Lord. The University in the Modern World. N ew
York: St. Martin's Press; 1966. 157 pp.
A look at the changing responsibilities and functions of "British

. higher education.
tr"'
Root, E. Merrill. Collectivism on the CampUs: TheBattle for

the Mind in American Colleges. New York: Devin -Adair
Co., 1956. 403 pp.
The-author on p. 19, "Even if there are-no outright Conithuhists
on a faculty, the non - Communists often have been so condition-

.
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ed by the Comniunik minority of American intellectuals, outside
e college as well as inside; that they know not what they do."
d ifgoes on and on revealing plot after plot-in American col-.
es and ut4ersitie but concludes on a note of hope with a'
pter title& "Toward a New Destiny ."

oper, Elmo. The Public Looks at Higher. EducatiOw. Pre-
. pared for ,Fortune Magazine; June, &949. 311 pp.

This study is "in some sense . . a Ipeasure of gie strength of the
popular belief that education is a primary means to social and
economic advancement.'! The study as it appears before publica-
tiop in Fortune is in typed and mimeographed form, and'its
distiibution is thus likely to be quite liniifed.

ROTC Study ,Commiltei, of colgaie University. The Impact,
of an ROTC prbgrain on a Liberal Arts College: A Case

, Study at Colgate University, Hamilton N. Y.: Colgate Uni-
versity,' 1953.' 53,pp. .

The foreword opens, "Is there, a place in the liberal arts cur-
riculum for military studies of a technical .and professional -na-
ture? Are the objectives of civilian band. Military studies com-
patible ?' If so, how are the two tO be articulated?"

. .

Russell, James Earl. Federal Activities in Higher Education
After World War /1 New York:. Kitig's Crown Press, 1957.
253 pp. -
"An analysis of the nature, scope, and impact of federal activities
in higher education in the fiscal year 1957." An appendix of
more thin 100 pages illustrates the involvement of higher educa-
tion govenunental goals in the immediate post-war years.

RusSell, John Dale, Emergent Responsibilities in Higher
Edit-Cation. Chicago: University of Chicago press, 1946.
142 pp.
See in particvlar: "Historic Relationships of Colleges -and Uni-
verstties to the Communities and Societies in Which They Have
Flourished," beginning on p. 40 and ix/Innen by Newton Ed-

,
wards.

Seeley, the'Reverend R. S. K. The Function of the University.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1948, 79 pp.
A brief look at the. changing commitments of Canadian higher
education in the immediate post-war-period, an emphasis on
Catholic education.
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Sinclair, Upton. The Goose Step. Pasadena: Upton Sinclair,
A scathing indictment, by the noted reform writer, of American
.023. 488 pp.

(`
. higher education following World War I. Indexed.-1

Smith;Huston. The Purposes of Higher Education. New York:
Harper and Bros., 1955. 218 pp.,
An interdisciplinary, and highly Intellectually oriented, loolciat
what the future aims of higher education should befrom the
vantage point of 1955. -

.

Stanley,' Georgeitand-quy 4ylvestce. Canadian Univirsities.
Today,. Toronto: UniLersity Of Toronto Press, 1961.-97 pp.
Papers presented to the Royal Society of Canada during its an-
nual symposium in 1960. The second paper, "The Responsibility
of the Universities," and the last, "Australian Universities: A

6
Comparison," are of particular interest.

Taylor, Harold. On 'Education "and Freedom. -1Tev> York:
Abelard-Schuman, 1954. 320 pp. -
The final chapter of this book, wilquert during the McCarthy eral
is an excellenreamination of the quesTon orpartisanship by
universities in issues causing social upheaval. The chapter is
entitled "Communism 'and 'American Democraby" and is an
eloquent defense of neutrality following the statement of the
A.A.U. concerning the same issue which threw that organization
squarely on One side of the McCarthy issue. ,

_Veblei, ,Thorstein. The 'Higher Leatnitit- in Amr erica., A
Meñor6ndum on the anduct, of Universities by Business-,J

men. New ,York.: Sagamore Press:0957. 209 pp.
Written in the early twentieth -century, Introduction by Louis
Hacker. I'

Vesey, Laurence R. The Emergence of the Ainerican Univer-
sity. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1965.\ 505
PP.
An intactual history of the American university from 1865-
1910

Walden, John W. H. The V niversities of Ancjent, Greece. New'
York: Charles Sctihner's Sons, 1909. 367 pages.
See in particular pages.' 58-67, "Education and the Stdte,"
pages. 109-129, "The Declin's ,of University Education:

--Conflict with Christianity."
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Weidner, Edward W. The World Role of Universities. New
York: McGraw-Hill, .1942. 366 pp.
A critique of the American university as agent of social change
in,foreign societies through projects carried out, there..

Wiggins, Sam P. The pesegregation Era in Higher ation.
Berkpley, California: McCutchan Publishing Corporation,
1966. 106 pp.-
An analysis of the degree of. success toward desegregation in
southern institutions of higher learning. -

Wilson, Howard E. ai-I,Florence H. Wilson. Amefican Higher
Education And' World Affairs.Washington, D.C.: ACE,
1963. 158 pp.
"Mr. and Mrs. Wilson's . . volume bringS together the thread's
4 preceding 'studies. Their primary emphasis, however, isno so
Much a summary as. an. analysis of institutional policY and ,ad-
ininistrative organization by which policy may be implemented."

Witmer; Lightner. The Nearing Case- New York: A. W.
® Huebsch, 1915. 123 pp. ..

The documents surrounding the dismissal of an associate pro;
fessor at the Untversity of Pennsylvania in 1915, allegedly -be.--

°cause Nearing &bored child labor laws opposed by membfrs of '
the state lbgislatiire wjib controlje4 appropriations to the univer-
sity. v

- ,. .

Yen, Maria2The Unlbrclla Garden. New York: Tie Macmil.
lan Company,-1954. 268 pp. ,
Subtitled "A Picture of Student Life in Red China." ;Dais book is
a thinly yeiled 'condemnation of the part played by Chinese
Academic communities and 'their members in aiding the-advance

.,.---; of Mao Tse Tung into 'mainland cities. . ,
.--

. ,. . , ,
Zwig, Michael.- The Ldea of a'World Nveritt; . Carbondale,

-I11-.: Southern llixiois,University Press,'1967. 204 pp.
A proposal for international higher education in which no single
cur tural,.national or political bloc dominates the curriculum.
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College So If-Study: Lectures on Institutional Research, Given at Stanford
University, July 19-25, 1959, Richard G. Axt. and Hall T. Spragile, eds.
Available.through Inter-library Loan Service from the depository libraries
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Research on College Students: Institute Lectures Considering Recent Re-
search on College Students' Motivation, Values and Attitudes, and cam-
pus Cultures, 1960, Hall T. Sprague, ed. Available through Inter-lihrary.
Loan Service.

3

Studies of College:Faculty: The Papers Presented at the Insetute for Col-
lege and University Administrators and Faculty, 1961. Available through
Inter-libraiy Loan Service.

The Study of-Campus Cultures: The Papers Presented at the Fourth
Annual Institute on College Self - Study, 1962. Terry 4 Lunsford, ed.

"Xerographic copies are available 6pm,,University Mictfffilms, Inc., 313
N. 1st St., Ann Arbor, 'Mich. 48103. $6.65. Also available.throtigh Inter-
library Loan Services
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The Study dr Academic Administration:. Papers Preseited at the Fifth
Annual Institutes on College Self-Study, 1963. Terry F. Lunsford, ed.
'Xerographic copies are available from University Microfilms, Inc., 313
N. 1st St.,. Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103. $6.65. Also available through Inter-
library Loan Service. _

.

- ,

Long-Range Planning in, Higher Education: The, Papers and Discussions
of the Sixth" Annual Institute on College, Self-Study for College and iini-
versity Administrators, 1964, Owen -A. Knorr, ed. Available through
WICHE-$3.00. .
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Order and Freedom on the Campus: Rights and Resp'onsittilities of Faculty
and Students. Seventh Anrryal Institute on College Self-STudy lor College
and University Administrators. 1965, Owen,A. Knorr and W, John \Min.:
ter, eds. Available through WICHE. $3.50.
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Campus and Capitol: Higher. Education and the State. Papers from the
Eighth Arinual College Self:Study Institute,' 1966, W. John Minter, ed.
Available through WICHE. $3.50.

,

The Individual and the System: Personalizing Higher Education. Papers
from the Ninth Annual Institute on . College Self-Study, 1967, W. John
Minter, ed. Available through WICHE. $3.50. .
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